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Machinery Should Be Set Up
In Each Community for
Correction of Economic
Conditions, He Says.

situation'requires

local

MARRIAGE THE ONLY
MEANS TO PREVENT
DEPORTATION
HER

WHERT

Denver, Colo., Oct. 3. Marriage is the only means to preof Kmille
vent deportation
Maresch, daughter of a wealthy
Vienna merchant, according, to
authorities her
Immigration
who say the girl cime mto the
United 'States a year ago irom
Austria without a pasport.
But. according to 'Miss' Maresch, the only man she would
marry is in jail in El Paso, Texas, charged with a similar offense. His name, according to
the girl, is Adolph Wolff.
Wolff, according to local officials, was arrested a year ago
it El Paso when he attempted to
cross the border fvo.ni Mexico
without a passport. When he
sought permission from author?-itteat El Paso to send a trunk
of clothes to MI33 Maresch at
were
Denver, investigations
made that led to the order for
her deportation. Wolff is held In
El Paso pending trial.
The girl says she will return-tVienna and "wait for her
sweetheart to gain his
s

on

Conference
Unemployment
Will Establish an Agency
Through Which Assistance Can Be Promoted,

WORLD

Washington, Oct. 3. Governors
and mayors throughout tho country Were asked by President Harding in a public statement today to
organize in each community machinery for the correction of economic conditions alone lines" worked out by tho unemployment conference here.
The conference,- - tho president
declared, had demonstrated that
conditions could not bo met properly without such local cooperation. Ho announced that central
agency would bo maintained here
under auspices of the conference
to give national coordination to

tha rehabilitation effort.
Harding's Statement
The president's statement

fol-

lows:
"The conference which I recently summoned to Washington advise
as to the unemployment situation
has demonstrated that an unusual
exists
volume of unemployment
and that pending the recuperation
of trade tho situation cannot be
met, in due regard to our obligations and necessities, without a
much more than usual organization
throughout those states and municipalities where unemployment has
reached considerable proportions.
"The conference
has recommended a plan of organization
which has had the support of commercial, manufacturing, professional and labor representatives of the
It is highly necessary
country.
that more accurate knowledge
should be had, through such organization, of the volume and necessities of tho unemployed.
It is
essential that the cooperation of
all sections of each community
should bo brought into action behind such organization to provide
work and assistance that wo may
pass through the coming winter
without great suffering and distress. It is of national importance
that every community should at
once undertake such organization
in order that tho nation may be
Moreover
protected as a whole.
the thorough committment to such
a task is sure to start a thousand
activities which will add to our
common welfare.
I'nity of Action
"I, therefore, appeal to the governors and mayors of the nation
that they should take the steps
recommended by the conference.
"In order that there may be
unity of action by all the forces
which may be brought to bear,
whether governmental or private,
conference is
the unemployment
establishing an agency in Washington through which appropriate cooperation can be promoted, and
through which reports on all progress and suggestions may be given general circulation and cooperI trust tliis agency may
ation.
be supported in this, endeavor."

Final plans for the central employment agency are practically

officials
conference
completed,
said, and Secretary Hoover is to
make an announcement tomorrow
outlining the character of the organization. Colonel Arthur Woods,
of
former police commissioner
New York, is understood to be under consideration for appointment
as head of the agency.
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hern hemisphere this
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The world's bread crops came to
abundant fruition, in spite of
drought and heat during the grow
ing season. Tho world in 1921,
up to September 30, it was Indicated, would have a total wheat crop
liii.uiMi.utio
ousncls greater than
in 1920.
Spring Arrived Enrly.
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been fatally injured.

DENVER ATTORNEY'lS
FINED $25 AND COSTS
Denver, Colo., Oct. 3. Deputy
District Attorney Carl Cline was
fined $25 and costs by Judge war
ren A. Haggott, of the criminal
court here today, Cline was committed to the county jail and later
released on his own recognizance
pending payment of tho fine when
court opened this afternoon.
The fine was ordered by Judge
Haggott after Cline refused reto
apologize to the court for his
fusal to apologize to a negro at
torney after calling him a "shyster
lawyer."
The remarks which brought the
fine were made during trial of the
case of Chester A. Hardy, negro,
charged with the theft of $'26,001)
in diamonds from Mrs. Eugene P.
Shove, wealthy Colorado Springs
woman while sho was a guest at
the Denver club on July 16, 1920
the case.
Cline was prosecuting
Hardy was uelng defended by A,
8. Carey, negro attorney.
NOMIXATIOX CONFIRMED.
Washington, Oct. 3. The nomi
nation of Mason M, Patrick to be
chief of the army air service with
the rank of major general, sucMenoher,
ceeding Major General
was confirmed today by the sen
ate.

MAN WOUNDED DURING A FIGHT

BETWEEN KLANSMEN AND POSSE
KNOWS HIS ASSAILANT, CLAIMS
Gov. Neff of Texas, Expresses "Great Regret"

at the Clash at Lorena Saturday Night; His

Offer of Assistance in Searching Out the
Guilty Parties Is Declined.
(BY TUB ASSOCIATE! PKESS.)
Waco, Texas, Oct 3. The first, published In the News Tribune
official statement by Governor Pat here tomorrow morning.
The statement Issued at the
sr. Neff, regarding1 tho encounter
governor's office today follows:
at
Lorena
between
Saturday night
"Governor
Neff, when asked
parading Ku Klux Klansmen and about the Lorena Ku Klux Klan
a sheriff's posse In which ton parade In which the sheriff and
men received' bullet and knife citizens of McLennan county were
expressed great regret
wounds, expressing "great regret wounded,
that such a thing should occur any
that such a thing should occur where
In
and stated that
the
anywhere In the state, will be soon after he state
heard of the occur
rence yesterday he tendered his
official services and the aid of
the state to the county officials of
McLennan county to help them
In every way possible In searching
out the truth and in upholding the
law in every way."
FORECAST.
The governor's offer was deDenver, Colo., Oct. 8. New clined
with thanks by County AtMexico: Tuesday and Wednesday,
torney F. B. Tlery, who stated that
fair, warmer south portion.
local
authorities
could handle the
- Arizona:
Tuesday and Wednes- situation.
day, fair, tightly warmer TuesFurther developments In the afday.
fair now await action of the district'
grand Jury which Mr. Tlery
LOCAL REPORT.
and District Judge It. I. MunroC,
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
would be called at the
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, announced
earliest possible date. Both ofrecorded by the university:
ficials believed the Investigation
, , . . 77 should be delayed pending the outHighest temperature
I. iwest
, ., 47 come of the
injuries received by
30 those
Range
seriously Injured In the
Mean
62 fight.
69
Humidity at 6 a. m. . ,.
A statement - today by Louis
Humidity at 6 p. m. ..
,. 26 Crow,
a local
None laundny, proprietor
Precipitation
who was wounded, that
12 he know his
Maximum wind velocity
assailant, has caused
Direction of wind. .
North a stir of interest among the local
Character of day
Clear authorities,
s
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down tho production of the fiber.
European fruit and subsidiary
crops were sharply reduced, the department finds, although the bread
grains survived. Their success, it
was said, was due to the fact that
n
they were chiefly
crops
which grew well In the mild winter. The spring grown grains, root,
and forages, including oats, barley
and wheat, In the United States as
elsewhere, lived through but yielded little. Russia was the one exception in northern territory, but
in terms of statistical
averages,
the department says, little grain
was sown there. Italian lemons
and Grecian currants were found
in fair condition this fall.
Ctmso of Heat Wave.
As to tho causes of the
heat
accumulation, the weather bureau
suggests that the usual seasonable
Interchange of air between the polar and tropical regions was this
year badly disarranged by atmosalpheric pressure disturbance,
though any certalntv on the subbais
ject
hardly possible. The
rometer In
high
pressure regions," over the Atlantic and Pacific oceans was found
to have maintained a higher degree than normal, which might
have had an effect in diverting
rains to the north all through the
season.
Then tho decreased snow fall of
1921, and the thinness of Ice on
streams and lakes allowed solar
htat, normally expended in melting and evaporation, to be stored
up, the bureau says, In heating the
soil and atmosphere.

Misdirected?

step-fath-

step-fathe- r,

AOEUNOEI R ARMS

"semi-permane- nt

RETAIL PRICES OF
FOOD IN 10 CITIES
SLUMPED LAST MONTH
(By The Associated Ami.)
Washington, Oct. 3. Retail food
prices In ten cities showed a tendency to decrease during September, according to a report mada
today by the labor department. In
the cities where figures were obtained September
15, only out.
Richmond, Va., had an in:rem:e
over August
and this
prices
amounted to but two per cent. In
Chicago and Baltimore, the department reported the prices as
three; per cent below those of the
previous month; In Manchester, N.
H., two per cent: New York, Butte,
Bridgeport and Providence, one par
cent; while in Washington, and
Peoria, 111., the drop was nearly
one half of one per cent.
Retail ftod prices are etil' much
above theso of 1913, however, the
bureau (stated,
fixing those In
Washington today at 63 per cent.
Now York 1.7 per cent and Chicago
55 per coM above
the pre-wlevel.
ar

BATTER UP!
In occorduuee with Its

an-nn- al

tlio Morning
custom,
will
tho
"piny"
world's series on its electric
Tho report will be
board,
received by, wire direct from
the l'olo grounds in New
York, play by play. In addition to using tJio electric
hoard, Uio results will bo
megaphoned to the crowd.
Tho Gianta and Yankees
In their first conwill
test Wednesday. Tho game is
scheduled
to start at 12
o'clock, noon, mountain time.
Park yourself on the vacant
lots cast of tho Morning
Journal office and hear tho
(rood or bad news, depending upon which team you aro
bucking.

Journal

.
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Data Has Been Collected for
: Use at the Conference on
Armament Cut to Be Held
at Washington.
(By Til

Associated Fress.)

Washington, Oct. 3 (by tho Associated Press.) Active armies of
the fourteen most Important nations of the world today include
approximately six million men, according to figures obtained here
and regarded as reasonably correct. With the Inclusion of land
armaments, these are the figures
with which It Is expected the assembled commissioners will have
to deal.
While China stands first among
the nations in this summary of soldiers actually under arms about
September 1, last, being credited
active
with 1,370,000
troops.
France is far ahead among na
tions not distressed by civil strife.
In the number of men with tho
colors. The French army strength
is placed at 1,034,000
men, the
British empire standing next with
740,500 and Germany last with
100,000.
The United States stands
thirteenth with 149.000 men in
the regular army, while Italy has
350,000 and Japan 300,000
active
troops.
in considering problems con
nected with attempted reduction
of armed forces ashore, It is to be
assumed, however, that the Wash
ington conferees, will of necessity,
take into consideration many other
factors than the forces actually
under arms in computing the army
strength of any nation for purpose of discussion. Reserve systems, the extent to which reserves
have been organized for quick mo
bilization and the degree or training they have received, all would
be reviewed by technical experts.
Tho United States has at present nothing in the way of organized reserves behind the regular
army except the national guard,
the movement for organization of
a voluntary reserve having Just
been started.
One thing clearly established by
these army figures, military experts said, was that the United
States alone among the victor nations In the war seems to have
completely demobilized.

WU WONT SERVE ON
CHINESE DELEGATION
(By The Assoclofed fcresi.)

Washington, Oct. 8. C. C. Wu,
whose name was included in cabinet dispatches recently as among
the official delegates China might
send to the armament conference, In a cablegram today to Ma
Soo, official representative of the
Canton government, said he would
not serve in that capacity.
"Please Inform the American
public through the Associated
Press," the cablegram said, "that
we have definitely refused the
offer to Join in- this delegation. This action was takeft after
deliberation of the cabinet and
communication with the provinces
under our control and must, therefore, be considered final.'

Pe-k- in

'
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actual slayers, having been

prom-

ised J5.000 for doing the deed. The
various confessions revealed that
at least a score of persons knew of
the plot, directly
or indirectly.
Mrs. Kaber even had promised
foreigner that she would
marry him if ho would run over her
husband with an automobile and
kill him. They also revealed that
Mrs. Kaber, through Mrs. Colavito,
fed her Invalid husband arsenic and
once tried to hum him to denth In
bed. In another plot she sought o
havo him waylaid and beaten to
death in the street. Hho sent hlrr.
out for ice cream on the night of a
party, so that the attack might bo
made. The plot failed when Kaber
took a course different to that Mrs,
Kaber had believed ho would taka.

Washington, Oct. S. Comparatively little progress on the tax revision bill was made to day by the
senate. The most important commit
tee amendments reached, those pro
posing a tax of 15 per cent on corporations and increasing the exemptions to heads of families hav0
ing net incomes of less than
and on account of dependents,
were passed over a second time.
Committee amendments agreed
to included those requiring individuals having a gross income of
0
a year to make a return regardless of the amount of the net
Income and permitting the tax payer to make reduction for debts
ascertained to be worthless and
charged off within a taxable year.
Several amendments wore proSenator
posed from the floor.
King, democrat, Utah, offered a
substitute for his previous income
sur tax amendment under which
the maximum rate would be forty
per cent of that portion of the Income in kcxcess of $70,000.
The
rate on trie first $2,000 of net income would be two per cent; on
the next $1,000 three per cent; on
the next $1,000 four per cent with
an Increase of one per cent for
each additional $1,000 up to
Then the rate would be increased one per cent for each ad
ditional $2,000.
Senator Lodge of Massachusetts,
proposed that deductions be allowed corporations for rents received
from buildings of any character
to the extent of six per cent of
the face market value of such
buildings and the land on which
they stand."
Repeal of the freight, passenger
and Pullman taxes was proposed
by Senator Harris, democrat, Georgia, who gave notice that he would
offer an amendment proposing
that where Income is derived from
the labor of personal service of
the individual tax payer, the rate
on the first $4,000 should bo two
per cent and that on the second
$4,000 four per cent.

(By The Associated Tress.)

Chicago, Oct. 3. Reports thai
Harold F. McCormlck, president of
tho International Harvester company, and Mrs. McCormlck, daughter of John D. Rockefeller, have
separated, were answered today by
Mr. McCormick with a signed statement in which he said:
"Mr. Harold McCormick declines to make any statement bt4
yond confirming the report thrit
he and his wife are not living under
the same roof."
Mrs. McCormick, v. ho returned
to this country last week after
spending eight years in .Switzerland, reached Chicago yesterday
on one train with her daughter,
Muriel, and went to tho McCormlck town house. Mr. McCormlck
and his son arrived later on another
train and went to the McCormick
country estate at Lako Forest.

HUSBAND IS MASTER
IN HIS OWN HOUSE,
IS RULING OF COURT
(By The Associated Tress.)

Mich., Oct. it. Tho
Lansing,
Michigan supreme court laid down
the rule that a husband is master
in his own home and is guilty of
law violation if his wife with hia
knowledge, transacts illegal business in the home.
The decision was given in affirming a lower court verdict convicting
John Sydisloo, of violating the prohibition law. Testimony was Introduced at the trial to show his
wife purchased a' still, installed it
in the basement of the home and
sold liquor.
OIL PRICE INCREASED.
Dallas, Texas, Oct. 3. The Magannolia Petroleum company
nounced that effective today the
price of crude oils has been in-eased to $1.50 per barrel at tho
following wells:
Henrietta, Moran, Ranger and
Stephens county districts, Strawn
and Thrall.
ci

Elcctra-Burkbur-no-

"EDITORIAL
SCANDAL."

AN

Under tho title "A Typical
Election Scandal" tho Evening
Herald goes out of its way to
Include the "Dawn" (vlilcli is
tho Herald's pet nanio for the
Journal) among those who cited
the use of national guardsmen at
Doming on election day "on illustrative of theso devious election
practices the suppression of
which theso Journals so sternly

demand."
The Journal "echoed" nothing
from tho Denilng Headlight. W'c
printed on September 2tt, a statement from Henry Rolf Brown,
adjutant general of New Mexico, which ho telephoned to the
Journal on his own Initiative.
Wo said nothing editorially,
preferring to await tho reply requested of Captain Ely by General Brown.
The only "election scandal" of
which the Journal has positive
was the
g
knowledge
bill of the , Central
Printing Company, publishersac-of
the Evening Herald, The
count of the meeting of the
ballot-printin-

county commissioners at which
this bill wos rejected Wos
in the Herald by Its
total absence.

And it is because Marian McArdle had knowledge of all this
plotting that sho is on trial for'hor
life. Tlioro Is no likelihood, however, that sho will be called upon
to liny the extreme penalty, or even
a penally as severe as that impossd
upon her mother.
Only one thing stands out as Inl
dicating Marian to be
That is the fact
and c.ilculating.
that on the night her
was alti-keshe entertained a girl
friend in an adjoining room, cvn
going s j far as to laugh and sing
to drown the cries of agony th u AN ALLEGED PLOT TO
einanatit from the death room.
A strange girl is Marian and her
BLOW UP WALLACE'S
version of the crime that aroused
HOME IS FRUSTRATED
tho entire country will be listened
to with intense interest.
cold-bloo-

step-fath-

er

(Br The Associated Frees.)

WOMEN
ON

Mm SIT

JURY TRYING

IRH'ARDLE
Five Are Tentatively Seated;
Girl Must Stand Trial on

Charge of Murdering Her

Stepfather.
(By The Associated Press.)

Cleveland. Oct. 3. Ten tenta
tive Jurors were seated to try Mar-Ia- n
McArdle, charged with the first
degree murder of Dan Kaber, her
step father, when the first day
of her trial came to a close today.
At the trial of Mrs, Eva Cather
ine Kaber, the girl's mother, who
was convicted of Kaber's murder
to life imprisonand sentenced
ment, the defense succeeded in
women
off the Jury, but
keeping
the defense did not object to the
selection of women today and five
wero in the box.
Throughout the questioning of
the talesmen. Miss McArdle's attitude was in almost direct contrast to that of her mother when
the latter was on trial. To all
outward appearance, she was the
most unconcerened individual in
Her demeanor
the court room.
was almost stoical.
Occasionally
she smiled at the prospective jurors.
Mrs. Kaber appeared In a daze
until toward the end of her trial.
when ehe broke down completely
and went Into violent hysterics.
When sentence was passed she
had to be carried back to her cell.
When court opened today de
fense attorneys asked for an order
to bring Salvatore Cala here from
the stato pententlnry where he is
serving a life sentence, for the Kaber murder.
Moses Kaber, father of the slain
man, whose relentless search for
the murderers of his son brought
about the arrest and final clearing
up of tho mystery, was seated near
'
the prosecutor.
"

3 SCORE

1922

Lydia

Southard,'

Charged With Murder of
Her Husband, Is on Trial
At Twin Falls, Idaho,
A

SMALL NUMBER OF

--

SPECTATORS PRESENT
Boarding House Keeper Is
the First Witness Called
By the State; Describes
Illness of Meyer,
..
(By The Associated Tress.)

Twin Falls, Idaho, Oct. 3. Poison fly paper supplied the theme
about which was woven the stories
of the first two witnesses of the
state to testify in the caso of
Lydia Meyer Southard charged with
the murder of Edward F. Meyer, a
former husband, by means of poison
secured from soaking pieces of the
paper In water and administered in
her husband's food.
The opening statement by Pros- -

$8,-00- 0.

Marian McArdle.

HAROLD F. M'CORMICK
AND WIFE NOT LIVING
UNDER THESAME ROOF

fall-sow-

CAUSED

Trc-sa-

$5,-00-

s.

MILLION MEN

FROM FLY PAPER

SENATE

(By The Associated

More interest is manifested
n
the trial of Marian than was shown
even in the trial of Mrs. Kaber, her
mother, chronicled as the country's
This interest is
due to tho girl's youth she is
twenty-on- e
and public doubt as to
whether she erred in standing by
her mother, knowing that mother
on
had the blood of her
her hands.
That Marian knew of the plot to
kill, her
but that she
did not participate in any way in
the carrying out of the plans, Is
the attitude of the defense.
They contend that her crime was
that of maintaining silence to protect the woman who brought her
into the world.
History of tho Case.
Briefly, the. story of the Kaber
murder follows:

move

north many miles from previous
nn the occasio
iiniini. tn a
f tho Hitel Kf. Francis party in lautuaes.
Later drouth conspired to - cut
to
said
have
was
Misn
which
Itappe

Hoc a Month
SJllBlH I5))ll
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The Most Important Amendments Reached During the
Day Are Passed Over a
Mrs,
Second Time.
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.
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IS MADE BY TAX

EXCESS

n.n

suspected

LITTLE HEADWA Y

at Trial For Killing Stepfather

BE

Will Be Held in NovemT?y another freak, fruit eroDS.
ber; to Ask Indictments almost
in a world sense, met havoc
On Liquor Charges.
.
from cold in a season which has
Dan Kaber, Lakewood publisher,
set new records everywhere for soheat.
was
lar
occa- was found by his male nurse in hiu
(By Th0 Ansoclnte.1 IPrem.)
This
paradox
sen. Calif.. Oct. 3.
Con ir.
sioned by the fact that last Febru- room the night of July 18, 1919,
Tho caso of Koscoe C. (Fatty) Ar ary the sun got at its work of bring with twenty-fou- r
dagger wounds in
of man ing spring weeks in advance of nor- his abdomen. Before dying Kaber
rhartre
Knoirirt nn thn
two
moaned
men stabbed him
found
that
was
against
that
mal, and trees and shrubs reslaughter
him in tho polioo court in connec- sponded tiy budding out and final- and that the crime was ordered
ts
of Virginia ly coming Into flower and bloom done by his wife. Mrs. Kaber, abwith iho death
aculrrnnH Tnrlnv To tno by March in
all areas where sent from the city the night of tho
.TnrllFA
T4r01U fruit Is grown.nearly
OnnftrliU- rP
l
Frosts could not be murder, returned the following day.
I'UUI
4JUi'u
nuriAfiuintr fnr frinl.
Arralcnmert
tJJUUU.iu-.averted on all the nights, however, She denied all knowledge of tlte
,
"
was set for Wednesday at wnici and this year the United States crime. Later she moved to New
com-iwill produce
about 109,000,000 York ,and there, through the tiretime, according 10 me
buckle must be present. A grant bushels of apples, against 244.000,-00- 0 less efforts of Moses Kaber, aged
charCinC. AT
1,1,.,,
Inrifntmpnt.
in 1920. Only the orchards of father of tho murder victim, sho
buckle with manslaugnicr is ais the Pacific coast, northern New was brought to bay and forced to
Loudcrback's
England and northern New York confess, after her mother, Mrs.
pending in Judge
Brickel, had told the story back of
The court expected tnai escaped.
court.
tho slaying.
Ai.hnoMn'a trial would do neia n
Cotton Suffered.
Mrs. Brickel, forced Into a conCotton suffered greatly, and the
agricultural department experts fession through fear that her son,
Robert II. Mc.Cormack, assistant
in
Charles
as
Brickel, would bo charged
assign the weather
United States attorney general,
perhaps the
said that hor
principal cause for a 50 per cent with the crime,
prosccuuim
charge of prohibition
.0,1 thnt hn exDectei
reduction in output.
The mild daughter, Mrs. Kaber, ordered it
She involved Marian, Mrs.
to go before the federal grand jury weather of winter and spring gave done.
its famous Insect enemy, the boll Colavito and even herself. Cala
nsic maicum-and
tomorrow
onrt.iin firms and Individ weevil, full freedom to llvo and and Pisselli were revealed as tho
uals

Dully

Cleveland, O., Oct. 3. (Special.)
Marian McArdle is on trial In
the same court room where her
mother, Mrs. Eva Catherine Kaber,
was given "a life sentence two
OF 1920- YIELD months
ago for the murder of hsr
husband, Dan Kaber, to stand trial
herself for her life.
The girt, whose career has been
An Increase of 157,000,000 varied
and spectacular, is charged
Is Expected, with complicity r. in the murder jf
She is but
Kaber, her
Based
Estimates one of four women implicated in
the crime. In addition to her
Made on September 30,
mother thore are two other women,
Mrs. Mary Brickel, Marian's maternal grandmother, the third genFRUIT CROPS MET.
eration to be involved, and Emma
HAVOC FROM COLD Colavito, through whom Mrs. Ka
ber procured Salvatore Cala and
vitorio Pisselli to stab her husband
Warm February, Bringing to
death. Cala has been sentenced
to life imprisonment; Pisselli is
Out thtfB
followed By still
at large, and Mrs. Brickel and
Late
Responsible tho Colavito woman are yet to be

FAR

(By

(By The Associated Tress.)

OF

4, 1921.

CITY

HOME-RUN-S

IN

IS RUTH'S GOAL

(Dt The Associated Press.)

New York, Oct. 3. Babe Ruth,
'homo run king and star batsman
1921
of the
American
league
champions, today ai.nounced his
1922 batting campaign plans. Ruth,
h
home run yeswhose
terday was one short of the season
had
set
mark he
for himself, said
he would make another effort to
reach the three score total next
year.
"We'll go gunning for that sixty
mark next season." he. declared,
"and I have a sneaking hunch that
'
I'll make It."
Ruth's 1921 record is five better
than his 1920 performance.
fifty-nint-

5 LOSE LIVES WHEN A
PLANE FALLS 200 FEET
(By The Associated Tress.)

London, Oct. 3. An airplane
crashed today near the Manston
aidrome from a height of 200 feet,
and a flying officer and four mechanics were killed. A strong wind
was blowing and tho machine
burst into flames. A sorgeant of
tho air force ran with an axe to
the blazing machine in an attempt
to rescue the men In the wreckage
but the flames drove him back,

Des Moines, la., Oct. 3. An alleged plot ta.blow tp the beautiful
home here of Secretary of Agriculture H. C. Wallace pnlcss $200
was paid for immunity, collapsed
and persons making the threat
narrowly escaped arrest on the
night of September 23 when they
came to collect the money, according to information given out today
by State Agent William Griffin.,
The threatening note is said to
have been written on a piece of
beAuthorities
wrapping paper.
lieve it to be tho work of a crank
or insane person.
Several similar letters are known
to have been sent to other residents of Des Moines recently.

RANKS OF STRIKERS
ALONG WATER FRONT
IN N. Y. INCREASED
(By The Associated Tress.)

New York. Oct. 3. The ranks of
the water front
were increased today. CoU handlers and carpenters engaged in
bunkering and fitting ships in
overseas trade walked out at several piers. Joining idle longshoremen who struck last Saturday In
protest against the new wage
agreement, cutting their pay from
80 to 65 cents an hour, which was
accepted by the International Long- snoremen's association. Other longshoremen also struck today.

strikers along

ArrLICATIOV DENIED.
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 3. Application for a writ of habeas corpus was denied here tndav hv tlie
state appellate court in the case
or Aenopnon Jones, arrested at
San Diego and wanted in Oklahoma to serve a sentence for mur
der.

E. R. Sherman, the sheriff at Twin'
la
Falls, who has Mrs. Southard
.
custody.
ocutlng Attorney Frank L. Stephens was delivered
immediately
after the securing of a Jury, lie
said he would show the alleged
crime was committed by means f
poison derived from fly paper. ,
Mrs, Ilowo Testifies.
Only a small number of spectators were present when the first
witness for the state, Mrs. Carrie
Howe, of Muscatine, Iowa, boarding
house keeper at the Blue Lakea
ranch at the time of the death of
Meyer, told of the defendant
bringing the fly paper to the ranch-an-

setting it about the boarding

house in saucers of water.
She
destribed in detail the illness of
Meyer and the events leading up
to his death, told of conversations
with the defendant in which shs
advised the calling of a physic u
and the defendant's reply that
"she would call a. doctor and thea
no one would have anything to
say." She testified that following
the removal of Meyer from the
ranch to a Twin Falls hospital sho
found two packages of the fly
paper in a drawer in a small commode underneath some papers m
the room occupied by the Meyers.
Didn't Love Her Husband.
That the defendant also told the
witness that she did not love her
husband as a wife should was testified to by Mrs. Howe, who added
that she advised Mrs. Meyer to
"treat him right," to which the
witness replied that she intended
to.
Cross examination failed, to
shake her testimony.
Granville Halght, manager of the
ranch where Meyer was employed
as foreman up to the time of his
last illness, told of conversations
with both the deceased and hia
(Continued on Page Two.)

JURY IS BEING CHOSEN TO TRY
SPENCER, RETIRED CLERYGMAN,
CHARGED WITH MURDER OF WIFE
Of

Forty-Thre-

e

Veniremen Examined Eleven

Are Passed Temporarily - As Prospective
Jurors; Defendant Charges His Arrest to
Jealousy of Neighbors and Physicians.
(BY TUE ASSOCiATKO FRESS.)
Calif
rw i
SUODOSert tn hnv-- mnl Ytr
aqII. V.
veniremen examined to- drowning in (lear Lake here on or
eleven
were
day
passed temporar- about July 27. According to her
ily as prospective Jurors in the case
sho fell overboard from
of John A. Spencer, retired clergy- ahusband,
rowboat In which
were
man, charged with murder of his crossing the lake to theirthey
summer
wife, Emma Spencer, whose body home. Spencer said he dived imwas found in Clear T.nko lulv 07
mediately for her but was unsucThe defense Used nir nnromnlni-cessful.
challenges today the prosecution
Within a short time after the
none.
funeral
of
her husThe Prosecution ISkeA onoh man band left Mrs. Spencer,
Lakeport for San Jose.
,
examined if he
ha
at the instance of neighbor.
vote for conviction on evidence that Later,
Mrs.' Spencers body was exhumed
was circumstantial and a negative and an
autopsy hold. Following
reply was registered by a majority, the autopsy, a warrant was
issued.
who were thereupon excused.
In the case also
Another
The defense demanded today and occurred atarrest
Jose, August it,
received from the prosecution a when Mrs. E. Sin
D.
alor evtuence, alleged to so as Mrs. E. D. Baker, known
quanuiy
Dunke, was arhave been taken with Out Marph rested and
with being an
warrants from premises owned oy accessory to charged
the murder. Officials
opencer.
said Spencer was with Mrs. Baker
at the time he was arrested.
John A. SDenoer. retinal mlnletoi.
Sosncur rhnrtrArl hm arrAat
of Santa Rosa, Calif., was arrested jealousy, naming neighbors in Santa
in San Jose, Calif., August 20, 1921, nosn ana
pnysicians wno conauctea
on a complaint filed in Lakeport the autopsy.
He denied reports
charging him with the murder of that h and his wife had quarrelej.
his wife, Mrs. Emma Theresa
Before going to Santa Kosa,
was
Spencer.
connected
with
Spencer
Mrs. Spencer, sccordlna to a churches In Alturas, Modoc county,
verdict of a coroner's jury, was aud Pope .Valley, Kapa county.
Lakennrf.

forty-thre-

e

it

TAFT AND MABEL BOARDMAN CONFER
AT WHITE HOUSE WITH. PRESIDENT

EARTH IS EMERGIIiG FROM WHAT
"

HUMAN DIAGNOSTICIANS

MIGHT

'Look tinder

CALL 'METEOROLOGICAL MUMPS'

I
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United States for the Last Year Has Been Suf-- i
fering From An Excess of High Temperas' ture and a Deficiency of Moisture; July the
II Hottest for Eleven Years.
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
temperNew York, Oct. 3 (by tho Asso days, in many parts, cool
prevailed, owing to the obciated Press.) The old spheroid atures
the sun's rays. Some
of
struction
'known as the earth Is emerging of the dust from Krakatoa was
from what some human diagnos- suspended in layers in the upper
ticians might call a severe attack
for years;- of meteorological mumps. H has atmosphere
of a 'Quake.
Mystery
Intermiton
been accompanied by
Now whether the world-wid- e
tent fever, manifested in a world- heat wave is due to some terrlblo
wide heat wave of unusual length paroxysm of nature, such as voland intensity. In spito of the canic action in some remote region
crises and relapses earthquakes, of the earth, or selsmio upheaval
;tidal waves, cloudbursts, typhoons, in tho depths of some unknown
floods
'waterspouts, hail storms,
sea, or whether it is due to enand hurricanes in many widely
or some other cause, Is
Kamchatka
from
p.fcts
It is only as
separated
problematical.
to Cape Horn and from Guam to tirely
as last December 16 that
recently
conare
huadalupe tho doctors
their
scientists were cudgeling
fident the patient will recover.
brains to solve the ms'stery of an
to have
Meanwhile, the United States for earthquake estimated
the last year has been suffering been "2800 miles from Washingphlefly from an excess of high ton." A few days later news came
temperature and a deficiency of of an earthquake, in far off Kanh-S- u
moisture, a condition unprecedenprovince, China, four times that
ted in the fifty years' history of distance,
in which 2,000 persons
JanuFrom
.the weather bureau.
given
perished. The explanation
the
22.
1
Inst,
to
September
ary
was that there probably had octemperature of New York City, curred two distinct shocks each
'which is typical of the country, widely separated, and from that
."Jjias shown an aggregate excess of
to this seismologists speak of
above nor- day
i warmth of H60 degrees
the "lost" earthquake. The presmal while there has been a short- ent temperatures may be due to it.
age of 6.71 inches in rainfall. The
It is a fact, however, that whatof September pre- ever
greatest amount
the cause, this terrestrial ball
more
when
in
was
1882,
cipitation
has been subjected of late to rough
inches fell and the usage, notwithstanding
'than 14
that the
'least for that month occurred two war is over.
hunfifteen
with
later
only
years
dreds of an Inch.
i
High Temperatures.
The persistent high temperature
"for which a number of speculative
explanations have been given
in August, 1920, and for the
succeeding twelve months there
USED III
MAY
was an average monthly excess
bove, normal of 3.4 degrees.
warm
March, 1921, an unusually
spring month, had an excess averThe first
age of 10.8 degrees. record
ROADS
oc
slight break in the which was
curred Inst August.
'
slightly below normal.
Some time before the present
(By The Associated Press.)
the nine months
rtyhenomenonk
Washington, Oct. 3. Possibility
1918,
in
October,
nf rnriiiplncr the number of the na
period beginning
avand ending in July, 1919. the was
tion's unemployed through use of
u: skilled workmen in the construcerage monthly temperature
and
2.71 degrees above normal
ting of new highways and in the
until
record
was
sunspots.
a
this
mninttnance of roads already
ea bottom upheavals or other hy- built, was discussed at a meeting
pothetical causes sent the mercury V.ere toriav of the executive com
still higher.
of the National Association
' "The average temperature re- rnlUee
rf State Highway officials. To aid
corded in this country for the in this effort, it was proposed to
month of March, weather officials oeU from the war department roaa
eay, was 48.3 in March, 1921.
betiding machinery of which the
Freezing Nights.
has a surplus.
The average temperature for de;iartmer.t
,
A resolution was adopted petiApril, 1921, 65 degrees was thea tioning President Harding and
warmest for that month In half
support me
Jannturv. May and June were not members of congress to
senate
Phlpps bill pending intothe
Snosual but July broke all recordsA which
the states
would distribute
lor1 the preceding eleven years.
nve-to- n
road
l.buu
use
in
building
curious freak of the weather in for
tractors out of the
America for the week ending Sep war caterpillar
department surplus of four
tember 22 was that, while every
such tractors.
section of the country from Bis- thousand
The meeting was tho first or i
marck, N. D., to Halifax and from
the executive
conferences
of
series
Mioenix, Ariz., to Miami, F!a., was cemmitteo has arranged.
high
suffering from abnormally
Wyotemperatures, large areas in Nevaming, Montana, Oregon and
SENATOR HITCHCOCK
da..' were having freezing nights.
WILL CONFER WITH
Weather bureau officials here
declined to discuss the possible
WILSON ON TREATIES
connection between the present
of
high temperatures andofdisasters
world.
the
(By The Amh Idled Press.)
nature in many parts
It was recalled, however, that Washington, Oct. 3. Senator
when tho volcanic eruption of
Hitchcock, ranking democrat, on
a small island in the Ma- the foreign relations committee,
pUns to confer with former Preslay archipelago in the Sunda strait,
between Sumatra and Java, oc- ident Wilson within the next few
curred In the summer of 1883, the days, presumably regarding the
most violent of Us kind in mod- administration's peace treaty with
of the Island Germany. The conference is unern times,
was blown away, 20,000 persons derstood to have been arranged on
wave
the request of Mr. Wilson, who Is
perished and h tidalas the
Itself as far
English said to have expressed a desire to
dust
see Mr. Hitchcock.
this
occasion,
channel. On
from the volcanic ashes was car
Journal Want Ads bring results.
ried around the world and for

the-
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.Never say"Aspirin"without saying "Bayer"
Unless you see the
name "Bayer" on package or on
tablets you are not getting genuine
by physicians
Aspirin prescribed
years and proved
for twenty-on- e
'safe by millions. Take Aspirin
"
only as told In the Bayer package
for Colds. Headache, Neuralgia.
r, .Warnlng!

i

Rheumatism, Earache. Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain. All druggists sell Bayer Tablets of Aspirin
in handy tin boxes of 12, and In
bottles of 24 and 100. Aspirin is
the trade maik of Bayer Manufac
of
ture of Monoacetlcacldester
Salicylicacid.

Miss Boardman and Judge Taft leaving the White House.
Miss Mabel Boardman, former secretary of the American Red
Cross, and Chief Justice William Howard Taft recently conferred with
President Harding at the White House. The accompanying photograph was taken on that occasion. The three discussed the national
"Sed Cross convention, to be held in Columbus, O., Oct. 4 to 8.
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SPECULATION IN

GERMANMARKS

Wave of Buying Has Been
Greatly Checked Since the
Value of the Money Began
to Depreciate.
Frem.)

New York, Oct. 3. Speculation
in the German mark in the United
has
States since the armistice
reached an unprecedented
point,
according to International bankers
here.
Thousands of persons In all
walks of life, hoping to got rich
quick, it was stated, have invested
heavily in the German currency,
which recently collapsed to a point
below one cent for the first time
in financial history.
The buying first started In the
midsummer of 1919, when the
value was
mark, whose
23.1 cents, was selling at 7 4 to
8 cents apiece.
New York appeared to be the distributing center. Banks and foreign exchange
houses were flooded with orders
from small investors. Small foreign excharve houses sprang up on
prominent corners, cigar storesto and
do
other business houses began
a flourishing Business in mo
mark.
While the wave of mark buying
was at Its height, peddlers hawked
the German paper on the streets
and one distributor is known to
have made a house to house can
vass.
Bankers said this buying continued as the value of the mark
declined, when the German Indus- trial recovery failed to materialize as quickly as the "get rich
quick" investors had expected.
Some weeks ago when the German
paper began to hit new low levels,
many are believed to have taken
hundreds of thousands of dollars
In losses.
Many of the speculators, however, bankers assert, are holding
their marks for a new rise and are
new
buying the currency at tho losslow rates and equalizing their
es. But the wave of buying . has
been greatly checked, they declared.
While bankers are reluctant to
discuss the probable outcome of
these speculations,
they declare,
that only a readjustment of reparations payments, improvement
in Germany's economic situation,

the

CALORIC
3
to 2 fuel bills. Can be
installed in old or new homes
.
without inconvenience.
Guaranteed to heat your home
0
evenly
degrees in the coldest
weather.
Costs less than stoves.

Saves
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"IF

IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT"
First &rx( Copper Fhorte 74
Live Dealers Write for Our Proposition.
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This trademark and the trademarkti
word "Victrola" identify all our products.
Look under the lid! Look on the label (
VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO,
Camden, N. J.

-

REG.

William A. Ha brock, Idaho Judge
before whom Mrs, Ijdia South
unl la, being li'U d.
at tho ranch ho described as more
that of companions than of hus
band and wife. The witness told
of conversations with the defendant In which the latter stated that
Dr. J. F. Coughlln, called in the
case, had said that he knew of
several similar cases and that one FORMER CROWN PRINCE
of these, a young girl, was not ex
OF GERMANY VISITS
pected to recover. The witness al
so recounted convercations with the
HIS FATHER AT D00RN
defendant in which ptomaine poisoning and typhoid - fever were
mentioned as the ailment from
(By Tlio Associated Ciat.)
which Meyer was suffering.
Doom, Holland, Oct. 3. Form,
er Crown Prince Frederick Wil- ltam, of Germany, today visited his
OF
GROUPS
HOPELESS
father at Doom Castle for the flr3t
credits to German manufacturers;
time since the death of his moth
for raw materials will bring about
THE
CROWD
STARVING
er Augusta Victoria. He was met
an improvement In the value of
marks.
ASTRAKHAN WHARVES &t the gate by the children of his
brother. Prince Adalbert, who
climbed into his automobile and
JOHN BARTON PAYNE IS
(By Tb AMoclntcd PrM.)
Oct 3 (by the hugged him. Then they drove
Astrakhan.
Russia,
RED CROSSCHAIRMAN Associated
Press.) Hopeless with him to tho terrace of the
groups of famine refugees crowd castle, where the one time em
AppointOct 3.
the wharves of Astrakhan which, peror was impatiently awaiting
Washington,
ment of John Barton Payne, for- in happier times, were filled with him.
The relations between Freder
mer secretary of the interior and the tidos of commerce flowing to
n ick William and bis father, which
chairman of t shipping board, as and from Russia and the
chairman of the central committee
plains." Bitter rains of au- recently have been reported as
somewhat strained, are believed to
of the American Red Cross, was tumn are falling almost continuannounced today at the White ally and the first snow of the Rus- be greatly Improved,
He takes office October sian winter has whitened the roofs
house.
of the buildings of the city, but the GROSS PUBLIC DEBT
15, succeeding Dr. Livingston
who has resigned as chair- throngs of emigrants have no shelINCREASED IN SEPT.
ter while hey wait, perhaps vain
man.
v
Mr. Payne accepted the appoint- ly, day and night, for transporta
ment on condition that he would tion to the Kublan and Don regions
(Br Tb Afanrlnted Fra.
serve without salary. Since his re- where they can obtain food.
Oct. 3. The naWashington,
has
of
he
Astrakhan
Is
the
cabinet
a
from
misery tion's gross public debt Increased
tirement
city
death.
The
and
and
In
professional
up
suffering
given
$1,778,000
September, according
practically
life and will give all of bis time to traveler who has seen Russia and to figures made public by the
the Russians In times of plenty. treasury tonight, which show the
Bed Cross work.
Announcement of the accept- may expect to meet with a rosy national debt on September 30 to
ance waa made through President round faced people when he again have been $23,924,108,000.
The
Disillusion debt now outstanding, however, is
country.
Harding, official head of the Bed enters the store
forment
is
in
him, however,
below the
Cross.
high
rr. Farrand. the retiring chair for everywhere he sees thin faces. $2,672,693,000
point of American history, August
man, has been elected president Of the skin of which Is seemingly 31, 1919, when It was $26,506,701,-00stretched tight across the cheek
Cornell university
and it is also a reduction of
bones.
$963,248,000 from September 30,
Far-ran-

US.

PAT, OFF.

j

"Victor Talking Machine Company; Camden, N.J.

Trans-Caspia-

Your home is adapted to the requirement of a pipelest furnace
you owe it to yourself to investigate

and the word "Victrola."

wife. He stated that he was present when the exterminator was dis- covered in the drawer of the comrriode and identified certain marks
at the time he
nlaced thereon
turned it over to Deputy Sheriff
latter first enthe
when
Ormsby
tered upon his long investigation
of the Meyer death.
.Endorsed a Note.
Ha testified in detail regarding
a purchase
of
his endorsement
note on an automobile previously
acquired by tho then Mrs. Meyer,
which note was signed Dy tne ae
fendant as Mrs. Mcltnffle, although
this was subsenuent to her mar
rlage to Meyer. The relationship
between Meyer and his wife while

'

IF

y0 buy" is a Victrola
the Victor dog
be sure t0

Continued from Page One.)

IS ON THE WANE

(By The Amoclnted

met
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POISON DERIVED FROM
FLY PAPER CAUSED
MEYER'S DEATH, SAYS

II

THE picture "His Master's

AGREEMKNT RATIFIED.
Edinburgh, Bcotland, Oct. 3.
n ftimrifhfilmlnff malnrltv the
shareholders of the Arizona Cop
me
per company today raunea
agreement transferrins' the prope
Phelps-Dodgerty to thAmerican
corporation.

lortaTiMBckN Rfcw

i?

C. H. CARNES
SPECIAI IHV IN IK'ULAR
KKFKAfTION
Thone I057--

Bmannfcmnttrfi'thi

The average weekly wage of the
American industrial worker Is $28.1
0 a year ago
as compared with
A Remarkable Record,
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy
has a remarkable record. It has
been In use for colds, croup and
whooping cough for almost half a
century and has constantly grown
in favor and popularity as Its good
qualities became better known. It
Is the standard ana main reuunce
fn. tviosa riiKpnnen tn thousands ot
homes. The fact that it can always
he depended upon and Is safe and
pleasant to taue are greany in us
favor when it Is wanted for
.
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CONTrTcTORS APPROVE
CHINA EXPECTS MUCH
DECISION OF LANDIS
FROM THE CONFERENCE
Chicago, Oct. S. Representa
tives of the leading building con'
tractors' organizations of the city
today adopted resolutions, approv
Ing the recent decision of Judge
Landis lowering wages In the
building trades by approximately
20 per cent, and announced they
were notifying the employes that
they must adhere to the Landis
award or "Chicago would become
the greatest open shop city In the
world so far as the building trades
were cpncerneuY'

1920.

v-
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3 DAYS OF HORSE RACING
AND FIELD SPORTS

Albright
'

CO

&

k

Andetson
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proot that tu
In all climates
METHOD.
Results
INHALANT
THB
by
For further particulars
are nation-widaddress THB INHALANT METHOD CO..
Bull, 609 Union League Bids'., Key No.
it, Los Angeles, Calif.

6th, 7th, and 8th

I'Al'URS

(JAUUON

C

Oct. 3. Both the
Victoria. B.
Chinese neoDle and the Chinese
government expect much from tho
conterence on Far Eastern mauers
to be held at Washington next November, Dr. Phillip K. C. Tyau, recently appointed Chinese minister
to Cuba, who will act as secretary
general to the Chinese delegation
at the Washington conference, declared upon his arrival today from
China.
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HOUSE III ORDER

William Taft Presides as
Chief Justice; Important
Cases to Be
Before Full Bench.

Miners Refuse to Condemn
Men's Organization for Alleqed Strike
Breaking Activities.

1

AN OLD

ALBUQUERQUE. N.MCX.
WITH A NEW

STORE

SPIRIT

ce

Re-argu- ed

(By The Annncl'ilcd Tress.)

Oct. 3.

Washington,

A1- -

ministration of the judicial
oath to William Howard Taft,
the new chief justice of the
supreme court of tho Vnlted
HtatCM, marked tho rcconven- of the supreme
lug toda
court for tho regular fall
term.
The onth was administered
to Mr. Tuft by the senior ns- sociute justice, Joseph Mc- Kenna. Mr. Taft thereby he- canio the first chief justice
to. have previously occupied
tho highest executive offico In
the nation.
Tho administration of the
4 judicial oath, the final step In
tho induction of a new chief
justice, was attended by all ofattho age-olceremony
.tached to the nation's highest
binds
tho
tribunal. Tho oath
chief justice to "administer
justice without respect to per- sons and do equal right to tho
poor and the rich."
The chief justlco and tho
associate justices, at tho con- -

4

--

yj

AUCR16C PRICE FOR GHRPEi hW$

MUSTN'T MAKE

Tf

d,

elusion of tlio ceremonies, 4
followed the established eus- torn and went to tho White
House to pay their respects
to tho president.
(Rr The Assnrlnted PirM.)

recess.

For the first time in its history,
however, the court was presidol
over by a chief Justice who formerly was a president of the United
States William
Howard
Taft,
chosen to fill the vacancy causej
by the death of Edward Douglass
,wnite.
In addition to the half dozen
entl-trucases awaiting decision
there are pending several boundary and irrigation disputes between
states as well as cases between
states alleging trade discrimination,
numerous questions arising out of
government operation of railroads
during the war, a railroad merger
case, several cases testing the rights
or organized labor during strikes, as
well ns its responsibility for losses
resulting from acts of violence during strikes, a large number of
cases In which railroads and other
common carriers seek to have determined their liability for injuries
suffered by employes, several challenges by states of the powers of
the Interstate Commerce Commisg
sion in
and railroad
control, the constitutionality of the
prohibitory tax imposed by the federal government upon child labor,
numerous issues arising out of tin
enforcement of national prohibition and many land, patent, admiralty, bankruptcy, immigration,
Chinese exclusion and miscellaneous cases.
Cases Under Advisement.
The court has under advisement
and may give its opinion at any
time in the Southern Pacific caso.
involving control of the Central
Pacific; the Coronado case, brought
by the United Mine Workers, arising out of violence during a strike
in Arkansas and involving the liability of organized labor for losses
caused by acts of violence; the
Wisconsin case, in which forty-on- e
other states joined to test the right
of the Interstate Commerce Commission to authorize
interstate
railroads to raise their fares within
a state, and the Western Union
case, in which the government
sought to prevent the landing of a
cable at Miami.
Some Important cases are to be
reargued before a full bench. These
Include the United Shoe Machinery
case brought under the Clayton act
to test a contract prohibiting lessees from using other machines in
the manufacture of shoes; the
American Column & Lumber company case, a proceeding in which
the government contends monopoly and restraint of trade is obtained by agreements under the
"Open Competition Plan;"
the Atherton Mills case, from
North Carolina, testing the act im- -

This Corn Remoter

It Guaranteed.

i

posing a prohibitory tax on the
products of mills using child labor; the American Steel Foundries
and the Truax cases, the former
from Illinois and the latter from
Arizona, in which the right of labor to picket during a Btrike is
involved; Wyoming's effort to prevent the diversion by Colorado of
water from the Laramie river; the
Standard Fashion case, involving
the question whether a dealer can
by contract be required by producers to exclusively handle their
products, and the Dahnke-WalkMilling company case, In which
state laws requiring persons and
corporations engaged in business
to register are being contested as
restrictions to interstate commerce.
New York (Jos Cuse
At the head of the cases assigned by the court for argument to
begin on October 10 is one of the
numerous New York gas enses
The
based on increased rates.
next case to be heard by the court,
according to echedule, relates to
prohibition regulations, In which
Charles Cornell and George J. Ohio
seek to remove to their homes cer
tain distilled spirits which they
have hnd in bonded warehouses
since before the constitutional
amendment was adopted. The E.
Powder
I. duPont de Nemours
company case Is the third among
cases
the assigned
presenting the
question whether stock issued by an
newly created company lor
among stockholders of the
parent company Is subject to the
Federal income tax. It will be followed by the reargument of the
American Column & Lumber case.

st

The Corn
and Callus
Peeler

HIGHTOWEB JURY
EXPECTED

TO-B-

SELECTED TODAY
Eleven Prospective Jurors
Are Tentatively Accepted;
Six of Those in the Jury
Box Are Women.
(By The Associated Press.)

Rodwood City. Calif., Oct. 3.
Eleven prospective Jurors tentatively accepted by state and defense were in the box when court
adjourned tonight at the end of
the first day of the trial of William
A. Hightower. on charges of mur.
derlng Father Patrick E. Heslin.
Catholic priest of Colma. The
state had exercised four of its ten
peremptory challenges and tho defense three of its twenty.
Six of those in the
Jury box
were women, and at almost all
times today women were in the
majority In the tentative Jury.
The defense inquired rigorously
into the social and religious beliefs
of veniremen, asking each whether the fact that the slain man was
a priest would affect his decision.
They also were asked whether the
presence or absence of Hightower
from the witness chair would affect their opinions. It is expected
the Jury will be comDleted defi
nitely tomorrow. V
Hightower,
sitting beside his
counsel,
displayed
composure

aisin-butlo-

LOUISIANA
CHARGE OF
LIBELING GOVERNOR

ARREST

ON

fny The Assoclnted Press
Baton Rouge,
La., Oct.

M.

Parker,

The warrants were based upon
two affidavits filed by the

gov-ern- or

and constituted the

throughout the proceeding

8.

of the
Huey P. Long, member
public service commission from
was
arrestee, in
North Louisiana,
Qhrovannrt I.n. tnrinV On & War
rant Issued by tlfc: district court of
East Baton Rouge charging him
with criminally libeling Gov. John
execu-

tive's reply to Long's alleged pub-H- o
assertions that Governor Parker's administration had been
dominated and controlled by the
Standard Oil company.
Long has been paroled to appear in court here tomorrow and
answer the charges.
issued a
The governor
today
statement In which he said In part:
"If these charges are true, I
anv unfit to be governor, and if,
on the contrary, these attacks are
wilfully and maliciously false, then
such official should be dismissed
from office and put In Jail."

but

seemed worn out by his confinement in Jail. As he was removed
from the court room at the end of
tho session, he whistled cheerfully.
The small court room of this little town wag packed with a crowd
of veniremen, witnesses and spectators, more than half the latter
being women.
J. Harry Dunlap, who swore out
a warrant charging David Bender,
an escaped Maryland convict, since
returned to serve out his sentence,
with the slaying of Father Heslin,
was arraigned today on a charge
of perjury. The district attorney,
saia mere was no evidence to connect Bender with the killing. Dun-la- p
was employed as a detective by
Hlghtower's counsel.

PRISONERS CHANGE
PLEA TO GUILTY ON
A LARCENY CHARGE

Pete Chavez and Leo Bonaguldl
Indicted for conspiring to commit
BANKER ARRESTED ON
larceny, entered a plea of guilty
in the district court yesterday afEMBEZZLEMENT. CHARGE ter
first pleading not guilty.
Bonaguldl, who is a merchnnt,
Omaha, Neb., Oct. 8. E. R.
charged with conspiring with
Gurney, widely 'known Nebraska Chavez, who has been working at
banker, president of the defunct the Gross-Kell- y
wholesale comLyon Bonding and 8urety company, pany, to steal large quantities of
was arrested tonight on Indict merchandise from the firm. The
ments returned by the grand Jury two men will
probably be senembezzlement. , Eight tenced this
cnarging
morning.
have been arrested of the ninety-seve- n
indicted in fifty-eigtrue
bills returned by the Jury In Its inI

ht

vestigation of stock Jobbing. Three
Indictments were .returned against
each containing two
Gurney,
counts charging embezzlement and
more
of
theft
than $300,000 of
funds, certificates of deposit and
notes belonging ' to the Lyon
Bonding and Surety company. He
was released under $10,000 bonds.

1,467 ARE ENROLLED
IN CLOVIS

S

g
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Cade Pain--

knife Into the flesh. Not only Hard
soma or aoft eorna but avery kind o
corn or callus surrenders to "Oeta-It,- "
and peels right off. It takea Just a few
seconds to atop the pain ' with two or
three drops. .. Oo to your druggist today.
bottle of "Gets-It.- "
Oet
Coeti but a
trifle everywhere. Tour money back It
Mfd. by E. Lawrence
not satisfied.
Co., Chicago,
gold in Albuquerdua by
'
Alvarado Pharmacy.
A Good Physic.
When you want a physic that la
mild and gentle In effect, easy to
take and certain to act, take Cham,
berlaln'a Tablets. They are excel'

.

lent.

j
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100 Albuquerque Business
Men

will Leave for Es

tancia Valley in 25 Auto
mobiles Early This

A. M.

merchants will
AlDuquerque
leave tho city at 7:30 o'clock this
on
their two day trip
morning
tnrouch the Estancia valley. The
excursion was started by the Albuquerque Business Men's associa
tion. Col. D. K. B. Sellers, nresl
dent of the New Mexico Autn club
will head the procession In an of- ncial car of the club, and a service car from the Butler garage will
rear.
bring up the
Twenty-tw- o
cars are booked for
the trip and reservations have been
made for meals and lodging In the
various Estancia valley towns for
HAIG
at least 100 persons. The cars will
start from the Elks' home and will
travel at a fair rate of speed, each
car keeping its place in the line.
CALLING OF Checks
of the cars will be made
at each town on the route. The
first stop will be at Tijeras. It Is
believed that the party will arrive
ai r.srnncia at iu o'clock.
After meeting the Estancia mer.
chants and boosters, the party will
leave for Willard to tak in the
Torrance county fair. The night
British Field Marshal Writes will
bo spent there and early the
morning the party will start
Congratulating next
DacK Home, coming either by Belen
Him and Receives Reply or back over the same route.
The famous Indian school band
From the President.
will be one of the features of the
excursion, ns will also the sunbon- (By'Tbe Associated Press.)
nets which are made of paper,
3.
Oct.
bear the inscription:
(By
Edinburgh, Scotland,
Mar"Estancia valley and AlbuquerField
Associated
the
Press)
shal Earl Halg, who commanded que need each other."
the British forces in France and
Belgium in the great war, speak- 350 BOYS AND GIRLS
ing at a grand rally of the EdinEXPECTED TO ATTEND
burgh branches of the British
Legion held hore, said he had

APPROVES

THE

ARMS CUT MEET

Harding

written President Harding congratulating him upon what he
was doing in connection with the
n
calling of a conference at
on limitation of armament
and' problems of the far east,
and that he had received a reply
from the American president to
The field
this communication.
marshal read the president's letter
to the audience.
In it President
Harding said:
"I received and am deeply Impressed by your letter in which
your lordship, as president of the
British Empire Service League
and In the name of 7.000,000
men of the British Empire
conveyed to me their warm congratulations upon our efforts to
establish more firmly the foundations of world peace.
"In the same letter I am assured of the league's heartfelt
sympathy and strong hope that
this movement may prove an important step toward the realization of those high Ideals of lust
dealing and good will between the
nations for the sake of which so
many men of both our countries
died.
"I greatly prize the expressions
oi sympatny ana support from an
a
holds
wnicn
organization
unique and glorious place in the
affections and respect of people
everywhere on earth who cherish
HDeriy, rair dealing and the peace
wasn-lngto-

ful processes of progress.

APOLLO CLUB WILL
SING FOR KIWANIS
Casearets will give you
jounnau
Clovis has thorough physic without griping or
LUNCHEON FRIDAY
inconvenience.
you
By morning
with

...

'

.V:'iv..;:'.V''v

BOOSTERS START

Word lias been received here of
the death of C,
(Lum) Hall, a
former resident of Albuquerque, at
his home in Santa Monica, Ca;if.
The cause ef his death is not
known.
The remains were cremated, and have been shipped to
Strong Brothers fcr burial her.-?The widow was unable to come to
Albuquerque for the funeral, because of poor- health.
Among Mr. Hall's activities white
a resident of Albuquerque, are included his founding of the Imperial
laundry, and his taking active pnrt
in the promotion cf New Mexico
Territorial association fairs, having
served as president once, and as
committee member at other times.
During the financial depression of
1893. Mr, Hall was largely. Instrumental in preventing, as far ns possible,' the collapse of the Albuquerque National bank
' Even after his- removal to California, Mr. Hall retained a lively
interest in this city and his friend3
here.

reneiAL dispatch to Hw..in
Clovis, N. M- - Oct. S.
1,800 children of school age,
an enrollment of .1,487 to date. will be free from sick, bilious hjfad-- l
Three hundred ten are enrolled in ache, gases, sourness, Indigestion I The Apollo club will make Its
iflrst public apparance Friday even
the High school. . Curry county and constipation distress.
ling when, under the direction of
now has 27 truck routes, ranging
IMaurle Klein, It will deliver several
la distance from six to IS miles.
selection at the Kiwanis conveneach truck carrying 15 to 80 chiltion, banquet at the Y. M. C. A.
dren,
i, .
Mr.' Klein has taken charge of
Athletics are being given attenthe direction of the club and a
tion in the schools this year as
marked improvement
has been
usual. Earl Morgan of Tennessee,
noticed In the results being obIs athletic director,
A Junior and
tained.
men
of
the
More
are comsenior football team and a junior
ing to rehearsals and it Is hoped
and senior basketball team have
that within a shcrt time, all of the
been organized.
A number of
forty-seve- n
who signed up as memgames have) been arranged with
bers
will become active In the work
neighboring towns. Including Ros- of the organization.
About twenty
welj, Hereford. Fortales and
are now practicing each week with
.
new
music.
the
Diamonds In their natural stnte
Journal want ads get results
areusually of a dull lead color.
v

XJ--

SCHOOLS

DEATH OF C. C. HALL
IN SANTA MONICA IS
SHOCK TO FRIENDS

.

er

MAN

i

a

,

Relief from corn suffering follows the
almost as quck-l- y
application of "Gete-ll- "
at pain follows the thrust of a pin or

New

Jersey Sport Coats

--

Washington, Oct 3. The su
preme court reconvened today for
the regular fall term. No cases of
national importance were placed
upon its docket during the summer

"Gets-It- "

Indianapolis, Oct. 3. Although
refusing to condomn tho American
lejion because of alleged strikp
breaking activities of some of
the convention nf Ununited Mine Workers of America
today adopted a resolution ot the
committee report calling on b'Rinn
officials "to put their house in order." The action came after several delegates hart appealed
for tho convention to g
on record in qualified condemnation of the lesion.
wn
The committee
report
among those made on more t ii a
100 resolutions pent to the convention for consideration by local
unions throughout tho country
and which had been before the
committee for consideration since
the opening of the convention.
Most of the resolutions went into
tho discard.
Appointing Organizers.
Aside from the work on resolutions, the committoo voted overwhelmingly not to change the
union's present svstem of appointing organizers. Supporters of an
election plan complained that the
appointive system permitted officers to build up a political machine, tut no evidence to support
this charge was found by a committee, appointed at the 1019 convention, which hold election of organizers impracticable.
Amons tho resolutions ndnnted
were thoso favoring Immed'nte
nationalization of coal niinca and
railroads, tho repeal of tho espionage laws and amnesty for nil
"political prisoners," and
for Ireland.
The convention sidestepped taking a Ptand on prohibition when
the issue was brought up, by resolutions favoring lifrht wines and
beer. No action was taken on
these resolutions.
Radicals Lose Out.
Resolutions, regarded by delegates as manifesting radical tendencies, were rejected outright.
Tho idea of "one biir union" of
workers, the affiliation nf the mine
workers with the International
Council of Trade and Industrial
unions to develop working class
solidarity, and the calling of
convention by American
trade
unions to form one organization
as
abolition
its
tho
having
object
of capital and the establishment
of a workers' industrial republic
In the United States,
were lost
without discus
overwhelmingly
sion.
The committee report dealln
with the American legion, cited
the legion's constitution as proof
that tho world war veterans' organization "shall be a force of law
and order," adding that acts of
individual
members had justly
brought condemnation on the le
gion, and that the "tyranny prac
ticed by legion members through
force is in direct violation" of the
federal constitution as well as that
of their order.
I'liniHliincnt of Members.
"We, therefore, call upon the
proper officials of the American
legion," said the report, "to put
their household in order by adopt
ing some proper and effective pun
ishment of its members who violate
the constitution, and weaken the
force of tho legion and tend to
bring it into disgrace. The Ameri
can legion is organized for a go,,d
purpose, but has been used for bad
practice, and, being an infant tr
ganization, we feel it unwise at this
time to condemn or eulogize the
American legion as an organization
until tney can have the oppor
tunity to put their house in order.
John Wilkinson, of Muskogee,
Okla., president of the miners' union in that district, in urging fa
vorable action on the report, de
clared the miners could not put the
legion "out of business" by con
demnlng it, nnd added, "if you
want to see them put their house in
order, get in there nnd help them

CLOVIS ENCAMPMENT

(Special Correspondence to The Jnnrnnl.)
3.
Oct.
Clovis, N. M
Three

hundred and fifty boys and girls
win te in Clovis on October 6, 7
and 8 to attend the Curry County
Boys' and Girls' club encampment. The club movement was
started here several years ago.
More boys and girls have enrolled
In the work this year than any
previous year. Mrs. Edna Duranij
is tho Curry county club leader.
Fourteen
communities
will
be
represented among the club mom- tiers: Texlco, Frio, Fairfield, Moye,
Ranchvale, West Chapel, Havner,
Melrose, Crady, Hollene, Euth,
Pleasant Hill, Locust Grove and
McDaniel. Prominent state workers will be here to assist In the
program.
The Boys' and Girls' camp
will be established north of the
court house, where their meals will
be served. The exhibits will bo
shown at the Elks' auditorium.
BANK WILL KEOrEX
Tombsone, Ariz., Oct. 3. Announcement that plans were under
way for reopening the First National Bank of Tombstone, which
baa been closed for the last month,
was made this afternoon following
a meeting of depositors and officers.
No definite date, it was
stated, had been decided on. The
bank is at present In the hands of
a receiver.

INGROWN NAIL
Toe Nail Turns Out Itself If
You Toughen Skin.
,

A noted authority iays that a
few drops of "Outgro" upon the
skin surrounding tho Ingrowing
nail reduces Inflammation and naln
and so toughens the tender, sensitive skin underneath the toe nail,
that It can not penetrate the flesh.
and the nail turns naturally outward almost over night.
"Outgro" Is a harmless, antisep
tic manufactured for chiropodists.
However, anyone can buy from the
drug store a tiny bottle contain,
ing directions. Adv.

time to watch the

THE of tilt Kirl moat
carciiiU $ is when she is
enlc-.'liyoung woman
hood. Much depends uiion

the DrODer iunctioninuoi the
organs of elimination. Let no
falsemodesty interfere with it.
s v 11 you aciecune si mmesi
ency to constipation, by elRiis
lersness check it with a teaspoonlul
of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.

DR. CALDWELL'S

SYRUP PEPSIN
THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is a
compound of Egyptian Senna and
other simple laxative herb3 with pepsin. It works gently, is free from
gripinbr, and contains no narcotics.
Bottles can be had at any drug store,
and the cost is only about a cent a
dose. Just try it I
HALF-OUNC- E
BOTTLE FREE
Few escape cmif fralon, so even if ynu do
not reauire a laxative at this moment let me
Trial Bottle of my
tend jou a
Sjtuf, Pepin FREE OF CHARQE jo that
WW will have it Kandv uhen rxecdr J. Simph
send your name and addrcst to Dr. W. H.
Caldwell. ia Washington St.. Kionticclla.
III. Wriu me today.

Bi
CONSTIPATION

$7.50
Just received Made of all wool Jersey, excellently tailored, Tuxedo model3 in navy blue
and black; sizes 36 to 44.

put It right." Hifi statement came
after some delegates who said they MINNESOTA GRAIN IS
were
men and declared
MENACED BY INSECTS

they would not Join the legion because they knew of Its members
acting against strikers.
The resolution favoring immediate nationalization of the miners
asked that legislation be presented
in congress for the government acquiring title to tho coal lands of
tho country, nnd that in the operation of the mines the miners have
equal representation in deciding
working policies.

The Smith family numbers
members throughout the
world.

TRIED AND
SENTENCED TO PRISON
IN LESS THAN

ARRESTED,

24-H0-

(By The Assnrlnted Press.)

.Snffnrd, Ariz., Oct. 3. Arrested,
tried nnd sentenced to the penitenaftor he
tiary less than
committed a robbery
and only
seven hours after the crime was
reported to the sheriff's office here
is the record made in the case of
Theodore Shufelt today.
e Carpenter of AshA store of
land, twenty miles west of here,
was robbed of $20 last night. At
9:30 o'clock
this
morning, the
sheriff's office here was notified
went to tho store
and deputies
where they found finger prints of
the robber. They traced him to
Safford. arrested Shufelt at noon,
confronted him with the finger
prints, and he confessed. He was
given a preliminary hearing In the
Justice of the peace court, arraigned in the superior court, pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to fourteen to fifteen months In tho state
prison at 4:30 o'clcok this
.

4 ARRESTS MADE

IN

CONNECTION WITH THE
KILLING OF 2 PERSONS
,

iovful crv of thousands
since Dr. Edwards produced Olive
iaDieis, ine suustitute tor calomel.
Dr. Edwards, a practicing physician
for 17 years and calomel's old-tim- e
enemy, discovered the formula for Olive
Tablets while treating patients for
chronic constipation and torpid livers.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets do not
contain calomel, but a healing, soothing
olive-colore-

as on i'oasting

day you- find
oui- new

it"

canisters with
their & walls

of paraffin
keep it so

COFFEE

(By The Assoelated Tress.)

a

'

:

e

home-mad-

e

to-d-

(By The Associated Frera.l
Los Angeles, Oct, 3. Financiers

of the nation will examine, dis
sect and determine the condition
of the country's economic wealth
in the formal opening of the forty,
seventh annual convention of the
American Bankers association here
tomorrow.
The economlo situation of today, the relation of money to Industry, the relation of capital to labor,- - the relation of the
national pocket book to the individual will be analyzed by experts
from every angle.
For four days the bankers will
continue to probe and absorb ideas
on policies for improvement.
The
first general session opening tomorrow will hear a report on "our
situation today a country wide
economlo survey."
by John 8.
Drum, president of the association,
vhtch will be followed by reports
irom tne ten divisions of the asso- -

vegetable laxative.
No griping is the "keynote" of these
little
d
tablets. They cause the bowels and liver to
act normally. They never force them
to unnatural action.
If you have a "dark brown mouth
bad breath a dull, tired feeling sick
headache torpid liver constipation,
you'll find quick, sure and pleasant results from one or two of Dr. Edwards'
Olive Tablets at bedtime.
Thousands take them every night 5ust
to keep light. Try tlma. 15c and 30c.
elation.
sugar-coate-

tagsrani

Kosales, Ariz., Oct. 3. Four CZSZS2SHS2SHSHSaSHSHSHS2S3S2SZ5l
persons were arrested today on
suspicion of having been connectMakes Family Supply a
ed with the killing of Postmaster
Ll
and Mrs. Frank Pearson at Ruby, Iq
or Lough Kent edv
nl
Ariz., according to an announcebi
ment made tonight by County AC
ready-ma- d
better
than
Really
couicit yrnim, nnd ibth About ?
ttorney A. H. I)e Riemer. Sheriff
nl
De Riemer said the arrests were inu
'
rU
made by Sheriff George White of iESESHSZ5Z525HSE525H52525HSHSlS
this county.
Those arrested were Salvador
If you combined the curative prop.
Zazueta, Pacado Silves, Juan Lu ertiei of every known "ready-mdcero and Siprtano Nunez. Zazueta's cough remedy, you probably could
preliminary hearing will Be hem not get as much real curative power
a
in a local justice of the peace court as there is in this simple
Wednesday. Silves and Lucero are h cough syrup, which is easily prepared
residents of Arlvaca, a small town in e. lew iiunuies.
Get from any druggist Vt ounces
r.eor Ruby, and Nunez, is a former
of Pines, pour it into a pint bottle
Mexican soldier.
Postmaster nnd Mrs. Pearson and fill the bottle with syrup, using
were killed when the post office either plain granulated sugar syrup,
at Ruby was raided by seven ban- clarified molasses, honey, or corn
dits several weeks ago.
syrup, as desired. The result is a
full pint of really better cough syrup
thnn you could buy ready-madfor
IMPERIAL WIZARD OF
three times the money. Tastes pleasant and never spoils.
,
KLAN IS REQUESTED
This Pines and Syrup preparation
of
the
at
cause
a
and
gets
right
cough
TO ATTEND HEARING
gives almost immediate relief. Is
loosens the phlegm, stops the nasty
(My The Assnrlnted Press.)
throat tickle and heals the sore, irri3.
Sim
W.
J.
Oct.
Atlanta, Ga.,
tated membranes so gently and easily
of tne that it is really nstonUhing.
wizard
mons, imperial
A day's use will usually overcome
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
was requested by Chairman the ordinary
cough and for bronchitis,
comhouse
of
rules
the
Campbell
croup, hoarseness and bronchial asthmittee, to come to Washington on ma, there is nothing better.
Oct. 11 for the hearing on the
Pines is a most valuable concenKlan, It was announced today by trated compound of genuine Norway
Mrs. Elizabeth Tyler, head of the pine estract, and has been used for
to break severe cough.
order's propagation
department. generations
To avoid disappointment, ask
Colonel Simmons was reported ill
yoir
for
'2Vi ounces of Pines"
at his home, but Mrs. Tyler said he druggist
with full directions, and don't accept
would appear before the committee "even if he has to be taken on anything else. Guaranteed to gie
satisfaction
or money
a stretcher," and that probably of absolute
promptly refunded. The Fines Co,,
ficers of the klan would accom
Ft.
Wayne, Ind,
pany him.

IN
Get Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets BANKERS CONVENE
LOS ANGELES TODAY

That is the

(By The Associated Press.)

Minn., Oct. 18.
Minneapolis,
Insects commonly termed "bran
bugs" and found In grain, are
menacing grain stored In at least
three local elevators, the companies reported today. More than 100
cars of 'grain received here today
were reported intestea with the
bran bugs.
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DESPAIR!
If you are troubled with pain
p
aches; feel tired; have headacha,
indigestion, insomnia; painfal
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MEET LEW

BE ENTERTAINED
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If CITY OCT. 10

He Cannot Fight Sailor Friedman in Philadelphia Until
;
This Is Done, Director
Cortelyou Rules.

Railway Provides Financiers
With Market Ticker Service; Bankers to Arrive on
Three Special Trains.

BY SPARROW MoGAXX.
Speclnl Dltfpnfrh to Morning Journal)
(Copyright 1831 by Albuquerque Journul)
Now York, Oct. 3. Here Is a

New York state bankers will
stop In Albuquerque October 10 on
their way home from the conven
tion at Los Angeles. The bankers
will arrive in three special trains,
twelve coaches.
each containing
More than 400 persons are In the
party.
Tho Chamber of .Commerce,
which has been in touch with the
leader of tho party, received a wire
yesterday stating that the trains
would arrive here October 10 at
2:40 o clock in tne anernuon, ana
would remain until 4 o icock.
Plans will be made by the cnam-he- r
ami the bankers will be enter
tained while here. Auto rides will
be taken through the city ana sur
rounding country. of Committees
Commerce
trora the Chamber
and other civlo organizations will
meet the trains, as will also com
mittees from the Albuquerque

straight tip, lads: Benny Leonard
in
won't light Sailor Friedman
Philadelphia until lis himself
makes Rood with the boxing fans
of the Quaker city. He has got to
meet Lew Tendlcr before he puts
up his hands in a rinp in I'hilly.
There has been a lot of talk that,
before Friedman meets Leonard
the sailor will have to fulfill ft

with John
broken
engagement
Mealey. This was the dictum of
Director of Fubllc Safety Cortelyou. All true and straight enough
so far as it went. Hut it went
farther than has been reported.
The fact is that Leonard is in the
same boat. He has got to go into
the squared circle with Tendjot.
before he faces any 'other fighter
In Tendler'a home town. Mr. Cortelyou is a regular Solomon when
It comes to handling the pugs' disputes in Phllly and the chances
that his methods will be effective
In bringing about the looked for
meeting between the two famous
lightweights are good.
Tex Rickard would like to have
the two boys meet in Madison
Square Garden. There are two
fighters in this country whose
names attached to a program
mean a
golden harvest Jack
Dempsey and Renny Leonard. A
Tondler-Loonar- d
fight at the Garden would mean a quarter of a
million dollar house.
Why has
Billy Gibson, who manages Leoncoin?"
from
the
ard. hMd aloof
Well, there are two reasons. The
first is that if Leonard dnes not
meet Tendlcr in Philadelphia, that
city will be closed to him as a
fighting ground and that might
mean the loss of a lot of money
5n

the future.

But the chief reason la what may
be termed a fend between Leonard
and Rickard. Whenever sports get
together they talk about that, and
wonder what can be the matter
and who said what and who did
which. Rut there has never been
any real light east on the subject. Now stand by for the Illumination.
The present scribe is In a position to Blip the real dope as to the
Rlckard-Leonar- d
situation. It will
be recalled, then, that last year
at the Garden, Tex gave two benefits, one for devastated France and
the other for the stricken Irish.
Leonard boxed at both these benturns to
efits. Finally Leonard
Rickard and said in effect:
"Look here, Tex, you've held two
benefits. When are you going to
one for the Jews?".
hold
"
"Well," says Tex, "I can't afford
any more benefits this year."
Then Leonard said something
and Rickard came back strong,
according to the Rtory. He pointed
out that Leonard had. got forty
thousand for his first benefit and
for his second,
about thirty-fiv- e
whereas Rickard had yielded tin
every cent of profit. He couldn't
see where Leonard got off demanding benefits. Then Benny got
mad and said never again would
he box in the Garden while Rickard controlled it. And thero the
matter stands.
But It might be whispered that
Rickard this winter intends to
hold a monster benefit in behalf of
Jew and gentile beneficent

J7 Theaters
Nl

Today

!

!
1

!

"B"

Thcnter

The Famous
Players-Lask- y
precorporation
sents "The Inside of the Cup," a
but a
Cosmopolitan
production
Paramount picture; als6 presenting "Burton Holmes' Travelogue"
and "Current Events" pictures.
LjtIo Theater "Man, Woman
and Marriage" drew big crowds at
each show yesterday afternoon and
last night, and is being repeated
today. The management Is also
repeating "The Spooners," a Vanity comedy.
Pastimo Tlieater For the last
time today, "The Sting of the
Lash" Is being repeated, with Paulina Frederick as the leading star.
The management is also repeating
the "Fox News" pictures, but as an
added attraction will present a
f reel or two of "Mutt and Jeff"

cartoons.

TEA AND CAKE SERVED
DAILY WITH MUSIC IN
' NEW YORK BARBER SHOP
(Br Th Anorialrd Frvia.)

.New York, Oct. 3. A barber
parlor de
shop and
luxe, where tea and cake are
served daily with music from 4
hair-bobbi-

to 6 p. m. have been opened in the
on the
old Hotel Knickerbocker
site where many well known men
along the Great White Way were
wont to foregather, put one foot on
th rail, gaze at a famous picture
of old King Cole and do things
now forbidden by an amendment
to the constitution and legislation

View of the Polo grounds, New York, during a game, and Manager
Two

facts

world's series
interest. This
the history of

John McGraw,

Miller Huggina of the Yankees.
make this year's iP"0 that the New York team In
circuit nas coppeu me nag.
a series of unusual unit
This is, therefore, tho first year
is tho first time in New York
has had the world's
the American Lea- - series entirely to Itself. New York

left,

and Manager

proper had Its last world'a series
contender when the Giants won in
1917, although Brooklyn won the
pennant In 1920. McGraw ia leading his seventh

STARTS
TY COBB EXPECTS TO
ACQUIRE TWO PLAYERS
ON THE PACIFIC COAST

HEW YGRlt B y PES ITSELF FOR

(By The Associated FreHs.)

iFirapiri

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 3. Ty Cobb,
manager of the Detroit American
league baseball team, on his departure tonight for San Francisco,
where he will manage
a winter
league club, si;d he expected to
acquire at least two players durin,-his stay on tho coast. He did not
Sup- indicate
who they were.
"I expect to return to Detroit
next year in a managerial and playing capacity," he added.
Harry Heilmann, Tiger
who engaged
with his
(BY THK ASSOC lATln PRESS.)
manager in a merry race for batNew York, Oct. 3. New York 2.'!6,000, undoubtedly will ha broken ting honors In the league, will leava
plunged Into a sea of baseball ar- if tho scries goes to six or more for the const later in the week to
play winter baseball.
gument todaj and at the same time games.
divided itself for a rooters' war
whep the Yankees and Giants meet BREAKS WORLD'S
in world scries combat at the Polo
RECORD IN POOL
grounds Wednesday.
Oji the subways, the elevated, the
busses and in surface cars and hotel
baseball fanj
lobbies everywhere
fl HOT
were debating the respective merits
of the various players. Whether
the speed and resourcefulness of
the Giants can overcome the punching power of the Yankees is one of
GAME CHALLENGE
the big points at issue. Yankee
rooters expect big things of "Babe"
res
Ruth.
4
1'.V
Meanwhile the offices of the opOld Town Stars say that the Alposing clubs were making final
Centrals, who are claimbuquerque
'
the
for
seuso'l
post
preparations
ing the city second team championf
'
classic. At the Giants' headquarship through their two wins out
ters all the tickets had been reof three from the Stars, are not
served, It was announced, and there
entitled to the title through the
about McGraw's
talk centered
fact that the Centrals have played
pitching selection for the opening
a number of Gray players in each
game.
of the three ga.mes. In the game
1
"Toney Js His Best Bet."
Sunday when the Stars were de;
declared
is
his
beat
bet,"
"Toney
feated, Sandoval, pitcher of the
e
will
an
"lret
player.
Grays, was in the Central box.
make Ruth and Meusel and tlw)
The Stars claim they can beat
rest ot that Yankee BlugginK crowd
the Centrals If tho Centrals play
Mcinfield.
to
the
'em
up
pop
their own team. They have chalGraw wants to take the first game
e
lenged the Centrals to a
and Toney's tho boy to do it."
sories, counting tho three games
Other Giant followers thought
already played. If the Centrals
McGraw might start Art Nehf, the
take otis of the additional two
sUll
others
and
left
hander,
young
games, tlrey will win the series and
.McGraw
favored Phil Douglas.
tho Stars will he willing to admit
said nothing. Neither did Hughey
their superiority.
two
tho
As an added Inducement,
Jennings, nor Cozy Dolan,
the
coaches.
Stars suggest that the losers of
Yankee headquarters was filled
the proposed series equip the winwith baseball
ners with new uniforms and bats.
players, and last
minute ticket seekers. Miller MugThe Stars stated last night that
John Wcismullcr,
went
Into
seclusion,
gins, manager,
they were willing to play at any
John Welsmuller,
time convenient to tho Centrals.
leaving word that he wanted to
regive his nerves a rest and do some swimmer of the Illinois A. C,
They demand, however, that tho
world's
the
for
broke
record
R
is gen- cently
Centrals play their own team.
figuring on the dope.
Duke
The stars have played seventeen
erally agreed that Huggina will 100 yards In a pool, held by
start Carl Mays, tho submarine Kohanamoka and Perry McGlll-vragames this season and have lost
54
seconds. but five, Including two to tho
That record was
hurler, but Bob Shawkey has been
going so good in the last few Wcismullcr lowered IsIt to 53 one-6 - Grays.
within
His
seconds.
mark
ho
that
has
Huggina
games
pitched
third of a second of the world's PRO OFFICIAL HELD
may spring him as a surprise.
open water record.
Fans Ifiiir Into City.
ON BRIBERY CHARGE
Fans from all parts of the counRACES POSTPONED.
try are pouring into the city and
hotel managers are counting on
Lexington, Ky., Oct. 8. Opo.nlng
Hartford, Conn,, Oct. 3. Thomas
filling their accommodations. The of the grand circuit trotting meet as F. McAullffe, federal enforcewas postponed to ment officer for Connecticut, artho Polo here today,
of
seating capacity
grounds is given as 38,000, but am- Tuesday because of track condi rested at Now Haven today, chargbitious ushers always have been tions, following heavy rains la3t ed with accepting a bribe from
able to find seats in the aisles and night.
Charles and Samuel Gardinl, proon the rails for at least 3,000 more
New
prietors of the Gr,and hotel In Gar-dinnn
nnn
viataoroom
for
ion
Vnnriv
and there is standing
Rrltaln. The arrest of the
In
In
more..
stores
retail
the
spent dally
many
brothers, charged with giving
The rccora attendance at a series, j unicago.
a bribe, followed.

Baseball Fans Are Debating the Respective
Merits of the Various Players; Ruth's
porters Expect Big Things From Their Idol;
Record Attendance Is Expected.

;

right-fielde-
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"BREAK IT UP!" YELLS HEISMAN TO SQUAD
n
J
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I
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Hell-man- n,

,
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Dance, Wednesday,
Colombq JIalL,

October

5i

r,

University of Pennsylvania grid squad la terlmmag developing line play.
John Helsman, whose succew
ln most of the team's time now
for a bi(t year. Knowing that
with the Georgia Tech "Golden
the fundamental part of a crack
to that end of the (fame. Tha
Tornado" team earned him fame,
team la a perfect line offense
photo shows bis speed at that;
is pjreppjng hia U. of Penn. Jsam
and defenie, Heiaman la dovot
1

COLLEGE INN ALMOST
OPENS UP AGAIN BUT
DEAL FALLS THROUGH
Albuquerque had hopes of boasting again a chocolate shop with a
dance floor, 'n everything.
It
hoped so,' at least, for a couple
of weeks after it waa announced
that E. TChase and Dr. R. Fred
Pettlt had purchased the equipment of the College Inn at a receiver's sale.
Yesterday, however, it was announced by Frank Graham, their
agent, that the rent negotiations
with the owner or the building
n
could not be made to the
lessees
of the prospective
and that the business project would
be given up.
All of the equipment has been
nicely cleaned up during the past
two days while workmen were get
ting the shop ready for occupancy
by the new proprietors but Is on
the market again. An agreement
as to rental which the landlord
made on Saturday was broken yesterday, according to Mr. Graham.
satis-actio-

SUGGESTS THAT HOUSE
CONTINUE TO RECESS

MANAGERS OF RIVAL TEAMS GIVE
OUT LIST OF PLAYERS ELIGIBLE
TO PLAY

111

THE WORLD SERIES

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
New York, Oct 8. Twenty-thre- e
New York, Oct. 3. Business
Manager Edward Barrow of the players, two coaches and Manager
New York American league club aicuraw were announced at Natoday announced the following list tional league headquarters today as
of players aj eligible for the wor'd eligible for the world's series.
series:
Pltchers Arthur Nehf, Fred.
Catchers Walter H.
Schang, Toney, Phil Douglas, Jess Barnes,
Fred. Hoffmann, Alfred Devormer. Pat Shea, Harry Bailee, Bill Ryaa
.Fitcners uan
Mays, rcoDori and Cecil Causey.
Catchers Frank Snyder, Earl
Shawkey, Harry Harper, Warren
s.
Collins, Waite Hoyt, Alexander Fer- Smith, Alex. Gaston and Mike
Thomas
guson, William
Plercy,
Infielders
Rogers and Jack Qulnn.
George Kelly, John
Infielders Walter Pipp, Arfiron Rawlings, Dave Bancroft, Franit
Ward, Roger Peckinpaugh, Mike J, Frisch, and Walter Kopf.
Outfielders
Ross Young, Georgo
McNally, J. Franklin Baker, John
Mitchell.
Burns, Emil Meusel, Bill CunningOutfielders George H. Ruth, ham, Eddie
Brown f and Casey
Elmer Miller, Robert Meusel, Rob- Stengel.
Coaches and manager Cozey
ert Roth, Nelson L, Hawks, Wilson
Fewstcr.
Dolan, Hughey Jennings and John
Miller
McGraw.
Hugglns.
Manager
Gon-azle-

which no business Is transacted.
B'lual decision went over until toPma.)
Because of morrow.
unfinished legislation pending in
Mr. Mondell said he would conthe senate, Representative Mon- - fer with' members to find out the
dell, republican leader, "suggested general views as to how long the
to the house today that it continue houre might take Us recess prorecess program under gram.
its three-da- y
With
the tax bill and
(By The AuoHated
Washington, Oct. 3.

treaties still to be acted on by the
senate, he declared there was little expectation that other measures would be considered before
the regular session in December.

Journal want ads get results

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality

BOWLING SEASON

team.

flag-winni-

BATTING HONORS IN
AMERICAN LEAGUE WON
BY HARRY HEILMAN
(Br Th Aniocinted PrrM.)
New York, Oct. 3. Harry
Detroit slugging outfielder,
won the 1J21 batting championin
the American league by
ship
.0003 of a point, according to un- official figures made public today.
Heilmann's boss. Manager Ty
robb, gave him a merry chase for
the title. They were virtually tied
when the season closed yesterday,
with .890 each, but the figures
when carried out to four percentage points gave Heilmann ..3904
and Cobb .8901. Ruth, New York,
wag third with .877: Slsler, St.
Louis, last year's champion, fourth,
Cleveland,
.871, and
Speaker,
fifth, .867.

Ticker service Is being main
talned for the benefit of the bankers on their trip away from the
money world. The Santa Fe railway arranged the market servioe
for the financiers, who have been
able to keep In close touch with
conditions during their trip.
A special dance la being arranged at Isleta for the bankers, who
expressed a desire to see some of
southwest Indian
the famous
dances. Their train will stop at
Isleta for an hour before arriving
at Albuquerque.

'

X

supplementary thereto.
As another mark of progress a
publication In pink specializingbox-in
photographs of actresses and
ers has no place In this barber
shop. It has given way to the highCaruso
est class of magazines.
used to live In the hotel.V Since
prohibition it has been turned into
stores and offices.

'
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AT THE

T. M. C. A. ALLEYS

We state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chester-field are1 of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.

Government Service boys trim
med the Bankers In the first bowling of the fall tournament at the
Y" alleys last night. The govern
ment service men took two out of
three games.
The scoring follows:
Government Service.
123 146 201
Busch
103 130 111
Brinton

Chest erneId

97

Rtcketts

175
169

207
140
167

17u
18'J
167

667

783

843

112
169

115

14(3

178
167
130

121
189
165
196

147
202
182.
16.--

,...756

736

842

Bvers
Roberts
Strange

Totals

Bankers.

Pegue
Gilbert
Selinerer
Arnot
Wagner
Bollfnan
Totals

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

...

CIGARETTES

of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos

blended

MEMBERSHIP OF THE
LEAGUE COUNCIL NOT
TO BE INCREASED NOW
(By Th AMOclated Treat.)

.Geneva, Oct, 3.- - (by the Associated Press.) The council of the
league of nations has thus far been
unable to agree upon the proposal
to Increase the number of permanent members of the council.
Therefore, it appears improbable
that any change In the number of
members of the council will be
made this year, the proposed Increase In the number of non permanent members being dependent
upon the suggested addition to the
permanent membership.
Dr. Gastoa da Cunha of Brazil,
said today he did not consider the
composition of the council likely
to be changed at this time,

A Varnish That
Does Not Scratch or Mar

PERS6NAL NOTES
OF THE STATE
MOTJNTAINAIR.
Mrs. P. A. Speckmann was in
from Friday until
Albuquerque
Sunday, representing the local W.
11. M. 6. at the conference of the
Woman's Home Missionary society
of the M. E. church.
Mrs. Julia Prewitt and her
daughters, Alma and Yuma, left
Friday for their home In Oklahoma City after a visit of a month
with Mrs. Prewltt's slater, Mrs. E.
1.
Langford.
Mrs. Frank Schmlts has returned from Albuquerque, where
she visited her daughter Bertha,
who is there for osteopathic treatment.
came
McEachern
Montrose
n
over Thursday afternoon from
and visited old friends here,
returning Sunday afternoon.
Dr. P. G. Eilcrs returned this
week from a three weeke stay In
Albuquerque.
V. C. Hale Is here this week visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
j2 Hale.
'The Aid society of th Methodist
church met Wednesday afternoon
at the church.
moved the
Mrs. Eva Corbett
latter part of this week to the new
on
built
her land
she
house
has
In the northwest part of town.
Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Merkel
have returned from the conference at Clayton. They will be In
Mountalnalr for another year.
Mrs. Julian Howell left Satur.
day for her new home In Gladstone
after a visit at the home of her
sister, Mrs. C. J. Amble.
P. A. Speckmann la In Soccorro
and Magdalena on business.
Mrs. Dora Booth has returned
from a visit with - her eon, Alex
Booth, In Estancia.
Mrs. J. W. Jackson and Mrs. M.
in Albuquerque
Ti, Lynn were
shopping.
Mrs. E. I, Garvin waa over from
Estancia visiting her daughter,
Mrs. J. C. Williams.
Mr. Baker and family, who recently came in from Oklahoma,
have moved to the Elmer Shaw
farm north of town.
' G. A.
Uiggtns, formerly of this
place, came In last week from
He has bought lota in
Kansas,
the Veal addition, where he will
build. He will soon return to Kan- -'
sas to bring his family out.

be roughened,

October

5,

bystreet wear

Many a generous hostess has said "Let's roll up
the rugs and dance" said it with a smile on her lips,
but with a sinking feeling in her heart, for she knows
that at all such impromptu dances there will be rough
shoes that will be a severe trial to her beautiful, shiny
floors.'.
The first dance, however, after her floors have
been done with McMurtry Rubber Floor Varnish,
proves that her fears are groundless and that her
guests may enjoy themselves to the fullest without
harm to the floors which are her pride.
This McMurtry product is remarl-i- t !i!e in that
has all the virtues of the finest varnicl; ' .ltd in ad- iUle hard.
dition dries out tough hard rather than
or
in
will
mar
v
not
scratch,
check,
Jt
any ay.

Be-lo-

Dance, Wednesday,
Colombo JIull.

tho your guests shoes

ven

Certainly a satisfaction to any woman, who takes pride in
her floors! But think of the economy! Long, satisfactory
wear ia economy orj the best kind.

McMurtry Rubber Floor Varnish

resists wear Just as the tough tread of a good tire overcomes
rough roads thru resilience.
Recommended by Good Painters Everywhere
For Sale by Leading Dealers
Manufacturii if

Si

'

PmM amf IfemfeA Walme
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Denver, Colorado
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Iffomcui s
Daily lvi agazine Page
FUR FROCK IS NEWEST FAD PREDICTED

Social Calendar

THE WOMAN HE MARRIED

for over 30 years

Br JANE PHELPS,
NKaVES

Itf THE

CHAPTER 104.
The look in Dick's eyes had sent
me to my room for fear I would
say or do something to show my
pain at what they held. For love,
adoration, had swept them before
he had lowered his lids and I
had teen.
I clasped and unclasped nervous
hands as I walked hack and forth.
Was there any use in trying to
hold him or win back when he felt
like that?
Then came the thought they
were alone. Was she in his arms?
And I rushed downstairs like one
demented. I was giving that other
woman her opportunity.
"That
Other Woman" how often I had
heard the expression, never giving
it a thought. But when that other
woman threatened my own home,
how dangerous she was!
I didn't knock.
"What is it, Nan?" Dick asked,
swinging around on his swivel
chair, while Juanita looked at me
In amazement from the opposite
Bide of the table where she sat,
her chin in her hands, her eyes
brilliant under the orange scarf
which she had not removed. "She
knows it is becoming,". I thought.
"Did you call?" I queried, embarrassed, ill at ease. I never
fore had failed to rap on the study
door before entering.
"Why, no! Did you think you
heard someone?"
"Yes, but never mind!" and a
precipitately as beore, I again left
them alone.
As I mounted the stairs I heard
a sft, mocking laugh. Juanita
knew why I had returned and was
laughing at me.
I felt as if my anger were
itrangling me, and held my hand
lo my throat.
"I won't let her have him! I
toon't!" was all I could say as once
more I closed the door of my
foom.
It seemed to me as I repeated
this over and over that a thousand
little devils all screamed at me:
"How are you going to help

?

'

yourself?" and that another

thou-

sand yelled:
s "She's
got him now!"
That night I let Dick take Juanita home alone. I called "good
night" as they left, and leaning
over the banisters I asked in as
suave a tone as I could command:
"You will excuse me if I don't
come along, wont you?
I am
very tired."
"Certainly, Nan. You'd better
go right to bed. I shall be back
shortly," Dick answered.
Did I imagine it, or was there a
sort of relief in his tone as he re

,

Juanita called In her gay,
husky voice:
"Dick isn't afraid to come back

ASCENDENT. plied.

alone. Nan!
get him."

The hobgoblins won't

be asleep.

He cajled

"I'm not afraid of the hobgoblins," I called back, and again her
soft mocking laugh reached me.
It was over an hour before I
heard. Dick's step on the walk.
When he came in I pretended to
me softly

just once, and when I did not answer he shut himself in the study.
It was hours later when ha finally
came upstairs.
Karly the next morning I went
into the study it was before he
had gotten down. What had he
been doing all that time? No
loose sheets, no notes, no disorder,
everything just as it always was
left when he and Junnita had
been working together neat piles
of manuscript waiting to be cor-

Tuesday.
Women's swimming class at Y.
M. C. A. at 7 a. m.
Ideal Bridge club will meet at
home of Mrs. A. I. Reidling.
Tuesday Literary club will meet
at the home of Mrs. L. G. Rice.
C. U. P. club picnic from Y. W.
C. A. at 6 p. m.
Meeting of Dandy Dozen at home
of Mrs. George Thelln at 8 p. m.
Initiation by Women's Catholic
Order of Forresters at the St. Mary
hall at 8 p. m.
Fortnightly club Concert at
Presbyterian church at 8 p. .m.

Hi

PLANS

Ounces for

CROSS

(More than
half tor

nsraysun www uriwwty,

go-b-

"You spoil that youngster," Dick
smiled as he replied. Then, "What
I reelse has he got to say?"
sumed reading:
"Derrick hasn't stepped talking
about Aunt Nita. He makes me
tired. I told him so the other
day and he got real huffy. Aunt
Nita's all right, but I'm fed up on

Invitations are being sent to
from
twenty chapters in the state delewhich it is expected that
Bon-dsent.
E.
Robert
be
will
gates
acting division manager of the
Red Cross and Miss Mary Anne
Cross, one of the field representatives, will both return to the city
for the conference. A big pageant,
"The Red Cross of Peace," will be
presented on the evening of the
conference under the direction of
By ELOISE.
Miss Ethel Hickey.
This Is a frock made o broad tail
The program for the conference with an underskirt of monkey fur.
as it stands at present Includes a Both the front and rear view of
talk by Miss Edith Childers, local the frock is shown here and it
home service secretary, on "The truly is stunning although
one
Responsibility of the Red Cross to wonders just where it will be worn.
Dr.
Man."
LeRoy Perhaps to the skating rink, or
the
S. Peters will speak on "Our Re- motoring, or to the country club
to the

"The Necessity of Chapter Organization."

BUSINESS WOMEN'S

CLUB RECOGNIZED BY
quires from one to two pounds.
NATIONALMAGAZINE
So it will be seen from these facts
that a good grade of silk must be
Under the heading "Howdy, New
Because of the high price which expensive. Do not for a moment
number, of
must be paid for silk materials think it possible to pay a low price Mexico," the October
the "Independent Woman," the
every woman should learn to dis and receive a fine quality.
of the Business and
Many of us Indeed most of us! official organ Woman's
tinguish a really good quality of
club, carsilk from a second rate grade so
however, do not demand the fin- Professional
account
of the ffrganiza-Up- n
an
as not to be deluded in her pur- est silk for our garments because ried
of the New Mexico state fedWhen she pays pure-- - we cannot afford to pay for it.
chasing.
silk prices, she should receive pure What we want is an adulterated eration of these clubs.
This, federation was organized
silk at a moderate price that looks
Silk.
Silk is the most expensive of all well. We are thankful that the here on August 8 with Miss Lota
the fibers to cultivate. It is also manufacturers have found a way Kelly of Raton as president. Miss
as
the most beautiful and the strong- of adulterating it, for by so doing Ethel Hickey ofandAlbuquerque
Miss Evelyn
est fiber. The best grade is called they have put a becoming fabric vice president,
''reeled silk" and this is taken within our financial reach. But we Shuler of Raton, secretary.in The
the
from the cocoon in one long, con- do demand that they are fair and Raton club is the oldest
follows and a
tinuous thread (sometimes several offer it to us inexpensively, not state. Albuquerque clubs
are
other
being
hundred yards long). In manufac- trying to convince us that it is number of
among business and
organized
tured reeled silk, many defective the finest grade.
women in other cities
cocoons are found In which the fi"Weighting" and "loading" are professional
meeting of
bers are not perfect or are broken: the names given a process of adul- and towns. The next will
held
the silk from these cocoons may terating silks. Silk has a great the Albuquerque clubat 6:15 be
o'clock
be treated like a short fiber and ability to absorb dyes and metallic on Monday evening
spun into threads varying in salts without apparently changing at the Y. M. C. A. dining room.
strength according to the length the quality of the material, So the
J of the fibers; this
"spun" reasonable silks on the market
silk has not the high luster nor contain more or less of this load- the weighting will remain and it
the strength of "reeled" silk, but is ing or weighting to make them will be in the original shape of the
frequently used as warp with reel- seem heavier.
It is a common sample).
Another method of adulterating
ed silk filling, or in imitation practice to add SO per cent of
is with cotton and mercerized
velfor
of
back
satins and
pongee,
these elements, while it is possible silk
The fibers are not spun
vets, and in many other ways to add 250 or even 500 per cent cotton.
with
where it will not be as noticeably of them. To ascertain how greatly together here as they of are
the two
but the threads
imperfect as it would be if woven a certain piece oi silk material is wool,
In
woven
alone as plain silk material.
of it, take materials are silks a together.
weighted, get a
fine cotton
In the raw state silk is sold by it home and put sample
it in a hot oven very cheap
either
forms
sometimes
the pound. Three thousand silk on a tin dish, and note the amount thread
or filling.
worms are needed to spin one of weighting left on the pan when warp
on artificial silk.
nm
pound of silk and a dress re the silk has burned away (only
It is made from cotton or wool
fiber put through capillary tuDes,
hardened in the air and so treated
"

,

.'..,

they're not merely called

that it will withstand moisuire.
This fiber Bilk is used in many
knitted sweaters, scarfs, dress
braids, fancy ribbons and is combined with both pure silk and with
cotton. It may be detected by its
brilliancy and stiffness.

IS COMING FROM
MEXICO TO ATTEND
BIG COTTON BALL

Corn Flakes, bu- t-

But even thon
hockey matches.
one wonders what will be done
ofter the games or the ride is over
and one steps Inside for a cup of
coffee and a sandwich.
Such
things, however, are far too material for fashion to worry over.

Why pay war prices ?

The fur frock Is the newest thing
and one must wear it whenever
and wherover one can regardless
of comfort.
Do not be fooled, however, for
every fur garment you see which
looks like a frock need not be one.
Many of the new fur coats are
made on frock lines and look Just
o
like a
dress. They are
often bloused and belted Just like
afternoon
milady's
gowns, but
for me to say weather I would AN
there Is a fastening concealed ing
OLD LAND MARK IN
somewhere and If you look' careful. or not.
Proving if you got money thats
SAN
ANTONIO IS SWEPT
Iy you will see it on the shoulder
,
under the arm or down the front. enuff.
AWAY BY FLOOD WATERS
NUMBER OF PERSONS IN

Millions of pounds bought
by the government

one-plec-

A

BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna

Kent Forbes.

ANSWERED LETTERS.

have no need for rouge even under

Betty: Pimples are usually the
result of Impurities In the system,
which may be overcome by eating
properly and keeping a clean digestive tract. Blood troublesmay
cause them sometimes, but in most
cases they are only the results of
careless habits.
The discovery
that yeast contains vitamines and
other properties that clear the system, make it possible now for
many people to have complexions
that are free from these blemishes.
Brown Eyes: Your colors will be
all of the shades found In the autumn leaves preferably, but you
will be able to wear almost any
color, since your skin is so clear.
To keep down your weight, eat
less starchy food, such as white
bread and potatoes. Rich pastry,
sweets and fatty meats will also be
bad for you, as you are already so
many pounds overweight.
Ignorant: Merely working together in an office does not incur
any social obligation, other than
those in the usual business relationship. If your daughter wishes
to extend this and make a really
social thing of her business friendships, she must put it all on a different basis, which means she
should include the wives of the
married men in her invitations.
The formal regrets at not being
able to accept an invitation should
be mailed as promptly as the
apologies for not having
complied with this merely accentuates the discourtesy.
Mary R.: Olive oil, taken In
grape Juice, should help you gain
lit weight and will not be too much
nourishment even with the milk
you are taking. Take a
of the oil, in the same
amount of grape juice, three times
each day, with the meals.
in
Two Readers: Any make-u- p
the daytime Is harsh, unless it is
done most skillfully. It is also in
bad taste, especially in a schoolroom; such young girls should

artificial light. Yes, the constant
use of this coloring will impair the
action of the skin.
The stage
make-u- p
does not Injure, because
the pores of the skin are filled
with cream as a protection before
the coloring is applied. The curlers are not hurtful to the hajr, bui

do not shampoo so frequently
once In two weeks will be about
right for bobbed hair.
Albert P.; You are not underweight, but you probably need
building up, which accounts for
A position
the hollow cheeks.
which will keep you out in the air
and exercising, will help you; if
you can not do this, take all the
You may be
outings possible.
overtaxed from studying and using
up so much strength in growth,
so counteract this by plenty of outdoor exercise, which will rest the
mind and increase the appetite.
Mrs. W. La R.: Any hair tonio
should be applied to tho scalp
either through a dropper or from
the tips of the finger, so as to get
it on the scalp and not waste it
through the hair. It Is then .massaged into the scalp.

--

e.

Enough for 20 uses

a

10-d-

test

ay

delightful results.
Send the coupon.

rOTB BOO!

table-spoonf- ul

DRESSMAKER

' Last
Sundey I wawked erround
to see if Mary Watklns was setting
on her frunt steps, wlch she was,
on 2 pillows, me thinking, Ferst
III make her think Im grate and
then 111 ask her if she wunts to
take a wawk.
And I wawked up to her wawk-In- g

like Charlie Chaplin, saying,
Do you know who this is a Imitation of?
My, you certeny are comical,
sed Mary Watklns lafflng like
you awt to go on the stage,
you reely awt.
I got a ambition to, heers a imiFollowed a Neighbor's Advice
tation of a clown, I sed. And I
and Took Lydia E. Pinkham'i started to make the werst possible

1ADE WELL

eny-thln- g,

Vernon, Tex."
suffered untold agonyeachmonth with My goodnlss, Benny, wy dont you
my sides, go on the stage? '
fains in only
temMaybs I will, heers a imitation
coming into the station,
porary relief in of a trainAnd
I started to make
doctor's medicine I sed.
like
train going
or anything; else sounds and a fast
I sed, Heers the
then
slower,
I took until my same train
same stathe
leeving
husband saw an tion. Arid I made sounds like a
advertisement of slow train going faster, being
's
as good as the clown ImitaLydia E.
Vegetable tion and some peeple mite of
Compound. I men thawt it was better, Mary Watklns
tioned it to a saying. Well you certeny take the
neighbor and she cake, wen are you going on the
told me she had stage?
Eny day now, I sed. And 1
taken it with good results and adto got ready to ask her if
vised me to try
I was then in bed started
she wunted to tako a wawk and
part of the time and my doctor said Jest then who came up but Puds
1 would have to be
operated on, but Bimklns looking even dummer
we decided to try the Vegetable than usual, and, (Mary Watklns
Compound and I also used Lydia E. sed, O Puds, you awt of got heer
Pinkham's Sanative Wash, I am a a little sooner, Benny was giving
dressmaker and am now able to go the most wonderful
imitations,
about my work and do my housework wy dont you do things like that,
besides. You are welcome to use Puds?
I dont feel like it, sed Puds.
this letter as a testimonial as I am
Being a good ixcuse for not saying
alwyas glad to speak a word for your he
how, and I started
medicine." Mrs. W. M. Stephens, to didentlcnow
get reddy agen to ask her to go
1103 N. Commerce St., Vernon, Tex.
for a wawk, and Puds sed. Hay
Dressmakers when overworked are Mary, I got 20 cents, do you wunt
to
such
ailments
to
go erround and get some Ice
and
should
prone
soda?
profit by Mrs. Stephens' experience creem
O
wat a parfeekly wonderflll
and try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegesed
Jdeer,
Mary Watklns, Benny
table Compound. It contains no narwill ixcuse me, wont you Benny?
cotics or harmful drugs.
r
And she jumped up without wait- st

Pink-ham-

it

Senorlta Cansino.
New evidence of the increased
friendship existing between Mexico
and the United States is found In
the fact that Governor Morenz, of
the Mexican state of Zacatecas, has
designated Maria, de los Angeles
Cansino to represent his state as a
"nrlncess". at the Texas Cotton
Palace Exposition ball in 'Waco,
S ... .
Jesas, next month,

Recent discoveries
in Egypt
have disclosed curious burial customs among the ancients, one of
the most Interesting, perhaps, being a large number of servant
groups. These consist of little
wooilen servants to serve their
master In after-lif-

Free

BENNY'S

tmwi

Had your iron

Auoclated Craw.)

ed

That wUl show the

cart-wee- ls

And yoa, like thousands of others, win remember
to jay "Post Toasties" to your grocer instead
ef jost corn Sakes.

3.
Decrease
Washington, Oct,
during the last decade in the average number of persona in a family
and to a dwelling in the United
States, is lnt.lcated by comparative statistics made public today
by the census bureau. The 1920
census showed that the nation's
population was grouped into
families residing in
dwellings, making an average of 4.3 persbns to a family
and 5.1 persons to a dwelling.
In 1910 tho average number of
persons to a family was 4.5 and to
a dwelling 5.2. The average in
both cases was still higher in 1880
five persons to a family and 5.6
persons to a dwelling and has declined steadily since.

(By Th

San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 8.
Among old landmarks which disappeared partially with the recent
flood here, was the "Qulnta," better known as the first postoffice
on Dwyer avenue in this city. It
was built some 160 years ago, ami
ranked with the Alamo In claim
to more historic events In the city's
past.
The structure was stone.
It
stood on the bank of the river Just
across the street from the courthouse. About a year ago It was
condemned to be razed to make
room for widening Dwyer avenue,
but before the order was carried
out the flood started the removal.
The foundation crumpled and one
end and side of the building Is a
mass of ruins.
was
Deeds show the "Qulnta"

built in 1761. In 1814 it was
by a Spanish general who
had sacked the outpOBt and was
used as a prison for more than 600
American women and girls, who
were forced to grind corn and perform other labor.
It next .entered the limelight of
Texas history when it was selected
as the first postoffice for San Antonio, about 1849. Then it was the
property of John Bowen, the first
It has remained in
postmaster.
the family since. For the past few
was
the' home of several
It
years
Mexican families and one or two
small business enterprises.
The
slots cut in the massive doors in
which to drop letters remained to
the last.

for

faces and terned about 5
making clown noises at the
same time. Being a prltty good of
For three years I a imitation and Mary Watklns sed,

best corn flakes

FAMILDECREASED

LITTLE

W

Vegetable Compound

Post Toasties

raisins

H J)

W

;S7'

Out-of-to-

After your first taste you
no longer wonder why

refunded

y,

her."
I stopped and glanced at Dick.
He had flushed redly as he often sponsibility
did when Juanlta's name Was Man." Mrs. Thomas T. Eyre, manmentioned. He said no more about ager of the Albuquerque Red Cross
Junior's letter, but asked if he Salvage shop will give a talk on
might have breakfast at once so "Volunteer Service" and Dr. J. F.
that he might get to work.
Docherty, city and county health
"My novel is almost ready for officer, will speak on "The Nursthe publisher, if I succeed in find- ing Program."
speakers will be
ing one," ha said in reply to a
question of mine. "I shall send Mrs. J. B Read of Santa Fe. whn
it away the last of the week."
will speak on "Recreation Work,"
"Then Juanita can't claim his Miss Lillian Hennlgan of Raton,
Red
time," I whispered, once more for- who will give a talk on "TheAshe-ly
getting that love always finds a Cross in the Schools," Mrs.
Pond of Santa Fe, who will
way.
talk on "The Necessity of Membership," C. G. Gunderson f Bernalillo on "The Mexican Problem,"
and Erwin Errett of Gallup on

brands

higher-price- d

Satisfaction guaranteed or money

same day.

DO YOU KNOW GOOD SILK
M"HEN YOU SEE IT?

more

USE LESS

than of

.

oh, listen to this:
"Derrick says to tell you you
cook better than his mother's chef
does, and that please to tell me
not to cut him out of the. next
box. I threatened to give them
y
because they hogged
all the
most everything."
"Isn't that Just like a, boy?" I

ponnd and '

a quarter)
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By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

Eat

,J T

I

rected.
Fortunately the postman brought
REGIOHAU MEET
me a letter from Junior. When
Dick came down I was busily engaged in reading it.
"What does he say?" Dick
Arrangements for the first reman-likasked,
preferring I gional conference of the Amerishould tell him what Junior had can Red Cross in New Mexico
written rather than read it him- which will gather in Albuquerque
self.
on October 15 are being completed
"Ha says he flunked in algebra, by the divisional headquarters in
with the local chapand has got to give up his recreation hour until it is made up; that ter. The conference will be held
he shared his last box with so in the federal court room in the
many of the boys he had scarcely postoffice building and will be
concluded on the evening of the
anything left for himself, and

FFICIEHT HOUSEKEEPING

i

BAKING
OW D E

ot Beauty Only
These whiter teeth mean safer teeth as well
No doubt the great reason why millions use
is to get prettier teeth. It removes the
dingy film. ,
But science has more Important objects. Ppso-debrings five effects, and all of them mean better tooth protection.

proved them. Now leading dentists everywhere'
advise their daily use.
Both are embodied fa a modern tooth paste
Pepsodent. Every use attacks the film in two effective ways. It also brings three other results
which have proved essential.

The ruinous film

Fights starch and acid

Film is that viscous coat you feel. It clings to
teeth, gets between the teeth and stays. Old methods of brushing do not effectively combat it So it
often lingers long.
Film absorbs stains, making the teeth look
cloudy. Countless teeth are thus made dingy.
Film is the basis of tartar. It holds food sub
Stance which ferments and forms acid. It holds the
acid in contact with the teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it. They, with tartar,
are the chief cause of pyorrhea. Also of other serious troubles. Most of the tflpth and gum attacks
are now traced to that film.

Pepsodent does what fruit acids do. It multiplies the salivary flow. It multiplies the starch
in the saliva, to digest starch deposits that
cling. It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva, to
neutralize the acids which cause tooth decay.
Those are Nature's great
agents.
Every use of Pepsodent multiplies their powers.

Pep-ode- nt

nt

Must combat it daily
After diligent research science has found two
ways to combat that film. Many careful tests have

tooth-protecti-

Effects are apparent
Millions now kndw the delightful effects. Any
one who will can quickly see and feel them.
Send the coupon for a
Tube. Note how
clean the teeth feel after using. Mark the absence
of the viscous film. See how teeth whiten as the
disappear. Then read the reasons in the
book we send.
A week may bring a
g
change In your
teeth cleaning methods. Cut out the coupon now.
film-coa- ts

life-lon-

10-Da-

REG.

Tube Free

y

Ml

US.

The

New-Da- y

Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant, combined with two other modern requisites. Now advised for daily use by leading
dentists everywhere. Supplied by druggists in large tubes.

THK PBPSODENT COMPANY
Dtpt 8, UM S. W.b..h
Chlcica, M.
'
Msll y
tub of Ppto4ntt

In,

OHtT

QMS

TUHI

TO A FAMILY
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COTTON PRICES

GERMANS MAKE HOMES IN FREIGHT CARS

DO PFOHC

kiwis clubs
HERE

TIM

J&?

.

i
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nounced for First Annual
' District
Meeting.
The program for the two days
session of the first annual convention of the Southwest Kiwanis
district which will he held here on
Friday and Saturday of this week
has been announced by local
in charge of the arrangements.
In addition to the business meetings a number of social
ami athletic events have been
An attendance of about
planned.
a hundred from the ten clubs in
the Southwest district is expected,
according to Dr. II. M. Bowers, district governor.
The program follows:
October 7
Morning session at Chamber of
Commerce building.
Governor Bowers presiding.
Address of Welcome Will Kele-he- r.
Response

B. M. Cutting,

'

presiding.
Vocal Solo Charles Byrne.
Short Talk Dr. A. I Dillon,
president Clovis.
Short Talk Dr. J. W. Cathcart,
president El Paso Club.
2:30 Iiase Ball
Kiwanis Club vs. Rotary.
Evening, 7 O'clock
V. M. C. A.
Banquet for all local and vis-of
to be guests
Kiwanians
iting
Albuquerque Kiwanians.
Governor Bowers presiding.
Vocal Solo Miss Grace Sortz.
Address, P. R, Knickenbocker,
Lieutenant Governor, El I'nso.
Male Quartet.
Talk IT. G. Coors.
Kiwanis
president Albuquerque
Club.
Music Apollo Club.
Address, Dean Clark, assistant
secretary, Chicago, 111,

A

V
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BRITISH FORCES

I

Rebels Control

KINLEY MILL 5

001'

CAN'T POT

TO RESUME

IT
More Than

100.000 Square

Miles of

at Chamber of
Morning
Territory; Absolute IndeCommerce building.
pendence Proclaimed.
Earl Drake, Lieutenant Governor, Phoenix, presiding.
(By The Asnrlnled Trew.)
Address, the Kiwanis District,
3.
Rebel
Oct.
Washington.
Glenn Curtis, President. Gallup.
Business meeting, general dis- forces ill India control more than
trict.
100,000 square niles of territory,
Election of officers.
over
which they have proclaimed
1922.
Convention city for
absolute Independence,
according
Luncheon 12:15 V. M. C. A.
statement
issued here tonight
George Kitt, President, Tuscon, to ay. N.
of
national
director
liy
Ghoz,
presiding.
the American commission to proMusic, French Quartet.
W.
Lescher, mote self government in India.
Royal
Address,
from Calicut,
Preys dispatches
President, Phoenix.
Short Talk John Morrow, Pres- the statement said, "state that the
rebels
the
Hindus the
are
offering
ident, Raton.
alternative of death or Islam.
2 O'clock linse Ball
Nothing can be further from the
Albuquerque Kiwanis vs.
truth. In the Malabar region, the
blned team of Kiwanians
ratio of tho Mohammedans to the
ClovLs.
Roswell and
1 O'clock
Hundus bear fifty to fifty, and? if
Reception at Country Club for it were a case of Mohammedan uprising against the Hindus, tho latter
all Kiwanians and ladies.
would have sided with the British
8:X0 I. M. nt Flits Homo
authorities for self protection
Dancing for all Kiwanians.
"The uprising between the Indian
Informal.
people si gainst the British broke
seven weeks ago, and the
cut
of
number
to
1,965
the
Germans
have succeeded in obtaining per- crown military forces have not been
able to crush the movement."
mission to rosido In Paris.

DRIVING FORCE
BEHIND KEEN SUCCESSFUL

A

"

-

MEN AND, WOMEN
When you think of the successful men and
Iromen you know people who are doing things
worth while you will find that they possess
force, vim and energy
the kind that simply brim
over when the blood Ss
filled with iron. Nuxated
Iron by enriching the
blood and creating new
red blood cells, strengthens the nerves, rebuilds
the weakened tissues-- and
helps to instill renewed
force and energy into the
Four
whole system.
million people use it an
nually as a tonic, strength
r.
and
blood-builde-

MAKE THIS TEST
five-grai- n

IRK
llG

The McKlnley Lumber company
will reopen its sawmill with a force
of about 100 men Wednesday or
Thursday, It was announced yesterday by officials of the company.
The mill has been Idle for about
a month 'and a half, having been
shut down since August 15 for repairs.
At present, the mill is ready for
work full time and will continue
operations until December 1, unless the supply of logs from the
mountains la cut off by bad
weather.

The possibility of a -- ailroad'
strike and the moves which should
be made to prepare for It were discussed at a meeting of the shop
crafts at the high school auditorium last evenln.
The VarfmiR ornfta and iinlnn
were urged to stand together.
unless somebody backs
wa will hnva (h. m.atD. .... dcn,
(i.
j
Strike in lliStorv." nn nt tha unant.
.
ers is reported to
have-said-

'I

In occupational life, Protestant
clergymen and gentlemen farmers
lead the longest lives.

Dolt and Eat?
Can you keep house on $25 a week?
Thousands of young couples are postponing marriage because theyvare afraid to
try it. But it can he done!
A Home Journal investigator tells how
many couples are stretching $25 a week
over rent, clothing, heat, gas, light, ice,

'
FIRST MUSICALE OF
SEASON TONIGHT. BY
, FORTNIGHTLY CLUB

The concert this evening In the
Presbyterian church is the first of
the autumnal ni!isieaie3 given by
the Fortnightly Music club, Mis
Gertrude Thompson is in charge-oan entertainment that promises
to fix a high standard of excellence
ifor programs to follow.
Musicians who know the cele
brated Godowsky have requested
that tho erroneous statement of the
pianist's age as chronicled by the
Music club reporter In the Sunday
h'sue, be corrected so tha't all may
know thu he was born in 1S7B and
is only 61 years of age not 70, as
was reported.
The Godowsky concert In the
high school auditorium October
will be the initial booking of th"
lyceum series the Fortnightly cluf?
will sponsor during the coming
season.

f.

food! fun and savings.

RETURNING ENVOY
SEES ARCHBISHOP
OF "OLD RUSSIA"

FmiiraJfVU.'3?l

e

"How to Get Married on $25 a Week
aiid Eat" is one of forty-seve- n
(47) features, including an exclusive article telling
how Mrs. Wilson saved the President s
life, and a complete novelette, "My Aunt
Glarinda's Orphan," by Gorra Harris,
e
October issue of
in the
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Charles R. Crane and the arch,
bishop at the monastery.
Charles R. Crane, retiring U.S.
minister to China, stopped in Russia en route home and during his
stay there called on the aged archbishop of the Old Believers of Russia at the Old Believers' church
and monastery just outside Mos- -

New Kitchen Range to be sold to the
highest bidder. It is now on display at
our store.

FEARS ATTACK; HAS
PISTOL; FINED

Examine it Then make us your offer.
Terms may be arranged.

Buy Sell or Trade.
T. L. & E. L. McSPADDEN,

L

A

I

D

HOME
On Sale Today

$60

George Newton, 'who was a cow
j
boy at the rodeo, was fined
yesterday morning by Judge W. W.
McClellan, on a charge of carrying a concealed weapon.
When asked why ho carried o
pistol, Newton answered that It was
for protection.
Prohibition officers appeared in his behalf to exhe
worked for them
that
had
plain
on a special case. They stated that
Newton carried a g'.n because ,ie
was recently attacked by severs'
men, who assaulted him from ambush, beating him, and tearing his
i
clothing.
The court declared' that If Newton was afraM he should hava
made a complaint
against any
enemies and put them under a
;
peace bond.
'

THE EXCHANGE
Phone

.

STRIKE DISCUSSED AT
SHOP CRAFT MEETING

M

fcjj

I

See how long you can work
walk without becoming tired; next take two
tablets of Nuxated Iron three times per
day after meals for two weeks. Then test your
strength again and see how much you have
n
gained. Numbers of nervous,
people
who were ailing all the while have most astonishingly increased their strength and endurance
simply by taking iron in the proper form,

''.

--

IMPENDING RAILROAD

Cattrou

big-pes-

8

120 West Gold.

DISCOVERED: A ROOF
GARDEN IN THE CITY;
WHY BUILD A HOTEL?

not end in the flat side of another
office building. The garden was
built by Mr. Glomi and is tended
by Mrs. Bambini, who is caretaker
of the building.

?

German family in their freight car home.
t
The housing situation in Germany is still one of that nation's
problems. Thousands, made homeless by the war, are still living
in temporary homes in shacks or box cars. This cozy home in a freigh!
car houses three persons and contains bunks, stove, table, chest oi
drawers and chairs.

Five-Minu-

octobeii
session

n

cians, photographers and others in
the building
he fails to know
about the garden spot in the center of the city.
The roof garden was established
only during the past summer on the
roof of a section of the first floor
of what is known as the Grant
block which is owned by Guldo
Glomi. The open space surrounding a skylight is approximately 100
by 40 feet. This was floored with
narrow boards and provided with
a green trellis which extends the
length of the roof. Tubs of flowering plants and vines which are
being trained over the trellis furwhich makes
nish the vegitatlon
the garden.
,
The garden Is to be reached
through the windows at the heacl
of the stairs or through any of the
windows of the rooms of the building which open on the roof. The
colonnade with the
tubs of flowers offers an attractive
"visa through" which happily does

rcZJW

111

pres-

ident Santa Fe.
Report of district governor.
secretary.
Report of district Y.
M. C. A.
Noon Luncheon at
Hiram Dow, president, Koswoll,

contracts for delivery this year
were retained by the cotton in
New Orleans market at the
close today, after one of the most
exciting days in the history of
the local exchange.
The outside publio looked upon
the government crop condition report, and the report of ginnings
as bullish, and a certain foreshadowing of a cotton famine before the year Is out.

the

(Br The Aluirlnted Vrm.)
New Tork, Oct 3. One of the
most rapid and exciting movements of the spectacular sessions
on the cotton exchange occurred
Albuquerque can turn up ,tts
today in connection with the pubmunicipal' nose and pooh-poo- h
lication of the government's crop
rival
cities whose roof gardens are
After an early rise of
reports.
a symbol of "class," as It wera. It
unusual proportions, prices broke
has a roof garden of Its own with
violently, until within ten minutes,
paths, a pergola and green growa reaction of 129 to 195 points has
ing things in the center of a downbeen recorded.
Unless one
New Orleans, Oct. 3. Gains of town office building.
Before publication of the report
there was a good deal of buying a quarter of a cent a pound on happens to patronize the physi

Program of Business,- Sport
and Entertainment An-

'

RISE

AN EARLY
1

!

in the expectation that the figures
would show a condition of 40 or
When the actual figures
under.
the
of 42.2 were announced,
market was overwhelmed with
conDecember
selling orders.
tracts, which rose approximately
J6.50 to $21.95, a new high record
for the season, on the sharp early
and
upturn, slumped to J20.00 were
months generally
active
marked-dowfor net losses of 30
to 65 points.
Almost as quickly as it came
the rush of liquidation subsided
and the market became steadier
in trade buying, with recoveries in
the later trading.
The government report was only
slightly above the average of the
private reports recently Issued,
and the selling which followed
publication of the figures was attributed ' chiefly to liquidation of
speculative accounts.

October 4, 1921.
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ONLY DEMOCRAT ON U. S. DELEGATION
TO DISARMAMENT MEET AND HIS WIFE

ERSARY DF

1,- -'

DEATH OF DANTE

MflP''

f

COHIfMD
Exercises Presided Over By
Secretary Hughes; "He Is
Ours As Well as Italy's,"
Says in Speech.
,

fj

Washington. Oct. 3. The six
hundredth anniversary of the death
of Dante Alighieri was comment
orated tonight at exercises in the
national museum presided over by

Secretary of State Hughes who
said of the great Italian "He is ours
as well as Italy's.'1
A letter was read from President Harding, who was unable to
attend.
Speakers Included Ouido
Sabetta, counsellor ot the Italian
embassy and Professor Charles II.
Grandgent of Harvard University.
"It is well to turn back six hundred years." Secretary
Hughes
said, "to learn once more the lesson that 'Moral supremacy is the
only ono that leaves monuments
and not ruins behind it.' "

Dante a Patriot

"Danto embodied all the knowledge and culture of his time,"- be
said. "He was scholar, patriot
and poet, but his distinction transcends his age and becomes more
Impressive as tho centuries pass.
He is universal because
he is the poet of the Christian
Faith and with the Ideals of that
faith he wrote the eplo of the human soul.
Dante, with
matchless power, taught the lesson of faith's victory, of the soul
triumphant, of the strength which
alone gives the mastery of life and
cannot know defeat.
President Harding In his letter
said:
"My Dear Mr. Secretary:
- "I wish you
would be good
enough to express my regrets to
at
the national muthe gathering
seum on Monday night, for the
memorial of the six hundredth anniversary of the death of Dante
Alighierl.
"Had it been possible, I would
have been present, and would have
found much satisfaction in paying
my own poor tribute, among the
others, to the memory of one of
the few men who have approached nearest to touch with divinity."
A Rebel Against Wrong
"In arms, in his great thoughts,
In his noble moral conceptions he
was ever a rebel against wrong,
His life
oppression and error.
time of suffering and privation
produced, because the fire of his
was beyond quenching
genius
works In many realms which place
hint among the foremost of mankind's benefactors.
Probably no
other In history so nearly as he
deserves credit for creating at once
a, national literature and a national spirit in a great but oppressed
people. To him. I think, the gior
tee of modern Italian art and lit
trature, and the unity and power
ot the Italian people, may be es'
teemed tomorrow in monuments.
."'It is a justification for relolc
Jng that his anniversary is being
o widely and so understandingly
commemorated m our own coun
try this year. Though he was privileged to see In his life time little
realization of his aspirations, yet
we cannot believe that so noble
a soul will have been denied the
atisfactlon of knowing at last that
men realize their universal debt
to, him. So it is altogetner rutins: that not only those of Italian
descent, but their friends, and the
lovers or humanity cverywnere,
should now give their voice to their
rejoicing in the fulfillment of his
prophecy.
"Let us hope that the coming
century may witness the fulfillment of yet others of his aspirations for the good of the commonwealth of nations, to which he has
been so long and heartening an
inspiration.
"Sincerely yours.
"Warren G. Harding."

HARD DAY'S WORK

NEVER TIRES HIM
:

ICE

II

!T

n.

An itching

skin

quickly
relieved

by

Senator and Mrs. Oscar W. Underwood, photographed in garden of
their Washington homo a few days ago.
Y7.
of Alabama
la the only
Underwood
Oscar
Senator
Democratic senator on the delegation chosen by President Harding to
represent the United States at the disarmament conference which opens
in Washington Nov. 11. The other three members are Secretary of
State Hughes, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge and Elihu Boot, statesman
and authority on international law. ..v-- -

to wait:
Oneapplication of this

You

don't have

gentle ointment brings

Heartfelt reliefand healing
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are you familiar with all the
ways
Burroughs can serve you?
Have you seen the application of
Burroughs Calculators to interest and
analysis, or of other Burroughs Machines to teller's proof, transit letters,
check and deposit journals, and many
other bank uses?
If not, ask us for information, you'll
find it interesting.

time-savin- g,
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FRANCISCO MIERA OF
UNION COUNTY DIES
AT CLAYTON HOSPITAL

RECEIVES

sun i

HIGH

LtPICIAI.

TO

DISPATCH
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Clayton, N. M., Oct.
Hon. FranclRCO Miera,

HONOR

Board of Regents of American College of Surgeons
Will Confer
Fellowship
Upon Local Surgeon.
received
Dr. G. S. McLandress
word yesterday that ho had been
board
the
awarded a fellowship by
of regents of the American Colis one
lege of Surgeons. The honor awardof the highest that can be
entire
world,
ed a surgeon in the
the American college being of the
same caliber as the European orDr. P. G. Cornish,
ganizations.
Sr., is the only Albuquerque surDr. McLandress
from
asldo
geon
who has seceived tho distinction of
being awarded a fellowship in tho
American college.
Dr. McLandreBS will leave for
of
Philadelphia aboutto tho middle on
be present
October In order
28
when
the
fellowships,
October
which have been awarded this
year, will be conferred.

a
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3
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If You Are a Business Man:

3.

well
of Union
known stockman
town
of
county, living at the
Miera, died at 5 o'clock Sunday afternoon at the Clayton
hospital.

You certainly desire to run your
business as well as the banker does his
to be sure that accounts are
posted, balanced and proved daily;
to have an automatic check on
of credit, to make
collections
and avoid bad debts.
prompt
"Then why not do it? It requires no
big investment
you can buy a Bur- -

Guard Gleanings
By The Corporal.

Private Divine and Private
Emile Anderson will wrestle tonight at the armory for the best
two out of three falls.
Private
Harold Moodyman and Private
Moon, each weighing 138 pounds,
will also wrestle.
The troops are being issued
equipment, prior to leaving for El
Paso tonight.

COT

ITER

SHOWING

A

over-extensi- on

3

Adding

Seven of Ten Samples Test
ed Yesterday Were Abso
TVi
iliiwcr nf fnrest fires in the
New
northern
in
Carson forest
lutely Pure; Others Carried
Mexico is being made more immi'
Little Contamination.
nent by the presence of pinon gathin that district, according to
F. C. Pooler, district forester, who

erers

returned Sunday, from a trip
cold,
through that forest. Although
it ia vav Hv in thnt rnerinn. he
This
is
long.
stated, and the grass
necessitates the addition oi more

City water is almost pure. The
of tests yesterday showed
seven of the ten samples absolutely pure and but a slight contamination in three samples.
"If there is an improvement we
I
expect within the next
believe the water will bo entirely
V.
Dr.
J.
Docherty, county
pure."
neaitn orricer stated yesterday.
For the past few weeks the
water has been contaminated and
the health department has advised
boiling or distilling of all drinking
water. Ten samples of water are
used for each
test. The
tests have been showing contamination in all samples until yesterday.
Although the water has been Im
pure, no cases of typhoid fever
nave been reported In the city. The
epidemic is said to be checked at
Chilili, where impure water was
the cause of a number ot typhoid
cases.

A

DIAPEPSIN

STOMACH MISERY

Mlsa Bertha Benson, secretary
the New Mexico Cattle and
left
Horse Growers' association,
io. niirht tnr Baton where she will
have charge of the cattlemen's
of

FOR

MILLIONS

Bookkeeping

Albuquerque Office:

Third Street and Copper Avenue.
Telephone 220.

THIEVES CLEAN OUT
ARMY'S SUPPLY
OF
BUTTER

8 TEACHERS NOW

IN MANILA

(By The Auociatcd

Prei.)

Manila, p. I., Oct. 2. It was
discovered that thieves had cleaned
out the army's supply of butter In
Manila, and Uncle Sam was forced
to go into the open market to
purchase a new stock to last until the next transport arrives with
a fresh consignment. The direct
result on the local market was to
drive the price of butter upward
S cents a pound.
The price today
is 70 cents.
Commissary department records,
according to officers In charge,
showed that there was plenty of
butter on hand for the fighting
men, but when the storehouses
were investigated it was discovered
that this stock existed only on
paper, and that many hundreds of
pounds had been stolen, leaving
the butter section virtually empty.
A transport with a new supply
is expected to arrive within a few
days.

Boils and Pimples

Are Danger Signals

nt

mm

work; and W. P. MacDowell as
head of the religious work.
The other members of the activities board are T, O. Wester-fielE. B. Garcia, R. P. Woodson,
W. M. Holm, and W. M. Franklin.

d,

USED

T FOURTH

SINN FEIN DELEGATES.
Dublin, Oct. 3. It Is announced
that the Sinn Fein delegates to the
London conference will leave Dublin next Saturday.
Ersklne Chil-derthe novelist, and Finlan
Lynch, Sinn Fein member of parAre liament fnr Smith Ifarvv hm.a
secretaries of the confer
Are appointed
ence.

STRESCH00L

s,

More Than 300 Children
Enrolled; Half Grades
Abolished in Order
Carry on Work.

to

Miss Agnes Sloane has been added to the teaching force at the
Fourth street school, which now
has an enrollment of 301 pudIIs.
This is the greatest number ever
enrolled in the school and a complete rearrangement of the rooms
has been necessary in order to accommodate them. Eight teachers
are now employed.
Alt half grades have been abolished. The grades have previous
ly been divided Into first and second sections. All of the pupils of
each grade will now be taught toThe seats have been
gether.
changed In order to give more
room. County Superintendent Irene
Burke completed the rearrangement at the school yesterday after,
noon.

at tne wrm
headquarters association
has mainEvery year regularly more than
fair. The
tained headnuarters at tho fair for a million stomach sufferers in the
United
States, England and Canaseveral years.
da take Pape's Diapepsln, and reCattlemen attcnamg m mir
but
section of the state alize not only Immediate,
residing in that an
to lasting relief. This harmless antnnnnrtllnltv
in uo vluon
w
'
"
will
'
acid
wortc
helps digest anything you eat
become acquainted with the
of the association ana to im-- me and overcomes a sour, gassymin-or They Denote with Unfailing Y. M.
stomach in five
C. A. APPOINTS
Miss
Certainty a Weakened
plans for the near future.
If your meals don't fit comrn..n will elanofffnthpf A COnsidr utes.
and
State
BOARD TO HELP
NEW
Impure
or
like
lies
eat
what
you
data regarding fortably,
erable amount
a lump of lead In your Btomach, or
of the Blood.
the special needs oi ine mine
PROMOTE
ACTIVITIES
business in northeastern New Mex- if you have heartburn, that is a
The activities board of the T.
Get from your
ico. This will be brought before sign of indigestion.
case of Pape g For Absolute Relief You M. C. A., which was recently
tho next meeting ot the executive druggist a sixty-ceMust Clear Your Blood
formed, by the board of directors
Diapepsin. There will be no sour
board!.
of the T., and the director's board
risings, no belching nf undigested
Waste
Products.
of
met at a dinner last evening at
or
no
food, mixed with acid,
gas
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
the T. M. C. A. There were thirty
heartburn, no fullness or heavy
Modern life, withvits rich foods men present, including members
feeling in the stomach, no nausea,
Funeral service? headache or intestinal griping. and lack of exercise, often adver- of both boards.
MTTRPHET
held
tises
were
The chief business of the meetto
its effects by disfiguring the
Prove
C.
minutes
in
five
Murphey
yourself
for Harvey
ing was the launching of a new
at Strong Brothers chapel yester-xo,- ,. that your stomach is as good as skin.
Acne, small abecsses and bolls enterprise, that of making the acnnrnimr. with Mrs. Barnes, any; that there is nothing really
tivities of the organisation more
Christian Science reader, officiat wrong. Stop this food fermenta- are all too common.
To correct the basio trouble
tion
and
what
effective, by the work of the board
you
begin eating
ing. Interment was in jf'airview want without
waste
of
discomfort
blood
must
for that purpose. Charles
the
be
formed
fear
products
cemetery.
or Indigestion.
But don't clog your Puehler,- traveling industrial secpurified.
blood.
Just clean it out. Nature retary of San Francisco, was the
FTtTCTlT
Funeral services for
will do the rest. Pure, rich, red chief speaker.
He discussed the
Roy Ebert were held yesterday
blood
the body and association, pointing out that the
nourishes
at strong tirotneiB
afternoon
reason it, has grown was due to
fights off disease.
chapel, Rev. McQuire. of the Mcth--rtS. S. S., the standard blood purSociety
its being an association Instead of
rhnrch. officiating. Interment
for over 75 years hu
ifier
Is
an
the
Institution.
and
The speech was
system
builder,
was in Fairvlew cemetery.
relied upon Gouraud's
ideal remedy for skin eruptions. Inspiring in Its clear outlining of
Oriental Cream to keep
The effect of S. S. S. Is to rid the the benefits to be derived from
APOSTLE Funeral services for
the skin and complex-iosystem of the waste product the adoption of an activities board.
Peter Apostle will he held Wedneswhich
are causing the trouble. For
At the close of the meeting, the
in perfect condition
Im9
at
the
o'clock
at
day morning
over 60 years s. S. B. hag proven activities
board remained
and
through the stress of
maculate Conception church, Fathto be of unusual merit. Begin tak- elected H. H. Ackerson as chair,
the Mason' activities,
Interer Mandalarl
officiating.
8.
8.
8.
66
write
for
man of the board; Van Olson as
ing
today and
.
ment will be In Calvary cemetery.
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page illustrated booklet, "Facts secretary; August Johnson as head
Trial Sha
Strong Brothers will be in charge.
About tlw Blood" free.
of the boy's department; Guy
mD.T. HOPKINS
new iwuuur,
Personal medical advice, with Lauderbaugh as head ot the physIEHL The remain's of Benjamin
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Allen
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to
T. Iehl were Rhlnned
last night
a complete description of and S. department;
C. Brasher as heads of the
sending
his old home In Marlon, Iowa. His
case.
Address
Chief
Medical
your
economic
branchand
membership
sister, Mrs. Robert Manchester, ac- Director, Swift Specific Co., J40 es; Dr. J. K. Harris as head ot the
companteit them.' Strong Brothers
S. S. S. Laboratory. Atlanta. Ga. social department;
H. P. Donaldwere in charge.
All drug stores sell ,8. S. S.
son as head of the educational
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Burroughs Adding Machine Company

results

fire guards for duty again.
TKfl ninnn cnfherlnflr nurtieS have
started out north of Taos to gather
the nuts, wnicn nave jieen iu
by the recent
ready for harvesting
hA,r.. 4nKta In thA Hnraon forest.
on
the part of
A little carelessness
these parties with tneir campures
might result in disaster, Mr. Pooler
stated.
Mr. Pnoler made the Inspection
trip with Roy Headley, assistant
wnu
forester for the Lltea biates,
mm, Vnrvi Wnshlncton to looli
in
conditions
over road and trail
the southwest and Pacific coast districts. Mr. Headley went from
Taos to Denver, and from there'
will probably proceed to Oregon
and Washington state.
"Mr. Headley praised tne einci--.u,..v.ifh thn work has been
The smallest metal coin in circarried on in this district, highly," culation is the Portuguese
was
"He
said.
Mr. Pooler
pieaseo
worth
of a cent.
with the way in which operating
fVia fnrestR nre kent down
.at,
to the minimum in New Mexico and
Arizona."

STOCK ASSOCIATION
OFFICE OPENS TODAY
AT THE RATON FAIR

.

costly mistakes, saving time, and giving you a check on all your operations.
If you don't feel sure that it will
more than pay its own way, we don't
want you to take it. Call us on the
telephone and let's talk it over.

LOW

BAGTFRIA COUNT

DANGER OF FIRES IN
CARSON FOREST ADDED
TO BY NUT GATHERERS

roughs Machine on easy terms." You
will be surprised to see how quickly
it will pay for itself, by preventing

IS

n

Soothinq and HejJinq

You believe in figures accurate
figures, and enough of them to
just where your business, or
borrower's
business stands.
vy.
any
Therefore you believe in the business
principle embodied in Burroughs Machines, in their accuracy,
and profitable service to business.
Doubtless you post your ledgers on
a Burroughs most banks do but
show-clearl-

!t

RESItlOL

Why do you so often hear that expression?
What makes banking the safest business?
What does this mean to you?

If You Are a Banker:

v,

"If anyone needing medicine
doubts that Tanlao will rid him of
his troubles he has only to try it
to be convinced," declared Pete
Torte, 4642 East First St., Los Angeles, Cal;
"I have always been in rugged
health until about two years and
half ago, when I began to notice
a catch in my right side and a pain
In my back that became especially
bad In cold damp weather.
My
appetite left mo and I couldn't eat
meats or any other solid foods without suffering terribly from indiges-tloI never slept more than two
or three hours at night and woke
up feeling as tired as on going to
bed. It took all the strength' I
could muster to get through a day's
work.
"One day a friend told me that
Tanlao was doing him a world of
good and urged me to try it. So
I did and my appetite picked up,
I got to feeling better at once, and
now I can eat pork chops or anything else I want and never feel a
When six
touch of Indigestion.
o'clock comes, at the close of a
busy day I go home feeling just
fine and sleep at night like a
healthy boy."
Tanlao It sold in Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all
other leading druggist everywhere.
Adv.

4

At the time of the armistice 81
German
tho largest 2,168
tons, had been built, and 80 lost.

SCALES ALL OVER

BABYS HEAD
Also Pimples Over Back.
Very Itchy. Cuticura Heals.
"I had baby shout six months
old whose head came out all over
with scales that were very
itchy and then little pimThey got
ples began.
larger end spread all over
ner oacs. They were
very Itchy end burned

awfully. She often woke
thrnuffh thn
mrA
was very fretful,
"A lady told me to try Cuticura
Soep and Ointment so I bought a
cake of Soap and bos of Ointment
and baby was healed in two weeks."
(Signed) Mrs. John Petkac, 1951 W.
22nd St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Use Cuticura for all toilet purposes.
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How Better Than Pills?
The question has been asked. In
what way are Chamberlain's Tablets superior to the ordinary cathartic and liver pills? Our answer
Is, they are easier and more pleasant to take and their effect is so
gentle that one hardly realizes that
it is produced by a medicine. Then,
they not only move the bowels but
Improve the appetite and strength-e- n
the digestion.

LEGAL NOTICES
NOTICE OF SUIT.
No. 13016

In the District Court. State of New
Mexico, County of Bernalillo.
Scott Anderson, plaintiff, vs. un

known heirs of Ramon Martin,
deceased; unknown heirs of An
gelo Vivlani, deceased; Arigelo
Lombard!, trustee; Thomas 8.
Austin, and all unknown persons
who claim any right, title or interest adverse to the piitntiff In
the premises, defendants.
To the above named defendants;
You and each of you are
notified that tho above hereby
named
plaintiff has on this day in the
said court and cause filed suit
against you. the general nature of
which action is to quiet the title of
the plaintiff in and to the following
real estate in Bernalillo county,
New Mexico,
A piece of land In Precinct No.
13 in that part thereof
called "El Llano," whichcommonly
Is described by actual survey as follows:
at
a point on the south
Beginning
line of McKlnley avenue, which
point Is 1.689.84 feet in a westerly
direction (measured
along the
south line of said McKlnley avenue) from the center line of North
Fourth street and running thence
north 3 degrees 62 minutes east 846
feet; thence north 82 degrees 48
minutes
west
20 feet,
thence
79
north
48 minutes
degrees,
282
West
feet!
thanrx.
n,,lh
tb degrees 65 minutes west 9.62
feet; thence north 81 degrees 8
minutes west 115.1 feet; thence
south 72 degree Its mlni.ta.
178 feet; thence south 6 degrees
26 minutes east 20 feet; thence
soutn 75 degrees 23 minutes east
120.5 feet; thence south
13
degrees 64 minutes west 184.5 feet;
thence
south 75 degrees 40
minutes east. 156.4 feet; thence
south 8 degrees
14
minutes
Wfst 611.50 feet; thence nurth 63
degrees 24 minutes east 175 feet;
thence north 76 degrees 55 minutes
east 67 feet; thence north 88 degrees 37 minutes east 178.85 feet;
thence north 3 degrees 62 minutes
east 418.7 feet to the pUce of beginning: cnntnlnlnir alcrht an
(8.01) acres; and to
taiiuei anu remove as a cloud upon
the title to the said real estate a
mortgage from Salvador Martin to
Angelo Vivlani, dated August 9,
1889, and recorded in Book 4 of
Mortgage Deeds, page 835, of the
Kecorda of Bernalillo
and
to cancel and remove County;
as a cloud
upon the title of the plaintiff to
said real estate a certain deed of
trust from Salvador Martin to Arigelo Lombardl, trustee, datd December 9 1889. record in Book
2 naee 64. of thn mmnii nf .m
county, and to forever bar and
eaiop you ana eacn or you from
having or claiming any right, title,
interest or equity In said real es.
tate adverse to the estate of the
plaintiff.
And you and each of you are
hereby notified that unless you enter your appearance In said court
and cause on or before the 26th
daV Of October. 1991. ft (lllilm.nt
will be rendered against you by de- UUI,
The name ot the attorneys for
th nlfltnttfr la filmma
T5,- whose office and postofflce address
P-

New Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court on this 12th day of Sep.
tember, 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk.
By Harry F. Lee. Deputy.
is Albuquerque,

!

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed proposals will be received

at the office of the City Clerk of
the

City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, until 2 o'clock p. m. on Wednesday, October 6th. 1921, for paving, curbs, gutters, storm sewers,
grading and all necessary incidentals or appurtenances thereto, on
the following named street In accordance with the provisional order
by the City Commission of the City
of Albuquerque,
dated April 20.
1921.

East Central avenue, from the
west line of High street to the west
line of Mulberry street.
Bids will be received on the following types of pavements:
(1)
single course, plain
concrete,
(2)
single course, plain
concrete,
(3)
single course, reinforced concrete,
(4)
single course, reinforced concrete,
h
Bitullthlc on
(5)
asphaltlc base.
Bitullthlc on
(6)
concrete base.
(7) Car tracks of penetration
macadam.
(8) Car tracks of reinforced con.
crete,
Tho following is an estimate of
the work to be done as compiled by
the City Engineer:
7138 square yards paving.
ISO Lin. Ft, curb.
. . , Lin. Ft.
gutter.
2678 Lin. Ft. Comb, curb
and
m-Inc-

gutter.

808 Lin. Ft. single track car line.
756 Lin. Ft. double track car

line.

1840 Cu. Tds. earth excavation.
1790 Sq Ft. cement sidewalks.
The total estimated cost is 145,.

701.00.

Bidders will state the number of
weather working days in which
they propose to complete the whole
of the above work.
The city reserves the right to ac
cept or reject any or all bids.
Each bidder will be required to
deposit with the City Clerk to the
credit ot the City of Albuquerque,
without indorsement, a certified
check of deposit in the sum of ten
per cent (10) of the total amount
bid, as a guarantee that he will tile
all bonds required and enter into
contract, if awarded to him, according to the terms of his bid,
within ten days after the certification ot the award. Should the con.
tractor fall to file bonds in an approved surety company or enter
Into a contract with the City of Albuquerque, then the certified check
shall become forfeited as .iquidated
damages, and the money realized
therefrom bo turned Into the treasury of the City of Albuquerque
JAMES N. GLADDING,
"
.
City. Manager,

October 4, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
people will begin to wonder whether this fall they
will have to endure the cold as patiently as they did
last year.
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
From a spin or a walk into the country we shall
Published By
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
bring back an armful of foliage to be distributed
CARI C. MAQEE.
D, A. MACPHERSON.
about the house in vases that have gathered dust
President.
Becretary. for months.
Young people who are seeking opporBusiness
B. A. MACPHERSON...
Manager
tunities to give and go to parties will plan for high
Editor-in-ChiCARL C. MAGEE
old times on Hallowe'en, and everyone will look
REPRESENTATIVES
O. 3. ANDERSON. . . .Marquette Bldg.. Chicago, III around for something new to wear this coming
RALPH R. MULLIGAN.. 48 E. 42d St. New York season.
matter at the postofflce
Entered as second-claNot many weeks from now, for the times flies
of Albuquerque, N. M, under act ot Congress of
as it did when the Roman poet first called attention
March 17. 1879.
to this fact, we shall see In many store windows the
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, 85c; perennial reminder "Do your Christmas shopping
.u.
yeany, in advance.
aerly." And by that sign we shall know that fall is
.fniirnnl h.l A hlffher t rClllAtlf
ITI.
well past the middle age of life.
rating than is accorded to any other paper In New
American
Meilco." The
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper in New Mexico Issued every day
SPEED IN JUSTICE.
m tns year,
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
New Jersey provides an example of speedy JusThe Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
the use, (or republication of all news credited to tice that if followed generally might have a beneit or not otherwise credited in this paper and also ficial effect in diminishing crime. Two men held
the local news published herein.
up and robbed the cashier of a tile plant of $1,600.
He
October 4, 1921 Later in the day one of the men was captured.
TUESDAY
was taken into court and within 48 hours after the
robbery was committed had been, sentenced to 15
WE DISAGREE.
years and was on his way to the prison.
The Journal Is In receipt of a communication
Of course, detection of criminals is a necessary
A
from a partisan of this paper, which criticizes Mar-ro- n preliminary to conviction and imprisonment.
and Wood, attorneys, rather severely, for ac- court can not pass a sentence until the accused Is
viocepting employment from J. M. Raynolds and A. B. present. Our means of pursuing and capturing
McMillen in their libel suits against the Journal.
lators admit of vast Improvement in efficiency. Yet,
We appreciate the spirit of loyalty contained In inadequate scntonce after a culprit is caught, tried
this letter but we can not share Its conclusions. and convicted not only discourages efforts to appreThere is no possible reason why Marron and Wood hend criminals but also encourages offenders to conshould not have accepted professional employment tinue prosecuting their enterprises in the hope that,
in these cases with perfect propriety, If they saw even if caught, they will suffer lightly. Swift prosfit to do so. It was for Mr. Raynolds and Mr. ecution, too, Is not less needful than certainty. In
McMillen to determine whether or not they wished other lands the accused are brought to speedy trial.
to test their ability to repress the freedom of the Here often there Is great delay which saddles a
press in New Mexico. That responsibility Is solely needless expense on the public and Is an injustice
theirs. If they felt themselves so in need of com- to the prisoner, if he is not guilty.
petent legal advice and direction that they were
The great number of crimes committed certainly
willing to humiliate themselves by surrendering offers proof that Imprisonment Is both possible and
their ancient grudges against these lawyers and to desirable. The Jersey speed Is to be commended as
offer professional employment to those more capa- the right course to be pursued when the culprits
ble of directing the legal aspect of the cases, It was are in custody.
the privilege of this firm of eminent attorneys to
toward
accept the retainer. We have no
them for doing so. We have no doubt but that they
In return for the
will do their protessional-bes- t.
cash consideration paid for their services. Wo exMEASURE ME, SKY I
pect them to do this.
undisremain
to
Measure me, sky!
The effort of those who wish
Tell me I reach by a song
turbed in the advantages of the statu quo, to reNearer
the stars;
press publicity which might upset their special
I have been little so long!
of
hlstdYy
as
the
as
the
old
is
printing
privileges,
Weigh me, high wind!
press. The effort has never ceasea. it mil never
What will your wild scales record?
cease until the law of libel is clearly defined by
lYoflt of pain.
our American courts in a way favorable to the peoJoy by the weight of a word.
ple. The issue is vital. If the people can not get
Horizon, reach out!
the facts; if criticisms of the existing conditions arc
Catch at my bands, stretch me taut,
to be repressed; freedom and progress toward a
Rim of the world;
better day are a thing of the past for the people.
Widen my eyes by a thought.
It is not essential to freedom that newspapers
Sky, be my depth,
have a license to abuse people. Men's private lives
Wind, be my width and my height,
are not a proper subject for newspaper discussion.
World,
my heart's span.
Mcand
Messrs.
discussed
We have not
Raynolds
Loneliness, wings for my flight,
Leonora Speycr in The Bookman.
Millen In their private relations. We know nothing
discreditable to them In their private lives. We
do not dlscuBS the private affairs of Individuals
not even public officials whose public attitudes we
bitterly assail, and some of whom are personally
OH. SURE! TAX EVERYTHING!
We thoroughly disapand privately vulnerable.
Americans spent four billion dollars last year
prove such a newspaper policy.
fnr hiTiiries. There's where to lay the taxes. St.
But the public relations and attitudes of public Louis
men must remain a fit subject for newspaper critiHE'S THE KINO OF "ANTIS."
cism, if society is to progress. Publicity is the great
Mr. Borah Is against tho new treaty, too. That
deterrent against seeking unfair advantage.
mn
4,.af accma (n hflvn n nntnml nntloathv to
The plaintiffs In these cases are seeking to so treaties. News and Courier, Charleston, S. C.
a
as
to
make
widen the scopes of the libel laws
Whatever their
HE DIDN'T SAY POLITICAL .TORS.
defense intolerably burdensome.
"Jobs for all!" is President Harding's slogan.of
motive, the result of their success would be to
Does he know where democratic
make a newspaper useless In any corrective way.
the fourth class can find a place? Chicago News.
reno
have
Wood
Marron
and
For this effort
The power to start or stop the effort
THEY COULD COLLECT MORE HERE.
sponsibility.
Two Americans who made remarks in London
rests solely with the plaintiffs.
about England not paying her debts were fined five
That ought to help Britain some.
shillings each.
OUR INCOMPETENCY.
Pittsburgh Gazette-Time-

Albuquerque Morning Journal

By F. G. Cooper

RUB IT IN!

THE MARKETS
(By The AMOolnle Frcii.)
New York, Oct. 3. The stock
market was hesitant today, favor
ites moving within restricted areas,
while specialties continued to de
note the increasingly doubtful pros
pects indicated In the less essen
tial lines of industry.
Foreign and domestic oils were
firm to strong, especially the
cheaper or low grade shares, these
deriving their better tone from the
higher prices quoted for crude pro
ducts.
Coppera moderately en
hanced last week's gains unde.- what seemed like pool operations.
Rails, excepting coalers, were
unusually sluggish and many of the
motor, chemical and food issues
showed progressive weakness, incidentally establishing low quotations for a year or much longer
period.
Conspicuous features of
the latter class embraced American Sugar common and preferred,
Cuban Cane preferred, Cuban Am
erican preferred ana 1'lerce Arrow
of
preferred at extreme recessionsSales
one to about five points.
amounted to 635,000 shares.
Advices over the week end were
mostly of an encouraging terior.
Railroad tonnage moved more
rapidly to market and western and
southwestern financial centers reported gradual growth of confidence in the business outlook and
expansion of Investment demand.
A firmer tone was evmencea Dy
the local money market, call loans
ODenin
at 6
per cent, presum
ably in consequence of last week's
deficit in clearing house reserves.
On the very limited Inquiry, now- ever, the rate fell to t per cent at
noon.
London furnished a higher level
of exchange rates to this market,
although Italian and Belgian bills
reacted here, marks also falling to
within a point of their low record. Exchange on Greece weak
ened in connection with the more
adverse economlo conditions in
that country.
Heaviness of French and Belgian
war issues, also Mexicans and Cu
ban Cane seven's detracted from
the strength of the bond market.
Liberty 3ft's. which lagged in the
recent rise of that group, were active and strong. Total sales, par
value, 817,375,000.
NEW YORK STOCK LIST
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of the First
HAVE THEY PICS IN WASHINGTON?
advertisement
In the
Like the story about the packers utilizing the
National bank, in an evening paper a few weeks
pig, Kudget Director Dawes seems to have almost
u Ti.imAM. vai.A tViA hiTalnen lnrnnarttv nf anything
excepting the squeal around the Washcallreason
for
the publisher of the Journal as his
Indianapolis Star.
ington departments.
ing our loans. He was afraid he would lose his

RIPPLING RHYMES
TOMORROW.
Today has little sorrow, it is a
good safe bet; but we believe tomorrow will show up better yet.
And all through life we're groping,
with slow and heavy tread, still
hoping, always hoping, for better
And so our loads
things ahead.
we're bearing with patience, day
few
by day;
pilgrims are despairing, though weary be the way;
for In us is Implanted the faith In
Joy to come, in Eden lands enchanted, where birds are singing
some.
Without this faith we'd
falter, and quit our useful chores,
and you would need a halter to
drag us from our doors. Ah, then

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard

B.

Garia

people. We hope to be a'lle to continue our policy
The people can help us by paS
of "incompetency."
Tell them you "saw It in
ronlzlng our advertisers.

the Journal."

AUTUMN.

Very much unlike winter, its blustering and
successor, autumn steals quietly upon us.
Indeed with so littlo flourish and announcement did
the fall season come this year that not many of us
are aware that autumn has been with us for more
than a week.
For the present nothing is greatly different from
what it was in the summer. There is the summer
heat, of course, whose departure no one greatly regrets; but for brief spells we may have now and
then a few days of hot, summery weather. As
much as It ever did in the hottest days of August
baseball Is still holding our attention. Though we
have discarded our straw hats, we will cling to light

UNCLE WIC.GILY AND THE
BUTTER FLY.

The trees of the wood were covered with leaves of crimson and
gold, for the end of the year was
AN AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO.
close at hand. Soon Jack Frost
would stretch out his icy fingers
and stop the chattering of the
(From the Chicago Tribune.)
It Is believed that the American government has brooks by freezing them, so the
satisfied itself as to Obrcgon's intentions and is falling snow flakes might not get
It Is not all wet as they tumbled from the
prepared to recognize his government.
Indicated whether there is t6 be a definition of sky.
American rights in a treaty. Obregon has said that
Uncle Wigglly Longears,
the
he could not make the stipulations required in that kind bunny rabbit gentleman, was
were
form. It would be more satisfactory if they
He
leaping through the forest.
loved the fall of the year, when
so covered.
Great areas of production and markets, as repre- he could hop over the carpet of
Great dried leaves, making them rustle
sented by Russia, have been extinguished.
areas not only are not producing but are enfeebled with his paws.
more
Is
necessary that
"I am glad winter is coming,"
consequently
by famine. It
backward and neglected areas, such as Mexico, bo said Uncle Wigglly, as he skipped
along, "for I have a warm coat of
brought Into productivity.
Mexico needs peace and security before it can be fur, and in the cellar of my holonly low stump bungalow are many
put in a position to produce. Its bestof if not relasuch
carrots, so Nurse Jane and I will
opportunity lies in the maintenance
not be hungry. But winter Is not
tions with the United States as will permit Ameriin Mexico.
can direction and
kind to every one. Some of the
If the Mexican government will protect Ameri- birds must fly to the warm lands
cans the development of the country will follow. of the south. Some of my animal
Amorlcan money and enterprise will enter and re- friends will crawl in their dens
If the and take a long sleep, the ants will
sources will be brought into production.
American government does not regard Americans dig themselves deep holes in the
fiouth of the Rio Grande as outlaws, as it did under earth, as will some of the buga I
shall soon see no more crickets
the previous administration, there will be a movement south which soon will guarantee stability and and grasshoppers, and the butterflies have gone, long ago."
security.
Just as the bunny rabbit said
American penetration Into Mexico will bring
Increases.
this he saw something fluttering
peace as the number of Americans
murand
can
mistreated
be
on
a bush and a moment later A
Groups and individuals
perched itself on the
dered, but communities of them can not be.
butterfly
It is the destiny of Mexico to contribute to the shoulder of the bunny gentleman.
welfare of the world. That is a duty lying upon
"Why, little butterfly," exclaimproductive land. It may be avoided for a while, ed Uncle Wigglly, "this is no time
but not forever, with a competent people pressing of year for you to be out. It is
too cold!"
upon it. Mexico has been allowed to avoid compulis!"
know it
"I T know
sion and social and economic evolution may be given
and
will
make
snoke the butterfly in a sad and
Mexican
a chance if the
government
I
have
should
not
States.
United
the
with
"I
voice.
shivery
keep agreements

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

Mac-phers-

Journal.
In view of this situation it will interest the pub-H- e
to know that during September of this year the
Journal carried 26,728 inches of paid advertising
as against 20,070 inches during September, 1920.
Tba Journal registered a 88 per cent gain in a
month when newspapers generally were showing an
average decrease of about 15 per cent.
Our general costs of operation showed a slight
Increase over September, 1920, except, newsprint,
which materially dropped in cost this year. Our
total costs for the month were somewhat less than
last year.
The people believe in the Journal. That confidence reflects itself in the "pulling power" of our
advertisements. Merchants use our columns because
they get results they can get no where else.
The Journal steadily grows In a business way.
It also grows in its power to get results for the

Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
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no fine incentive this stale life
would accord, no spur to minds inventive, for progress no reward:
then all our pep would vanish, and
we would sink In sloth, and, growwe'd end up in
ing
the broth. But all well balanced
mortals have faith In bliss ahead,
and so they greet with chortles the
What if
bogies dire and dread.
today Is tougher than punk days
We
before?
haven't long to
gone
Buffer tomorrow's at the door.
What If we're overloaded, and
galled and chafed and vexed? We
shall not long be goaded tomorrow's turn is next. And so we
erring critters toil onward day by
day and bravely take our bitters
the nectar's on the way.
stayed around here so long, when
all my friends have gone away. It
was lovely here In summer, but
now Oh, dear! What shall I do!
I am so cold!"
The sun was shining, but there
was little warmth in tho rays and
the wind blew cold and chill.
"You poor creature!" said Uncle
Wigglly. "I can warm you for a
time."
"How?" asked the butterfly.
"I will let you perch on my
"I
head," answered the bunny.
will put my tall silk hat on over

.

ItLV--

N. Dnrllng

tem-pra-

ry

ged Uncle Wigglly. "Don't crawl
around any more than you can
help on top of my head, for you
tickle me, you know."
"I'll bo careful," promised the
and
he folded
his
butterfly,
wings nnd legs, soon going to
sleep.
Undo Wigglly traveled on with
the butterfly under his hat, but
somehow or other the bunny
round no adventure
that day.
Rather and because nothing had
happened, Uncle Wigglly turned
back to his hollow stump bunga
low. As he went in. he saw Nurse
Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy, his muskrat
Taking off his
lady housekeeper.
nat, uncio wigglly made a low
and polito bow.
Out flew the butterfly, much
more lively now because he was
warm.
Whnt's
that?"
"Oh, mercy!
cried Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy.
"Just a friend of mine," answered; Uncle Wigglly. "I thought
he might stay with us in the bun
galow this winter."
"Of course!" Invited Nurse Jane.
"I eat hardly anything," whis
"A drop of
pered the butterfly.
sweet water each day is all I ask."
"You shall have It," promised
Nurse Jane.
"And I should like to help you
with the housework," went on the

butterly.

"You are not strong enough to
do housework," said the muskrat
lady.
"Oh. yes I am"! laughed the
butterfly. "I can perch on your
thin beautiful glass vases ana
blow the dust off by fluttering my
wings."
"So you can," exclaimed Miss
Fuzzy Wuzzy. "I always dread to
dust the very fine vases because
I might drop and break them.
But a butterfly duster will be Just
lovely."
So the butterfly stayed with
Uncle Wigglly all winter, doing
the fine dusting. And once, when
a bad fox crept into the bungalow
and tried to bite the bunny and
Nurse Jane, the butterfly flipped
some dust in tho eyes of the bad
chap, and he couldn't see to nibble
the bunny's ears.
So you see butterflies are good
for something after all, besides
spreading honey on lollypops. And
If the boiled potato doesn't go
sliding down the Ironing board
with the egg beater and make the
sugar bowl laugh, I'll tcll'you next
about Uncle Wigglly and the ants.

you and there will be room enough
for you Inside. Up under my hat
you will be nice and warm!"
"Oh, thank you!" whispered the
butterfly, who was barely able to
move his wings. The rabbit took
off his silk hat, the fluttering
creature flew inside and there he
was, as snug as a bug in a rug.
"Now, I must travel on and look
for an adventure," thought the
bunny to himself. A moment later
he called: "I say up there inside
my tall silk hat!"
"Yes, what is It, Uncle Wigglly?" asked the butterfly, who
was almost asleep, because he was
Wllhelm, while German emperso cozy and warm.
or, had 73 castles and other
"I say, my dear friend," beg

ty

George Matthew Adams

He Kocka
LUCtMY

,
wearing apparel.
But bit by bit these things will change as autumn
days go by in silent procession. Once the world's
series is put out ot the way, the gridiron games will
be our chief attraction. Gradually we shall change
to heavier and more substantial wearing apparel.
Window screens and screen doors will become less
essential requisites to higher civilization; and in the
course of a few weeks we shall take to the sunny
side ot the street as eagerly as we sought the shady
side only a few weeks ago.
Fall has Its Interest no less attractive than summer. In backward communities we shall presently
expand much labor and no little ceremony in putting; the living room coal stove back Into its achouses the fur
customed place. In furnace-heate- d
pact JflU be overhauled, and In apartment houses

Xvi 0f

DING IS ILL.
(Ding) is ill
ami unable to furnish cartoons for a few days. In his
national
absence,
questions
will I)o covered by cartoons
by F. G. Cooper.
Ding will return Just as soon
as his physician allows him.
Tho Journal regrets the
absence of this excel.
lent feature.

J.

By WALT MASON.

full-pag-

money.
This was his contention In spite of the fact that
he well knew that the business management of tho
paper had been in the hands of Mr. D. A.
for eighteen years and that the publisher
had given Mr. Macpherson as free a hand In managing the paper as he had ever had in Its history.
Therefore Mr. Raynolds must have meant that
our editorial policy was ruining the business of the

visible supply of corn helped
Earlli
rally the corn market.
thnnch. Deremher rnrn hnA nl1
("the lowest price yet this seaso'
Oats merely reflected the chang
in wheat and corn. Provisions a
eraged higher with hogs as a r
suit of some decrease in the sto
or lard here.
Wheat Dec. $1.18; May $1.
.
Corn Dec.
May
uats vec.
May 40ft.
Pork Nov. 17.00; Jan. 15.00.
Lnrd Oct. 10.05; Jan. 9.20.
Ribs Oct. 6.76; Jan. 7.92.

65.

49;
36;

'

LIBERTY

BONDS

New York, Oct. 3 Liberty bonds
closed; 3ft's 88.62; first 4's 90.80.
bid; second 4's 90.62;
first
90.90; second
90.64; third
94.00; fourth
90.96;
Victory
99.42; Victory
'

4'a

99.42.

4's

3'g

4's
4's 4's

NEW YORK MONEY
New York. Oct. a. Ca
firmer: hl?h B',4: lm k. n.ti.
rate 6ft; closing
last loan

65ft;

o.

Time loans steady; in Aavn
90 days 5
ft; six months
Prime mercantile paper

6ft.

Ift.

NEW YORK METALS

8.
New York.
Oct.
Conner
steady; electrolytic spot and nearlater
by 12
Tin steady; spot and nearby
26.87; futures 27.00.
Iron steady; No. 1 northern

12.

12;

21.00

northern 20.50
southern 19.50)

22.00; No. 2

21.00; No.

2

20.00.

Lead firm; spot 4.70 4.75.
Zinc steady; East St Louis de
livery spot 4.50,
Antimony spot 6.005.25.
L
Foreign bar silver 70.
Mexican dollars
v

63.

t.tit crnnr

MAwrvra
T

Chicago Livestock
Oct. 8. Cattle Re
Chicago,
ceipts 20,000; beef, and butcher
cattle generally strong to 25o high-e- r;
common grassers unchanged;
early top $11.15; bulk beef steers
16.000)9.75; bulk fat cows and
heifers $3.85 6.00; bulls, stockers
and feeders steady to strong; bo
3.854.Z5: veal
lognas largely
calves slow to lower; heavy calves
steady.
Hogs Receipts 80,000; mostly
10 to 20c higher than Saturday's
27
average; top (8.45; bulk lights and
27
light butchers $8.16 8.40; bulk,
89
sows $6.506.90; pigs 10
41 ft packing
to 16c higher; bulk desirable $7.25

VERSE OF TODAY,

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

"V."

Trade Mark Registered

'

17. S.

I

HC LOOK

l

Ml?

.
s

American Beet Sugar
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.
American Sumatra Tobacca
107
American T. & T.
10 ft
American Zinc
Anaconda Copper
86'
Atchlnson
Baltimore ft Ohio
66
Bethlehem Steel "B'
14
Butte and Superior
1134
Canadian Pacific
29.
Central Leather
56
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. and St. Paul ..26
26
Chino Copper
25
Colorado Fuel & Iron
64ft
Crucible Steel
5
Cuban Cane Sugar
74
Great Northern pfd
35ft
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
48ft
Kcnnecott Copper
'211
109
Louisville & Nashville
101
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
22ft
19
Missouri Pacific
72
New York Central
76
Northern Pacific
37
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper .. 13
s

............

higher.
Kansas City Livestock
Van... nitv nnt
Pattl.
Receipts 41,000; fed steers steady
Q

to weak; early sales $7.008.75;
best yearlings offered $9.00; grass-er- a
numerous, very few sold early;
talking weak to 25e lower; fat she
stock steady to weak; many bids
lower on better grades; early sales
cows $3.75 5.00; heifers $4.00
6.60; canners and cutters steady;
canners mostly $2.50 2,75; cutters $3.003.50;
bulls steady;
mostly $3.254.25; calves steady
to 60c lower; good vealers $9.00;
72
odd choice lots $9.50 10.00; most
Raiding
53
Rep. Iron & Steel
heavy and medium weights $5.00
21
Sinclair Oil & Refining
6.25; stockers and feeders steady
79
to 25c lower; early sales stockers
Southern Pacific
20
Southern Railway
$4.00.26; feeders $5.006.76;
74
Studebaker Corporation
stock calves steady to strong; many
37
Texas Co.
sales $5.006.25.
65
Tobacco Products
HQgs Receipts 8,500; fairly aft
121
Union Pacific
tlve, unevenly 10 to 15c hlghei
79
United States Steel
with last week's close; best 19S
62
Utah Copper
to 225 pound weights to packers
and shippers $7.90; 225 to 26v
FOREIGN EXCHANGE
pound weights $7.80; bulk of sale:'
$7.00
7.80; throwout sows 15 t
New York, Oct. 3. Foreign ex- 25c higher; bulk $6.26 6.60; pig.
change irregular. Great Britain, steady to 10c higher; top $8.35.
demand 3.72; cables, 3.73.
Sreep Receipts 15,000; killing
France demand,
7.09;
cables, classes generally steady; top west
7.09 . Italy demand, 3.97ft; ca- erns $8.40; bulk $8.00 to 8.30.
bles. 3.98. Belgium demand. 6.98;
Denver Livestock
cables, 6.98ft.
Germany demand.
Holland deOct. 3. Cattle Re
Denver.
.79; cables. .79ft.
Nor32.10,
mand, 32.04; cables,
ceipts 7,600; steady to weak; beef
way demand, 13.. 20. Sweden de- steers $5.006.50; cows and heif
Denmark demand, ers $3.255.25;
calves if.uuw
mand. 27.35.
18.00.
Switzerland
demand, 9.25: bulls $2.003.50; stockers
5.60.
13.03.
17.40.
feeders
$4.00
demand,
and
Spain
Hoes Receipts 1.200: steady to
Greece demand, 4.78.
Argentina
Brazil demand, weak; top $8.85; bulk $6.258.25.l
demand; 32.75.
13.22. Montreal, 90
Sheep Receipts 1,800; steaay
to strong; lambs $7.00 8.00; ewes
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
$3.25
6.00; feeder lambs $5.75

........

....
....

15-1-

Chicago, Oct. 8. Bullish views
regarding the domestic visible supply figures and about the amount
of wheat on ocean passage led to
sudden upturn today In the price
of wheat.
The market closed
nervous, half to one cent net highto 1.18 ft
er, with December 1.18
to 1.23ft.
Corn
and Mav 1.23
to
and oats
gained
. In provisions the outcome
to
was unchanged to 12c higher.
In the beginning, the wheat
market showed considerable depression, with bears putting stress
on the apparent absence of any
new export business and on predictions of a liberal enlargement
of the United States visible supply.
Later, however, the market developed notable strength, largely as a
result of correct anticipations that
the Increase expected In the visible
supply would be much smaller
than was the case a week ago, A
decided curtailment of the stock of
wheat afloat on the ocean counted
also as a stimulus to the buying
side. On the other hand, profit
taking sales In the last half hour
wiped out a good part of the day's
advance.
Surprise over a shrinkage in the

6.60.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE

Butter to
Vin.il fMfv nnt
higher; creamery 44; packing 24.
Kggs ic nigner; iirsis oo;.
onds 26.
Poultry Hens 15 21; springs
.

19; broilers

23.

NEW YORK COTTON
New York, Oct. 3. Cotton
closed very steady; December 20.90; January 20.66; March
20.42; May 19.94; July 19.45.

es

To Gain a Good Reputation.
The way to gain a good reputation is to endeavor to be what you
appear." That Is precisely the
manner In which Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy has gained its reputation as a cure for coughs, colds,
croup and whooping cough. Every
bottle that has ever been put out
by the manufacturers has been
fully up to the high standard of
excellence claimed for it. feophave found that it can be depend'
upon for the relief and cure
these ailments and that it is pl.
ant and safe to take.
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7.50.

Sheep Receipts 89,000; open'
ing mostly steady; fat sheep strong
to 25o higher; early sales fat na
tive Iambs to packers $8.00 8. 25,'
to city butchers $8.60; some held
higher; fed western ewes $4.75;
heavy natives $3.25 3.60; feeder
demand strong; first sales feeder
lambs $7.00; several loads held
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PORTION

HEIGHTS
Five rooms and sleeping porcn,
d
basement,
modern,
built-i- n
features; furnace heat;
extra
large lot; east
garage;
front. This house is located on
one of the best streets in University Heights and is an excep-be
Can
tionally good location.terms
and
bought on extra good
the price is right.
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NOTICE
Tires are a seven
thousand-mil- e
tire; all adjustments made by us.
MAJESTIC

I
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Oversize and

Overservice

I

The best tire for the least
money In the state.
Tire Repairing and

good-size-

Retreading.

HIGHLAND TIKIS & RUBBER
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold. Phone ISO

A 1ARG3 BRICK HOUSE
Located close in, in the Third
ward. Has eight large rooms
modern; large clothes closets;
built-i- n
features; large bath
room; larro screened front
porch; screened back porch;
lawn and some
good walks,
shade and extra large lot. This
house is located Just four blockf
from postoffice and would make
a dandy home for a large family, or you could rent out enough
rooms to pay a good interest on
your investment.
GOOD BUT

Four rooms, modern; close In
in Fourth ward; good sized lot.
Price Is only $2,760, and can

make some terms.

RANCHES.
We have some very fine ranches
close in, located close to good
school, and can to bought or
very good terms. If In the market for a ?ood ranch, elthei
large or small, let us show you
what we have.
FOK REM1.
Highlands.
house, furnace heat
completely furnished. . .$85.00
apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished

apartment,

furnished
Lowlands.

apartment,
furnished
$6,000

LEVERETT-ZAP-

.,..$70.00

MOVE RIGHT IN
FURNISHED
frami, glassed and
screened porches, fire place, gas,
electricity, lot S " x.14.2 east
front, located
nice part of
Fourth ward.
Five-roo-

;u

1921

IDEAL HOME,
Consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
porch,
porches,
large screened
steam heating plant built-ifea
tures, garage, lawn, shade. Price
and location very attractive. See
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
REALTORS.
Phone 414. Insurance. 120 S. 4th.
n

WHY WORK
When $4,500 will buy you a
property that will bring $110.00
per month, this Is in a good
close-i- n
location. You will only
need a fair payment to handle
this, balance on easy payments.
$500 will start you on a dandy
four-roohome in the highlands. Start now.
m

HOME

INVESTMENT

AND

Two

private apartments, many
features. Two baths, fine
sleeping porches, furnished and
renting for $80 per month. Priced
built-i-

Shelley Realty Co,

Phono

216 W. Gold.

450-- J.

n

to sell, $4,000.

.
Phono

'

GILL & WOOTTON,
723-1 15 S. Second.
J.

ion SALE
Four roomi and bath, three porohes.
adobe tuoco, well located on a full-s- i
zed oorner lot, with beautiful shado
trees. We will sell this place very
cheap, If sold at once. Price $3,000.
Easy terms.
218 W. Gold.
KELLY
Phone 467.

Nifty Home

A

for Sale,

modern bungalow"'
glassed-isleeping porch, harde
wood floors throughout, all
built-i- n
features. This is a
real nifty home and the price is
$4,200
only
Four-roo-

m

n

tjie-lat-

A. L, Martin Co., Realtors,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans,
22S W. Gold.
Phone 156.

i

bath,
porches, base
ment,
Gas, Oak
floors, Lot 60x150, Ideal neighborhood. We have the exclusive agency for this property
and it is priced to sell.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
REAliTORS
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
309 W. Gold Ave. Phone (170

.

rooms furnished, glassed in porch
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
etc. Good location
and priced
right with terms.
H. F. OILMORB
2X4 W. Gold
Phone 442-5

A RARE BARGAIN
We have Just listed one of the
est homes in Albuquerque; this
Is a large
stone build-nbeautifully designed. The
building is practically new, in
good repair and complete. All
modern features. We can make
you a fine price on this home, it
handled at once. The owner la
moving from the state and wants
to sell quickly. Let ut showj-othis home. Located close In;
nine-roo-

THIS HOUSE
will sell real soon. If you want It
hurry, new 6 room modern, except
furnace, real nice, in ourtn war,
Good terms,
for only $3,900.
R. McCLTJGHAN
204 W. Gold

Phone

442-- J

.

J

-

i
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SPECIAL BARGAIN
For a

Real Good Buy Look
At This.
Four rooms and glassed In
sleeping porch. Completely furnished with exceptionally good
furniture. Located close In, in
the Fourth ward. Ready to movo
Into
$3,250

J.

D, KELEHER

tit W..Gold.

I

Phone

W. Gold,

o

.

'l .

MR. AND MRS. PURCHASER
We have one of the most complete listings throughout Albuquerque in homos and vacant
lots. When anticipating the buying or building of a home SEK
JS ALWAYS AT YOUR

$650

410.

m

KELLY,
21S

Phone 487.

f

Fiatuns Seavics Inc

A HOME

BEAUTIFUL LITTLE HOME
ON WEST ROMA
FOR SALE
s,

..$40.00

WANTED
op good first' mortgage.

& CO,

F

REALTOiiS.

PRETTY NEW HOMES
If you want a nice, small, mod-

ern home, $2200.00, easy payments,
let us show you. We also have
modern 4, 5, f. 7, , up to' date.
W. H. M'MILLION
206 W, Gold

DOWN
navmenta
monthly
four-roo-

And $30
will
buy this
modern house
with gas, sleeping porch garage and
lot. Close In, on South
Walter. Price only $3,000. 7
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
I'hone 1522-m

ot

"A BARGAIN"
Adobe plastered and pebble dashed
two large rooms, front and back
porches, water and lights, on corner lot Fourth ward. Only $1,509.
Easy terms.
McDONAtiD A WORSHAM.
Real Estate and Insurance.
Phone 968-108 S. Third.

A DANDY BUY
fine brick bungalow on North
Eleventh. Iarge lot. Price and
terms are right and only $40
per
month on deferred payments.
You can't beat this one. Let us
show it to you.
Also several houses and apartments to rent.
A

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
WHERE THE WELL. PEOPLE
DWELL.
Why not a SAVINGS ACCOUNT
HERE You will never miss
$10.00 down
and $10.00 per
month. Lota are always salable.
Go see the amount of building
jeing done up there or come into
our office and we'll take you up.
Let's tell you more about our
building and budget plan. "With
Mr. E. C. Morgan, our architect
and builder, we can build you a
very nice bungalow, any type,
brick, frame, or stucco on easy
payments.
Six of these are being started
now In University Heights,
"..et's tell you more about It.
Several Houses for Rent.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
Second Street and Gold Avenue,
The Red Arrow (all over the Weat) ran
Phono 640.
Tell us what you want we may
dcra audden service on Kodak finishing
have it. x
to people who demand quality.
Work
FOR SALE
WANTED Miscellaneous in before II a. m. mailed same day.
Five-rooWork in before I p. m. mailed noon next
bungalow, sleeping
WANTED
All kinds
D, T, KINGSBURY,
ot second-han- d
fire
Gober, Short
furnished;
day. Addresa work to
porch,
place,
Gober,
furniture. Phone 844-' REAL ESTATE.
1420 EAST GOLD
THE RED ARROW,
sxcellent
location.
Owner
must
Real Estate and Insurance.
FOR
RENT
Rooms
YOU WANT anything hauled, call
IF
E.
Las
Albuquerque
FOR SALE Almost new modVegas
sell. Price and terms right.
220
W.
Gold
20&8-Loans and Insurance.
witcnen Transfer, phone
Phone 56fl.
two want a representative In YO'JR
ern four room house, lights, FOR RENT Furnished
Cash buys a three-roo- m
double
FOR RENT,
210 XV. Gold.
WANTED
Your garbage. Phone 2109-RPhone 007-territory.)
North Maple.
water, cement basement, furnThree-rooapartment house on South Edith.
C. W. Hunter, general delivery,
or
write
cottage,
ace, garage, coal and wood
Balance
FOR RENT-Seve- ral
unfurnished rooms.
less
'
than
or
rent
will
furnished
$35.00
HAULING of alt kinds. Scavengerlng
124 south Edith.
house, now vacant. Terms. InFive rooms, unana transtermg. 723 East Iron, phone For Rent-Roowith Board FOR SALE MitcelUneo us traae lorJ,ranch.
quire, 62 S S. Walter St.
FOR RENT Pleasant furnished room,
H.
furnished
PEAK.
120 South Walter.
board and room for 10 week. CANNVJO
WANTED Washing and Ironing to PLAIN
FOR SALE
tomatoes
for sale. Fhone
man soutn
FOR RENT Light housekeeping room.
2404-JRollin E, Guthridge,
iane nome. 1314 South Walter, s'OR RENT second.
5 room brick house, bath two
south second.
zuft
Sleeping porch, and Doaid FOU BALK
2173-pnone
FOR
RENT
Set
double
baseEstate.
Real
1207 East Central.
screened in porches, large
Dwellings
FOR RENT Nice front room, furnace
Harness, at Bell's
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
WANTED
Livery Barn.
Watches, clocks and jewelry FOR KE.Vf itoum and
Phone 1023.
$14 W. Gold.
heat. 202 South High.
FOR KENT Furnished
ment, furnace neat and built in
brick
aleeping porch, FOR SALE
10 repair. 111 soutn First, phone 17-- J
house.
Phone 2273-FOR RENT
reed
features to suit your taste. StrictIvory
wunt
Furnlsnee rooms. tU
aHDU.vtts.
baby buggy.
poara.
less East Central.
me
2123-Man.
I'hone
watch
urasnriein,
JOHX W. WILSON,
South Walter, phone B67-FOK KENT Four-rooPrice reasonable
furnished modly modern.
FOR KENT Sleeping porch with board
WANTED
flrst-clne- s
to
on
FOR
Money
loan
SALE
ern
Thresnina machine. 176
c or
Terms.
bungalow. Inquire 913 North
ana room, garage. 623 South Hlah.
Attorney.
furnished rooms
kbjmt Tare
s
P. O. Bog 412, City.
real estate, from 11,000 to JS.000. W.
HELP WANTED
15, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
modern. 1011 North First.
J. L. PHILLIPS, Real Estate
GOOD UOMU COOKLNU, aleeping porcu'
H. MoMllllon, !0 West Gold.
Phone 115J-- J.
TUX IIODLIY S M1L. UEBT IN TOWN
FOR RENT Three-roo110 S. 3.
Phone 854-unfurnished FOR RENT Front room suitable for two
ironi room; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
"
WANTED LOAN
Will pay I per cent,
Male.
Phone 141I-RAMP SrjMK)NH.
cottage, near shops. 1213 South
gentlemen. 327 North Fifth.
11,500, 12,000, M,000; first mortgage. FOR RENT Room, suitable for one or FOR SALE
WANTED
Tailor rot Dusnelman work.
UK. 8. U UlltlON.
Box
and.
carpenter
other
.
rooms; not water beat: no
167J-Jexcellent
two;
.MiiLu
board.
KiwiMi estate, pnone
HI North
tools. 112 South Ninth.
Appiy Meyer
Meyer.
RENT Furnished house In highUlsensee of tne Btemaok.
no children.
414 Went stiver.
FOR RENT Apartment. FOR
renin.
AND CUTTING
of metala
Suite. 8. Barnett Bulldlnr.
WANTBO
lands; two rooms and sleeping porch. sou
FOK SALE Good
Mexican sawmill men and WELDING
d
welders" supplies and carbide for FOR KENT
also
refrigeraku.ni Furnished room, furnace
Room
ana
Phone 1451-with
some loggers.
110.
ojard,
tor.
The Santa Barbara Tl sale. N. M.
Jt, 8. C. C LARKE,
Phone 604-Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-"cm; no sick. 307 south Walter.
board. 410
sleeping porcn; (irst-clae- e
and Pole Co., Tree Ritos, N. M.
FOR RENT Cottage, three rooms and
Kye, Ear, Knsu and Throat. '
FOR BALE Eight-foKast
show
central.
MAX
run
with
case,
BARGAIN
front
ke.nt
Large
room, hot
BTORB, at 115 South
Barnelt Building.
WILL conduct
FOR KENT Four furnished housekeep
porch; near the shops. Inquire 1213
all House furniture
standard.
I'hone 111.
Phone 1.163-water treat, garage. Phone 1S84--will
M1KAMOMES
MKMA
First,
the
ON
.
THE
I
A
pay
c
for
TAV
South
rooms.
r
809
;i
highest
sales
South
n
at
prices
tnr
Walter.
Office Hours
Broadway.
ing
your seoond-han- d
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona FOR SALE Water moioi. inquire at
s to
FOR
Two nice clean rooms, close commission.
RENT
shoes
a.
and
C.
clothing,
W.
1
and
m.,
to
SUTHERLAND,
CITY
OK
I p. m,
I UK ItEN'T
furnished
KM! Two.roort. collage with in. aiso ro snops. 409 West Iron. AUCTIONEER,
apartment,
Nicely
Morning Journal office.
ztuu-j- i.
MB. MAKGAHF.T
no sick. 713 South Broadway.
phone ill at 618 'i West lurnmri, ratlin ess.
glassed sleeping porch, furnished. In
CAKTWRIGH1,
FOR
SALE
Central
RUG
avenue.
CLKANEHS
FOK
RENT
Canary
Offloe
Room,
reasonable.
on
birds,
823
Grant Bldg., Room 16. Phone !1
South Walter.
room
eauy furnished
sleeping porch and
FOR RENT Small furnished apartment, quire
iwre. ADgi
MATTRES9KS
uuran. Old Town.
board. Mra. Grace B. Jones, 620 South
steam heat; close In. 817 South Third
renovated, II 5 and an,
Healdence 1121 jtast Central.
Female
steam heated. 1211 West Roma. In- FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house,
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin rngn, pnone 1Z67-FOR SALE Good Brussels rug. almost .
Phone 17L
two screened porches. Apply 322 South FOR KENT Furnishes, room and kltcii. WANTED Experienced collar
quire Apartment 5.
Exgirl.
new, 9il3.
141S North Bljth.
Riming un., pnone 471
JAMESON'S RANCn Ideal location
enetie. 1724 West Central. Phone 25.
ceiwior Launary.
FOR KENT Furnished apartment, four Arno. phone 1340-KODAK
BETTER
FOR
Second-han- o
few
SALE
la
healthseekers;
now
FiNlBjlINU
It
IR.
reservation
ALFRED
Four-rooFOR
1104
FOK
RENT
and
Clean
I,. THEU.V,
wagona
KENT
rooms; modern; no sick; adults.
sleeping rooma and WANTED Girl for general housework
cottage, furbetter. Return Duafasre naid m mull avaiiani
phone 2238-- J.
ngnt rigs, cneap. 1202 North Arno,
Demist.
no washing. 810 North Thirteenth.
nished, In Highlands. A. 13. Miner.
North Second.
noueeitceping room. 609 South Seo
oraera.
Barnuro
The
West
II
Studio.
Phone
Its
318
HENT
M.
FOR
una.
In the highlands, ateam FOK BALE Thirty-gallo- n
West Central ave.
South Third.
WANTKD-llrbarrels, new, Open
l
FOR RENT Four room furnished apart- for cooking and general lenirai, Alouquerquo. N. M.
heated
.oo
Evening.
Dental
room
eacn.
also
Two-rooapartment;
and
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms
soutnweetern Junk Co.
housework.
1018
modern furnishNorth Second, FOR RENT
ment ;adults.
Mrs. N, T. Armljo, 123 FuRNiriJRE repairing,
noara. ins noulh Walter.
bed
upholstering,
FOR
ed
SNOW
130.
1701-- J.
1000
No
house;
ior
West
WHITE
East Cop
sleeping poroha
iigni Housekeeping.
CLOTHES and no
Copper.
phone
ana
enamel
Irames,
picture
bronslng,
'
GRAND VIEW RANCH
children. Call 70 East Santa Fe.
per.
spots try tne Mansano Company Bluing.
WANTED
.'RO RENT Furnished apartment, modGirl to wash dishes and do Ing, car cushions, hall cushions. Satis THE place to
W, M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
recuperate; modern ao- on.L.UM
awo laaiea' coats; never
housework; must sneak Enallsh. Ell faction guaranteed.
cottage, 107 FOR RENT Two furnished housekeop
ern, three rooms and bath; hot water FOR RENT Nice four-rooJ. H, Anstln, 120.1
2407-Rcommoaanon.
Phone
325
Weat
no
Practice
used
rooms;
children.
Limited
1102
lug
Sonth
Room
Hasolrtlne,
norm irst, pnone 1270-by sick.
per month. Broad
to
24, Grand Central
heat. 814 West Coal.
South
Broadway.
GENTTO - Uni
320 South Second, phone 736. H.UIUT.
run. uji,,r inceiy rurntshed rooms
KV DISEASES.
WANTED
Spanish-speakin- g
FOR RENT Twu furnisned looms tor Bicycle Co..
Careful Kodak finishing
saleslady WANTED
with steam heat and flrst-ci- e
OK RENT Newly furnished front bed
tahi. TOMATOES and garden truck: InmalMi AND DISEASES OP THE SKIM
for wallpaper and nalnt store, inniv
adults; no lick FOR RENT Modern three, four, five and
Twice dally service. Remember, satis
housekeeping;
light
Doara.
no south Arno. nhone 1327-In r
' 24 South Second.
nouses and apartments; some
room, gentleman preferred, employed. A. Chauvln, corner Sixth and Central.
2'4c, In fifty-poun- d
lots, delivered. Phone Waaserman Laboratory
faotlon guaranteed. Send your finishing
furnished. W. w luvufiiiinn
ma to.,..
CMrens Knnjt ildr. Phone 88fl.
wesi uoai.
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna FOR HEALTHSEEKERS Modern
furnished Gold.
WANTED
FOR RENT Nice three-rooCouple wanted to do general
numn nrvi
with
Henna. Master Photorrajihers.
FOR RENT Front room In new hnn.n
OK SALE
One
Moore's hot bun
housework: muat he rood cook and
apartment with sleeping porch and
Casa de Pro, 1I West Gold, phone
CHIROPRACTORS
close In; one or two meals If wanted. house girl. Apply 301 South
FOR RENT Five-roomodern furnishheater; good as new: reasonable, lsti
lath. 310 South Walter.
Fourth,
BENT
FOR
zz.i
Room
FOR
house
SALE
noutn
oum
Arno.
ed
with
Houses
804
and
Eaitn.
sleeping
rTtAKMEfT'
porch.
aleeping porch,
morninga.
.FOR RENT Apartment of three rooms South Walter.
with board for oonvaleacenta: gentle FOR SALE 1120 Graflex
Inquire 614 East Santa FOR RENT Well furnished room with WANTED
Chiropractor.
and sleeping porch; adults, well peo- Fe.
camera, like
Amer- FOR SALE
brick house, on men only; private home. Phone 2148-Capable middle-age- d
H and aa Annuo Building.
new. for Inn. run ai ans
six windows; south exposure; no alck.
1008 North Second
ican woman for housework and care
tnn
ple.
North E1lth. Phone 2401-Rthree-rooFOR
RENT
FOR
RENT
Furnished
modAir.
b"k
iuuui
8.
ior
of
nice.
K.S'GE. D.
Hlgn.
children. If you are sick do not ap' FOR SALE Cosy
Sleeping porch and dressFOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchenmodern bungalow,
ern
with two screened porches FOK RENT Room, nicely
ing room with board, suitable for two. FOR SALE Used tractora, ll and
Phnn rAMUi
Chironntftnp.
$
ette and glassed-i- n sleeping porch. 60s at els cottage
1009 Forrester; Inquire within.
furnished; no ply. 41 West Lead.
South Arno. Inquire 1008 South
209 WP.t C.mr.t.
Gentlemen preferred.
South H'gh.
Ill
sick; gentleman nreferred. ina Mnvth EARN BOARD
l .nd ...
wiin
gang
West Iron, phone 2380-Room
Hardware
110
a
and
plows.
nionih
Depart
Fite-rooEdith.
SALE
FOR
house,
1928-completely
ment
&
Arno,
pnone
J.
Co.
Korber
KENT Nice rooma with aleeping
mud
while attending school; catalogue free.
FOR RENT Desirable three-roofurnished: larre lot. 14?J West On'ral FOR
FOR
RENT
Unfurnished
of
halt
reel
house;
906
Business
with
Mackay
SALE
beat
FOR
for
South
cnnraleacente.
porchea
ern furnished apartment;
College,
room, ouiNavajo rugs, direct from
ij
i
room.- iiv,.
.,;:,7 r,"
FOR SALE Modern rurntshed bungalow, Mra Reed, 111 board,
, luw- -.
hub entrance; also garage: no alck Main Street, Los Angeles.
South Broadway, phone
rtence section. Phone 385-reservation; beautiful designs; at a wa.mlo Position nursing; 411 West
j.
lands; no,D.alck; no children.
garage; corner lot Owner, 1124 South 628,
3ll West 1116 North Second.
ranta Fe.
bargnln. 20S South Arno.
WANTED
A middle-age- d
Furnished
woman for waiter.
apartments
FOR RENT
Atlantie.
FOR RENT Nicely furnlahed room for
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque FOR RENT Four and five-roobefore the season WANTED H ousework.
HOME BANITORIUM for convalescents. BUT l'OUK GUN
housekeeper, one who can appreciate
Apply llul
house,
business man or woman; breakfast If a good home; two children In family. FOR SALE Residence. 211 north Four- South
Water.
opens;
and
rifles
to
mild
fifty
of
shotguns
Hotel, 11 H North Second.
food.
Meal sur
winters, best
teenth street; sice location. Inquire
furnished; bargain;
highlands; free ueairen.
143B-Room 4. Cltlaena National Bank
select from, lit West Gold.
Apply
Three-roo126
WANTED
furnished electricity, phone,
month.
Tularoaa.
per
roundings.
RENT
FOR
water. Phone 3129-stenographic
and
witnin.
clerical
N. M.
FOR RENT Two furnished front rooms nuiioing.
1 apartment, with sun parlor, hot water 1608 South Elm.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot
work, call 1585-FOR 8ALE Four-roohouse, partly
and light housekeeping room. 414 West
Male and Female.
tage cheese; also fresh milk In as lion SHAMPOOING, facial and
heat. Apply 1128 East central.
DELIGHTFUL
SLEEPING
FOR RENT Four-rooPORCH
and
modern
near
manicuring
hot
and
cold
at
bunga1932-'
furnished;
water;
lota.
uoia, pnone
Swayne's Dairy. Phone llllt-M- .
WANTED
Man and wife for permanent shops. Address Bog 12, care Journal.
unit RENT Two furnished light houso
""mo. mono 1D44-low, close In, unfurnished; (40; water
bedroom, with board, In furnace-hea- t
with
large glassed paid: might consider a long lease. Ap- NICE AND CLEAN rooms.- all outside,
ed home; reasonable; also table board. FOR SALE Bed, springs and mattress. LADV with boy 9 years old, deslrea po- position, man for general work about FOR SALE Three-rookeeping rooma,
house, sleeping
hot water, IS week, 214 3 South Seo-on- buildings and grounds, woman for gengood condition; can be seen Sunday or
1422-sleeping porch. Phone 1368-ply 800 South Walter.
ion as noueeKeeper. Phone 2401-Rporcn, large front porch, practically 1420 East Sliver. Phone
New Albany.
1
eral housework; house furnished.
North Eleventh.
evenings, after six.
Apmodern, furnish FOR RENT Four rooms, aleoplng porch,
Fort RENT Two-roomoaern
601 East Grand.
and
furnished.
HAVE
Box
a
192, city.
very good proposition for two MOVING PICTURE FILMS and Willy BARBER will work In bom..
RENT Furnished two small rooms ply
ed apartment with garage, hot and
furnished; a beautiful home; no alck; FOR
luoia, rnaennaoie. Devlin. Ph. 2307-young men, business men nreferred.
adobe
with kitchenette, ground floor;
no HELP WANTED W'e want one or two FOK SALE By owner, eight-rooroaqway.
Generator. Volta 125. 6 K. W. Arno.
cold water. 421 soutn
no children. Apply 13:80 to 1, after i
house, garage;
Januo. . or house
lot
10x142;
children. 415 West Lead.
price who wish to room together, either walk- 40. Wright. S. A. Goebel. Belen. N. M WANTED
men or women to write fire and auto
' FOR RENT Large rour-roofurnished p. m. 320 West Lead.
T
floor waxln. .t tv t ,.cleaning
to
work,
distance
sz.eoo;
business
terms.
107
Bell.
ing
East
C
center;
good
Apply
FOR
old line companies;
RENT
'
insurance;
standard,
YOU
be
1972-furnished
front
WILL
Nicely
our
find
porch; lights and FOR RENT Five-roothe
apartment, with
rugs,
brick house,
Navajo
large room; good table board; on car
room, suitable for two; no sick. 815 none but producers can be used. Gober, Chaves,
121 North Elm. w
water Bald: modern. 703 East Central
and
best,
cheapest
glaased-l- n
In
line
1012.'
Phone
sleeping porch; can be ar- jvortn Eleventh,
Four-roohighlands
AUDIT.
BALE
FOR
CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE and
moaern frame
Short A Gober, 120 West Gold.
phone 1670-and 117 North Mulberry,
phone 2128-ranged for apartments with congenial
FOR RENT Bright, sunny apartmeu
house: best condition: good location:
WILLIAMS a
keep books.
m,i
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large, welt CLERKS, 18 upward, for Postal Mall Fourth
phone 1730-. meiini oniiamg.
JL
large glassed sleeping porch; private people. 621 East Central.
AUTOMOBILES
O.. oare
ward.
Address
J.
Phone 701-1120
Service,
un
month.
room,
ventilated
SPOTS
SOFT
Experience
convenient to bath;
Heel
and
arch
ouahlons
bath and entrance. 1114 west central. FOR RENT Attractive four-roomodWANTED Position, young woman, aa
necessary. For free particulars of ex journal.
FOR
SALE Dodge
ern brick apartment, furnished, with furnace heat; no sick. Phone 119S-prevent fallen insteps, cures all foot
and a one- truck.
Phone
FOR RENT A three-rooassistant booklc.n.r
wrlta R. Terry (former Civil FOR SALIC By owner, new house,
2408-J.hi..
troubles, II. Thomas F, Keieher, Leather lady.
mom furnished
apartment, modern. two glassed and two screened porches FOR RENT Two extra large furnished amination,
Addresa A. B. C. care Joure.i
corner
Hervice
shade
.
outbuild'
Continental
l
trees,
lot;
4i)
examiner),
Co..
west
Phonal057-JBldg.,
Central.
rooms
front
1111
for housekeeping; kitchen
East Central; key next door, Owner
a On SALE
not South First.
Inquire Hotel Barn
roadater.
cheau.
chummy
Ideal
C.
D.
for cows, chickens, rabbits
Ings;
Washington,
821 South Third,
zoa
wmnnasr
sink.
2053-.
would like a
North
ASBESTOS
ROOF
physician
PAINT
Sycamore.
phone
office.
i4-jterms. 1800 South Elm.
Locum Tenons for a few months or
FOR SALE Bulck Light Six. new paint; GOOD for all kinds ot roofs, 11 per gal would buy
apartment, fur- - FOR RENT Cottage In rear, reasonable. FOK RENT Two well furnished rooms
FOR RENT Three-rooPERSONAL
SALE
FOR
modern
house,
Address
27. care
practice.
Ion.
110
very
The
South
Mansano
Co.,
for housekeeping; large sleeping porch,
two rooms, two sleeping porches, also
nlshed complete; October t; can be
onraain. em wortn Third.
Journal.
best location, Weat Central. In excel
VISITING
BARBER. Phone 2010-Walnut, phone 1814-Try a built up
eeen now; no sick and no children. 112 large front room, all furnished for light electric lights and gas. 410 East Central.
FOR SALE Ford coupe, 1171,
lent
terms
if
desired.
Ad
condition;
EXPERIENCED
aa
as
the bntldlnt.
roof, will last
GROCERY
man wants
long
Bath and phone.
320 IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, olean rooma; BEAUTY
SPECIALIST. Phone 2010-housekeeping.
South Ninth.
two days. 801 South Arno.
dress Box 55, care Journal.
position where honesty. Integrity and
1978-ratea by day or week. Over Pastime SHAMPOOING, facial and manicuring at
RENT Three
FOR
large furnished south nroadway, phone
attention to business
FOR BALE By owner,
B
FOR 6AL7
Bulcar tourln
are
frame
car
requisites;
West
2114
Theater,
sun
Central.
FOR
nome.
We
RENT
1544-porch,
have several houses
your
Fhone
rooms, modern; also large
first-clas- s
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
atucco; has fireplace, built-i- n bookcase
secondary consideration: not afraid
a.. FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City wages
and apartments to rent.
OWNERS.
.
FOR KENT Clean,
with fire place; reasonable.
nclosed.
of a day's work. Addresa A. B. C. care
furnished DO YOU WANT TO LEARN 8PAN18H f china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward.
nicely
y.
below
R.
Electrlo
Dr.
list
par.
Railway,
v
your properties with us. We can
rooms; reasonable,
Phone ISSS-with or without SEH J,
Journal.
ESPINOSA, No, 4, Whiting Phone 1808-FOR 8ALE Bulck
new cylinder L. Bust, N. T. Armljo building.
Three-roofurnished rent them and save you trouble. Gober, board. 413 South Broadway.
RENT
building, phone 4t6
FOR
FOR SALE By owner, modern eight- onort a uober, 220 West Gold, phone 666. FOR RENT Two
oiocaj, new tires; good aa new. Phone
n
glassed-iFOR SALE Ranches
sleeping
with
WANTED
apartment
room bouse. Fourth ward: a sood bur ZZ.'
Names and addresses
beautifully furnished
of
re- "
rooma In modern home. Apply to Mra
FOR RENT New house In hiahlands
those who saw ma run over at the tor noma or Investment; priced right
porch, close in; good neighborhood;
fcALE
IjuU
Irada ut lent, eigluy-acr- e
FOR
RENT
m
USE
Drive
no
VELVA
it
vvosi
. Pyrenees
AND
IRON.
Frod
ROOF
aica.
628
ford
PAINT.
North
Second.
yourself.
corner Coal and Second by The Brown terms. 1027 Forrester.
Ham,
three rooms and glassed-i- n
required;
sleeping
ranch, water, five-roo100 South Broadway, nhona 1073. whouse; fine
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks.
'' -- nd.
porch; also two other .large screened FOR RENT Front bedroom; private en- iransrer truck, Sunday, September II. FOR SALE
for chickena; aeven miles east of
place
room
four
unvera
license
house,
Mohair
Dandy
required.
top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
On new modern furnished porohes; furnished: water paid. 945 ner
RENT
trances adjoining bath; to employed U M. Boyer, 21 Columbia.
bath, sleeping porch. In good shape, FOR SALE Light Ford truck; has en- faint; vaispar Enamels, for automobiles; town. Phone 17S0-:
no children, man: no alck. 816 South Seventh.
rtment. large glassed-i- n
sleeping montn.
small family;
concrete sidewalks, garage, and sheds.
SALE Eight-acr- e
closed body suitable for dry cleaner Homestead Floor Paint.
Satisfaction FOR
ranch, one and
Phone 1115-- J.
PHRENOLOGIST
one-na- if
FOK RENT Two large rooms, furnished
Reasonable. Inquire 2li North Sixth.
miles west of Barelaa brldae.
1311 East
assured. Tbos. F. Keleher Leather Co,
or Daicer. mono tzo.
"ilv Woodlawn Apartments,
RIDBJ TO UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS. Ill
or
no
for
alck
on
light
housekeeping;
1057-401
J.
none
main
West Central,
BALE 11,500 will buy this mod FOR SALE Some eatra'
ditch, new adobe house and
"tntral. phnne
FOR SALE Poultry-Eg- g
soutrt Cornell avenue, have your head. FOR
small children. 803 North Fourth.
gooej usea cars.
ern four-roogarage, water In house,
borne; two large porches
mile
Two large sunshiny house- 1U RENT
easy terms. Uclntosh Auto Co- - toi
rom scnool house.
FOR SALE Home grown turkeys. Phone ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping ruoma an3 face and hand head. Sara M. Jones, and garage and store-roolot
60x142,
Paone 2404-JWest
with
FOR
rooms
Central.
SALE
porch;
sleeping
j.
Furniture
eeplng
zigg-Z1IIH-Jnousekeeping .apartments, by the day, pnone
facing east on street car line, at No, 106 FOR SALE 1121
u and newly decorated: aultahle for
lust-clanor
s
Hudson sport model, FOR SALE Unfold. In
month. 601 ft West Central.
North Twelfth.
FOR SALE- -f Real Ertite"
City Realty Co., 107
shape.
no sick. ..01 North FOR SALE Squabs and fancy pigeons. week
worm sz.joii, will tell for 11,850.
(. ile or two ladles; .
West Gold, phone aj.
Apply 1010 West Slate.
FOR RENT Nloa large room In modern
FOR SALE Livestockimti niimn mgn.
un. pnone jjoi-1
if'OK SALE Twenty-fiv- e
Phone 490-foot lot, 142
Four-rooSALE
FOR
Kitchon
to
oonvenlent
SALE
home,
FOR
furnaoe
modern
brick
cabinet,
chairs, rug
meals;
SALE Twelve White Leghorn hens
feet deep, between Second and Third
Or will trade
and heater.. .311 West
beat. Room vacant Sept. 39. 105 South rOR SALE Two fresti milk cows. 1421
RENT Office Rooms FOR
Haaeldtne, on Lead avenue, $1,600. Frank Trotter.
bungalow; oanvassed In sleeping porch, FOR SALE
ana rooster. 1152 South Broadway.
South Broadway.
872-J- .
car
for
George Blake.
or
Arno.
truck
run.
light
Ford
phone
screened
lot
and
front
60x290; all
porch;
Nice fresh eggs, at Ely's
FOR SALE Three lots In Monkbrldgc,
R ItENT Office rooms, over Wool' FOR SALE
SALE
Two fresh cows, giving four In first-clah
condition; Immediate pos- about. 117 South Arno.
FOR SALE
round fumed
light FOR
one corner lot 10x110; two adjoining
vorth'a. 319 Vi West Central.
Poultry yard, 623 South Eighth, nhone LOOK: LARGE orfront furnished clean.
and five gallons dally; also springs session.
Call Sunday or evenings, after FOR SALE Ford runabout;
oak
also
reed
room;
in
table;
dining
housekeeping
sleeping
engine
baby
.
steam lien.
lots, 40x210: will sell for 1400! cash er
office,
ana irons. 1600 Soutn Elm.
JR RENT Attractive
six. 914 North Eleventh-perfect Condition: new ttrea: rar mt Kl. stroller, In excellent condition.
1114
terms.
furnished. FOR SALE One doien White Leghorn comfortable; no sick; close In. Ill West FOR
Fhone 1968-J- ,
nd water
heat light
West Central.
SALE Carload of work horses and BY OWNER,
modern house In West Central. A. B. stroup.
Marquette.
Wright building, opposite pnstofflce.
laying Bens; also squabs, cbean. Phone FOR RENT Clean,
mares; will be at Bell's Livery, 113
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire- FOR SALE 1921 Baby Overland. In A- -l FOR SALE Coal range. Perfection healcomfortable,
light
152S-rrnn n pint Office rooms: beat and
parches, three
ana
shape; must sell by ''Tuesday night.
er, oil cook stoves, roll-to- p
furnlahed rooma: reasonable North Second, Sunday. J. F. McAllstcr. place, large screened
desk. Ivory
water; above Matson's store. Central FOR SALE Bucks, does and frying rab rates; airy
one block from Santa Fa shops. AUCTION SALE. Tuesday, October 4, at light airy bed rooms with extra large 421 South Broadway, room 7.
dressers, chlnaxloset, large amount of
on
avenue, inquire J. smwi auia
first-clas- s
east
lot
with
bits; hens and frying chickens. 710 820 south Third.
fronts
closets;
large
Bell's Livery Stable, eighteen head of
used furniture.
121 South
FOR
SALE
490
Chevrolet
coupe,
cheap
west Lead.
etc.; everything In 'excellent
FURNISHED room, furnace heat, bath gentle saddle, work and driving horses. lawn, trees, terms
ior casn; can be seen at Central Auto First.
It desired. Fhone
condition;
nd
Machine
WILL BUT Poultry of all kinds paying
621
FOR
Works.
SALE
West
Centril.
adjoining, for gentleman employed; a. b. iientnorn, auctioneer.
TYPEWRITERS
Upholstered
1477-davenport and
goo
call 423 FOR SALE Young pigs and two pure
TIME CARDS
private family. Phono 1751-FOR SALE OR TRADE
firesldechair; three upholstered parlor
V Vpivv
Ul 1 liHB All uiakea overhauled them. Phone 852-817 eouth Arno. South Third.
7
bred Duroc-Jerse- y
chairs;
bours; will furnish FOR SALE A real bungalow, price and
Stelnway
model Bulck: can ba seen at
upright pls.no; one parchine.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
place worth Investigating; hard wood West Silver; will demonstrate to mi
lor cabinet; three parlor tables; curCo.
for one; may be seen at C. W.
Albuquerquo
Poultry
pedigree
inrooma
FOR
ItENT
with
Furnished
repaired Ribbons for every
four miles north ot Old floors, fire place, buffet, window seat, terested parties.
tains; drapes velour portlera; one standaleeping porch, for housekeeping! bath Hunter's onRanch,
8. C. R. L
Ha south Fourth FOR SALE
change, phone 103-- J
ard sewing machine. Phone 318. Mra.
Rio Grande boulevard. Ad- linen closet; every built-i- n feature of an FOR SALE
r,
Reds, eighteen hens, twenty young nul connecting; water and lights furnished. Town,
siwylla-de- r Grunsfeld.
front
rear
ideal
and
kitchen;
large
dress
Albuquerque,
general delivery.
of 710 West Lead.
lets, four months old 'and twenty-fiv- e
SEWiNG MACHINES
S409-Rgood condition.
tubs, extra number
porches;
stationary
Phone
late hatch; fifteen
Whfte FOR RENT High-clas- s
loom. Aorth,
of windows; large lot; three large out new!ypalnted; no commissions; reasonWANTED
House
Leghorns, bens. Mrs. J. F. Summers,
south and east exposure; south sleep
buildings; suitable for business or gar able terms. Apply 11 Stern bulldlmr.
BUSINESS CHANCES
cleaned; parts and supplies for all 417 West Lead.
home In best resl- ing
porch;
private
WHSTUOUND
age; can arrange terms. Phone 19S8-- J
FOR SALE Two Bulck light sixes. 1918 would like to buy; four or five- Dally.
C H.
FOR SALE uarage. beat iocailoa
makes; all work guaranteed.
dentlal district. Phone 170.
room furnished house. In lowlands: can Train.
Arrive. Depart
FOR SALE 160 Income property, two
models, 1760 and 1850; Ford truck,
Morehead. phone Til. 430 West Lead.
town.
179.
Phone
CARPENTERING
1
111
Co
1500
No.
about
n
pay
one-toTne
Scout... 7:10 pm 1:10 pm
furnished,
WOODWOUTli Newly
cash, balance 150 per
email furnlahed houses, located on one 1200;
Ford truck, worm drive.
A. M. J., care No. 1 Calif. Ltm!ted.l0:4 am 11:11 am
clean rooms ana nouaexeeping apart Foil SALE Small grocery store, doing of the best cornera in southern highlands. 1400; Ford speedster. 1200: Dorira tour month. Address Box
MONEY TO LOAN
PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
1201 Lot (0x143.
Journal.
good
No, t Fargo Fast. .11:11 am 11:41 am
business;
ments, by day, week or month. Reduced
cheap rent.
Live In one and let the ing car, 150. lit West Gold.
Phone 1H73-.- I.
Any kind of work.
North Arno.
summer ratea. Ill South Third.
UOUaX TO LOAM On watches,
rent
Price
Is
balance.
WANTED
for
the
We want property to aell; if No. I The Navajii. .11:41 am 1:1 am
pay
only STOLEN
AUTOMOBILES
WANTED
vour
Odd
and
List
SOUTHBOUND.
jobs carpentering, paint- FOR RENT Unfurnished, two desirable FOR SALE On ot the beat business 13,760. One half cash, balanoe to suit.
guns
everything valuable
the money, wa can mnv. It.
stolen automobile with The National Seeworth
Mr. B. Marcus, ill South First.
11:10 pm
ing and roof repairing, pnone 14D6-our advertisement under Real Estate No. 19 El Paso Exp.
rooms, with glassed-l- n
sleeping rooms
properties In Albuquerque. Ill South This Is a big snap for someone who wants
11:11 am
Okemah, column; if your property were thue ad- No. 17 El Paso Exp.
OR
ROOF PAINTING; and garage; light and water paid; nt First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel of. a home and a small Income, for It will Stolen Automobile Registry,
MONEY TO LOAN un diamonds, watcues FOR HOUSE
Okla.
Full
on
first-claparticulars
request.
on
EASTBOUND.
20
worki
reasonable
cent
con
your Investment.
pay you
and gold Jewelry) liberal, reliable,
prices. sick; no children; rent reasonable. 101 flea.
per
vertised, It would move, wouldn't It?
1 The
Vo,
1:11 pm 1:41 pro
You must tee this to appreciate It. In
L.
J.
Identlal. Gottlieb Beer, 105 North Firm ftenrge T Brown, 1020 South Broadway North 8ecnnd.
South
v
Real
Navajo..
110
Phillips,
Estate,
LOST AND FOUND
FOR SALE
Photographic studio, good
No.
4 Calif.
Limited 1:00 pm 1:40 urn
at 101 South Edith or phone
Third, phone 354-or having your FOR RENT
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, dla- - BEFORE BU1LDINO
location In Albuquerque; will sacrlflco quire
with amall
Nn. 5 S. F. Eight.. 7:11 pm l:0t pro,
167H-Large room
LOST Brown leather
contain
Douse repaired, call S54-our figures
monds, watches. Liberty Bonds, pianos,
room adjoining, bath, large screened for quick sale; reasona for selling, have
10
No.
The Scout ... T:20 am fill Q
Ing about 140 and express receipt: Ho- - FOR
f Jimit mIm Rnthman'e may interest you: no Job too large or too sleeping porch, private entrance; suit- other bualnesa.
.nlmnhhllM
Address
SPECIAL NOTICE"
FRO
80UTH.
eral reward. 1204 South Edith.
17 8outh First.
Banded to the Mate. small.
able for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A.
OK
No. itFrom El Paso 1:18 pm
HENT Pianos.
Phone 1104
LOST Between TIJeraa canyon and Al- DRESSMAKING
Wal CAN aava you money ,.n elecirice.1
B. Hall, 724 East Gold, phnna II71-W- .
10
No,
1:00 am
From
El
Paso
FOR
RENT Oarage, til North Third.
The total wheat crop of the MATTRESSRENOVATING
buquerque. one brown leather puttee;
service, call op and get ear estimates.
No. 10 connects at Beiea with No. tl
return to SOS West Marquette; reward. FOR RENT Newly decorated store room.
orld Is estimated this year at A HUBS
STOLEN
for
Clovls,
Peoos
Valley. Kansas City and
IJ
HK.NOVA11M1, (3.0 and up.
GILDKRSLZXVB ELXCTR1Q CO.
J6X76 reet.
FOUND
Leather bill-fol- d
alt West Central.
nnrnxlmntplv l P.ri3 nno. nnn hitah.
with Idenflfl-catio- n
Gulf Coast.
Rug oleanlng. furniture renai'im. fur. STOLEN
From ear, package containing t'LEATlNG. accordion, side ana bug.
Owncard
and
license.
drlver'a
FOR
RENT
from
Clovls
and
room,
25x90;
njture packing, pliooe 471, ,Ervln Bedpoints east and eoe'k
N. Crane. Ill
mall orders.
embroidery material; the parties are
North
ENGINEERS AND CONTRAl-TO- RS
er can harv same by saying for ad. Call
no. zs connects at Bslen with Ha, 11
plenty light: very desirable for school.
oju vompaay,
known; return er mall.e eo west MA Seventh.; Crane Apartments, phone 111
jora jnan iasi year. ,
1711 West Central, paene 17 20-- J,
office,
Journal
or
.'.
room,
ledge
elup
ill Weej Central. n eiori.
y
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WOMAN CLAIMS A

First Fall Arrival Kippered Salmon
How about a pound of Fresh, Crisp Soda Crackers,
per pound, 20c. Or a package of Nabisco Wafers
for 10c?
.
. . .50c
Supreme Butter, lb
.
New Pinon Nuts, now lb
...20c
Chase and Sanborn's Coffee and Teas.
..-..-

S15 Marble

CRESCENT 6R0CEBT

I

ROBERT JONES

Coal and Boatb Walter

Arenas

Pbone

Phone.

i

IWe

Bell

678

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodle, Spaghetti and

ether Macaroni Products

LErSG0PAQTlF
-

I

A1K

LAST
TIME

Some Albuquerque
policemen
have "no manners at all."
that
policeman just walk"Why
ed rlsht In he's Rot no manners
at all," declared Margarcto Gutiert
She
rez in police court yesterday.
was being tried on a charge of disorderly conduct and running a disorderly house. The house was
raided parly Sunday morning by
local police.
Miss Gutierrez was quite indignant that the oflfcers should take
such liberties as burring right Into
a house when they had been called
there by the wife o another man
who was there and later arrested.
In spite of the counter charge
made regarding the lack of etiquette
on the part of the police, she was
fined $20 for running a disorderly
house and the disorderly conduct
charge against her was dismissed.
A. C. Bowdich,
arrested in the
house, was found not guilty of a
charge of disorderly conduct. B.
Lopes and Adelena Chavez, also
arrested in the raid, entered pleas
of guilty and were given $20 or
twenty days each.

COOLED.

1

4

and

They will be absent for about

a

month.
Mrs. Margaret Barnes has gone
to Socorro on business.
The American Yeomen will hold
their regular meeting and installation of officers at 7:30 o'clock on
Wednesday evening at the K. of P.
hall. A pot luck supper will be
served after the meeting.
Herman C. Nuffer and It. H.
.Lindsey, of the Indian irrigation
eervice, have returned from a water
survey trip around l'ort Defiance,
Ariz.
Reuben D. Perry has returned
from a trip to Ashville, N. C,
where he attended a Masonic grand
lodge convention.
Pay Poll Tax at Hgh School.
Henry G. Coors, Jr., returned last
night from Las Vegas, where he
has been on a short business trip.
and
Forest Ranger Warnock
George Beckwith, from the Tijeras
canyon district, were in the city on
official business yesterday.
Albuquerque Camp, No. 1, Woodmen of the World, will meet tonight
at the Knights of Pythias hall. A
large ciass will be initiated.
George E. Fletcher has returned
from a business trip to Estancla.
The regular meeting of the Woman' Benefit Order of Maccabees
will be held at 2:30 o'clock thin
afternoon at the Odd Fellows" hall.
There will be an initiation.
Four dollars, full wagon load
factory, wood: limited amount.
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
The Missionary society of the
Central Avenue Methodist church
will meet at the church Tuesday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Loyal Order of Mooso will meet
tonight at Moose hall.
Dr. J. W. Bruner returned last
y
trip
evening from an
to Loving, Carlsbad and Artesia,
He
where he made addresses.
the inspoke Friday In Clovis inround-uterests of the fall cash
E. F. Woodruff, of Las Vegas, an
evangelistic singer, was in Albuquerque yesterday en route to his
home from Vaughn, where he has
been assisting in revival services.
The cattle sanitary board will
meet here on October 5.
' iO. E. Breece filed suit yesterday
In the district court against the
Ho
Mining company.
Hawkeye
seeks to collect $1,000 said to be
due on a promissory note,
has been
Roslington
Pepita
ramed to teach at the San Antonita
school in the Sandia mountains.
She will take the room which Miss
been teachIgnacita Gutierrez has
'
ing.
The first meeting and dinner of
the Albuquerque Lawyers' club will
be held this noon at the Y. M. C. A.
Highland Sluggers will play the
Lob Ltinas Stars at Los Lunas Sunday afternoon.
.

p.

i

Dance, Wednesday,
Colombo Hall.

October

S,

TODAY AND TOMORROW
as
For the women who struggle for Mother-Rigthe women of all ages have done, strong in their faith
and their love!
For the men who mock and deny that Mother-Righ- t
as men have since the world began!
ht

"MAH-WOMAH-MARBI-

St.

tew

from. Allen Mdltttar

A

Mlnnctona
churn and

Allen
Home

Pbone

917--

DOROTHY

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
MulPermanently Removed.
tiple Needle Method.
SUSAN CHITTENDEN,
Electric Needle Specialist
Art Aseptic Beauty Parlor
411 East Central
Phone 973--

BATHS
and
Turkish,

Medicated,
Sulphur
ihampooin and Scalp Specialist.
Graduate Nurse and Masseuse
MRS. TER1.Y DEAMER, Prop.
508 1,4 West Central.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
OFFICE

flow's your chance

Let Us Send a Man

"SPOOHERS"
Matinee Adults
Night ( 6 to 1 1 ) Adults

,10c
.15c

VIENNA PARIS
Dressmaking.
1318

From the
s
Novel by Winston Churchill
Personally Directed by
World-Famou-

WE WILL

Crystal Opera House

ADDED

Sunday, October 9

ALAMEDA

MATIXEE AND NIGHT
Matinee Prices 55c, 85c, $1.10
Night Prices 85c, $1.10, $1.05

"BURTON HOLMES

At Society Hall,
Friday Evening

"CURRENT

OCTOBER 7TH
For the championship
prize
waltzing contest of Albuquerque.
L'ndcr Management of Lew 1'lson
Music By
Whlto Lightning ITannonlzcrt

HOW ARE THESE

TRICES?

Dance Wednesday

Hob Nail

Ruas.t and Field

Shoes Hl.Ofl

Army Wuolen Sox, three pair tor.$l,00
C. Blanket
fi:.W
New O. D. Shirts
$:t.?S
ClaM A. Navy Blanket.
ftt.50
Wool Underwear 1 1.80 per ult to.fa.00
Prompt Attention to Mall Order..

COLOMBO HALL

Step Lively
Syncopators

9

Liberty Army
Company
Supply
111 North
Street.
BITTNER- - HOUSE ROOMS
South First. Pbone 221--

WANTED

FOGG, The Jeweler

post-offi-

Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
Also Engraving.
All
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite

J.

Phone

feet from Central Avenuo.
VHiftiNUABUE WATCH
REPAIRING.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.

45

WANT

....... 2&c
.,

Automobiles for Storage.
$5.00 Per Month.

.35c

,.;.18c
20c

401

North First.

$11.50

ro

Co - Operative
everybody.
Store. 206 West Silver. Phono 217

Grand Mask Ball
Armory Hall,
Thursday Evening. October
Big Cash Prlws.

$100.00
$1,000

b.

received.

We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
You save this charge often on one item.
The most convenient grocery In the city to shop in,
serve, yourself and save.

Old Town Stars challenge the
Albuquerque Centrals to play
i five game series, three games
already played, for second team
championship of the city. Winners of three out of five to be
equipped by losers with new
uniforms. Centrals to play their
regular team.

MINING MERCANTILE CO.

WILLY-NILL- Y

13.

205 South First Street
The Highect Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

,

m

m

Cm

158

Taxi & Baggage

Pbon.

158

EI.ECTBIO SHOE SHOP
213 Ronth Second.
Fre. Call and Delivery,
S67--

WOOD
I

Sawed and Split Stove Size Fire Place Logs Just Right for
These Cool Mornings and Evening!

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.
4

Let our

PHONES

5

trucks give yon service.

122 S. 4th St,

J.

FREE

This is Candy Week. Next Saturday, October
8th, is Candy Day, the sweetest day in the
year. It's going to a big day in Albuquerque.
We are going to give a 10 per cent cash discount on all candy purchased that day.
Watch for future announcements.
We wish to call your attention to a few ot our
Home-Mad- e
Candies, which are constant repeaters and will bring you back for more:
Black

Real Estate 8 per cent
loan for $900. j

SECURE
Best Training In All
Commercial Subjects.
Western School for Private
Secretaries.
Phone 901-- J
and Evening
Day, Half-da- y
Sessions.

V

Walnut-Molasse-

s
Taffy
Panoche (made with Pecans and
Vermont Maple Sugar.)
Salted Almonds; Cream Wafers (for
parties and other social gatherings)
Chocolates (with cream, fruit and
solid centers.)

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

SHIPPERS OF
HAY AND
ALFALFA

TAXI
SINGER
Orriee

Phone 600

Singer Cigar Store,
210 West Central

RAMS

And of

the Nationally Known Lines:

Arizona
Large, smooth,

heavy-shearin-

yearling and
Prices right.

two-year-o- ld

g

rams., In carload lots or less

WALTER M. CONHELL
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

For Comfort, Convenience and Economy Tse

CERRILLOS EGO
FACTORY WOOD
First Come Not Only First Served, But Best Served
- Order Today.

IIAIIII

;

Crane's, Bunte's and Chocolate Shop
Chocolates.
V
Bunte's Filltfd Candies.
Riffgi's Jordan Almonds and Turkish
Paste.

Rambouillets

GALLUP LUMP ANTHRACITE
Cerrillos Lump Gas House Coke.

The

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:S am
Arrives in Santa Fe. . .10:45 am
Leaves Santa Fe ......4:J0pm
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30 pro

Los Lunas, N. M.

modern except heat. Both In
modHighl'inc's. Also
ern house on West Gold, Just
completing. Call at
821 W. Silver.
Phono 1940--

CANDY WEEK

Phone 467.

b.

b.

803--

FOR SALE.
brick, sun parlor,
screened back porch, garage
corner lot, 1801 East Central
avenue. Furnished or
Five-roo-

COAL

.28c

Baseball Challenge

--

lint

31914

Phone

FOR SALE BY OWNER
lust finished
modern
press brick end new
five-roo- m

Clan

October 5

box.
1724--

PRICES

It

CO

WIHiay bonus for small

TRAVELOGUE"

EVENTS"

REGULAR

King of Jazz.

West Marble.
Phono 1161--

Herbert C. Schuitr,
JEWELER.

ATTRACTIONS

DANCE

if

$1.05

2-l- b.

A. Skinner

.....

Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Corner Fourth and
mral.

... ...38c

boxes
37c
...
Codfish, in
boxes
Codfish, in
.'...72c
10-lPails Honey, per pail
$1.55
Pails Honey, per pail
$0c
Comb Honey, per comb
30c
The above are all new goods, and just recently

J.

Children
Children

Ct Cpammounl QJctm

Albert Capellani

CAFETERIA

Evaporated Apples, pkg
iM.;.15c
Fancy Rice Popcorn, pkg
10c
Evaporated Sweet Corn, pkg
Ferndell Mammoth Queen Olives, full quart
90c
jar, per jar
..j..

5-l-

25c

... 35c

Including Tax

BRACY'S

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

z.

A a

A Gosmop olitan Production

A Vanity Comedy
ADVANCE IN PRICES

J.

GENTRY'S EGGS.
At Champion, Hawkins, San Jose,
Skinner's, Ideal and Pa pile's. Price
70 cents.

1

3he IllSlde of

PHILLIPS
ALSO

T

KAT AT

NEW DENTAL OFFICE
OPEN F0R BUSINESS
Dr. Alfred L. Thelin, son of Ai.
Thelln, of this city, arrived here a
short time ago and has opened
dental parlors upstairs in the
2
South Third
building. 116
street. The doctor graduated with
high honors at the Western Dental
college, Kansas City, Mo and before coming to this city did dental
work In several towns of Kansas.
Ho will keep open evenings.

--

present

The Love Story of the Ages

,

Fourth Street.
Jrd door north of Postoffics,
12-o-

PlAYEllS LA5KV CORPORATION

Four-gallo-

The Famous Georgia Minstrels
are clue for an appearance at the
Crystal opera house, Sunday, October 9, bringing a company of
forty fun makers, musicians, singers and dancers and fifteen vaudeInquire
ville acts in a program entirely
JOURNAL,
different from anything ever seen
in a minstrel performance.
That minstrelsy is again becoming the popular amusement of the
American stage, is shown by the
crowded houses being given all
similar organizations.
There must be something to at- For a limited time only we will
tract people to the theater, from
clean your watch for $1.50.
the fact the Famous Georgia Min- Expert workmanship guaranteed.
strels have weathered tha storms
Wiseman's Watch Shop
of over thirty-thre- e
years continuous travel there must be some215 South Second
thing In a reputation to sustain
them so many years there must
certainly be merit back of all this,
and while they have the regulation band parade, it is a frequent To
replace that broken window
thing that when the company arAlbuquerqne Lnmhcr Co..
rives In town, they find the seats glass.
Phone
421.
423 North First
are all sold in advance. The reputation of the company must have a
whole lot to do with this.

can Large Prunes
can Large Prune3
New Crop Soft Shell Walnuts, lb
New Almonds, fancy 'soft shell, lb..
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour, pkg.
Aunt Jemima Buckwheat Flour, pkg

'If

Drama Eternal, Starring

creamery
buttet
n
$20.00.
worker,
churn, $3.00. W. P. Johnston
729 South Arno.

J

THE LONG EXPECTED
GEORGIA MINSTRELS
HERE SUNDAY, OCT. 9

5-l- b.

And the boy, soul-sic- k
at the
wreck of his love, flung out of
his father's home and sank to
the depths.
'
But this smug
"foremost
citizen" what of him? What
of the girl who gave up when
she wasn't fit for his son?
What of his church that was
ruled by hypocrites? What
of the thousands of honest
workers whose lives these
hypocrites darkened?
Was there any way up to the
light? Only one!
A story that turns the dregs
of life to the sparkling wine
of happiness.

rVoduttlotf";

Holubar's

107 So.

b.

"Your Cursed Pride Did That!"

!

Music and Jewelry Store
First

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

AGE"

FOR SALE

ROTH MAN'S
117 S.

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

M.

FAMOUS

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
BASKETS,
RUGS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY
At Reduced Prices

In St. Louis.

visit at their home

Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phono 642.

INDIAN

E.

P.

Your Trunk Hauled for

25 Cents

J?hon

1 TO 11

We Are on the Job
Call

Coal Supply Co

--

m

Amazing Tale of Woman's Love
Also LATEST "FOX NEWS"
MUTT and JEFF CARTOONS
REGULAR ADMISSION

r E. C. Castle and Conrad Ritter, of
JVIiramontes, .left yesterday for a

CONTINUOUS

INVESTMENT

"THE STING OF THE LASH"

LOCAL ITEMS

THEAT

For Sale Four-rooand bath,
brick house.
Furnished, now
rented for $42.50. $3,500 cash.
No terms. Address
Investment Cnro Journal

iba Greatest Dramatic Role of Her Career

4, 1921.

12

Patrons are requested to place
orders for shelled pinon mils well
In ndvunre in order to bo promptly
served. Fannlo S. Spitz, 3211 North
Tenth St Tel. S02. Mail orders
given careful attention.

Pauline Frederick
1

2

iMsstttifattlJ

POLICEMAN CAME
'RIGHT IN HOUSE'

Per Pound, 50c

WARD'S STORE
HOMER B. WARD

October

f

COAL
PHONE

;

COMPANY
91.

,

.

i.

When it comes to Quality these lines of
Candies cannot be surpassed.
If You Want the Best Be Sure It's

FEE'S

304 West Central Ave.

PUBLIC SALE

Tuesday, October 4, Bell Livery Stable.
halt block north of Central at 1:00 P. M. Sharp
I will
head of . senile Saddle, Work and Driving
' "
Horses for Cash to the highest bidder. '
Second

St--

i

sell ' 18

Phone

435--

A. B.

HENTHORN,

AUCTIONEER

